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ABSTRACT 

Two spectral regions of gain exist for a weak probe beam propagating through a 

medium of two-level-atoms pumped by a strong near-resonance field. 

Experimentally a cw ring-dye laser is used to explore this gain at the Na D2 

resonance in a vapor. Plane-wave calculations of probe-gain spectra which include 

the Doppler broadening inherent in a vapor agree well with experimental spectra 

obtained with a Fabry-Perot interferometer. Such two-beam-coupling gain might 

have applications as optical pre- or power amplifiers. The gain is also the primary 

step in four-wave-mixing. Mixing of the pump and sideband which experiences gain 

produces the medium polarization from which the fourth-wave arises. For phase

matched propagation the fourth-wave, which is at a frequency that experiences little 

or negative probe-gain (i.e., absorption), grows at nearly the same rate as the primary 

sideband. Together the two sidebands extract far more than twice as much energy 

from the pump than does the primary sideband acting alone. Experimentally four

wave-mixing which arises from noise at the gain-sideband-frequency is sometimes 

accompanied by conical emission at the fourth-wave sideband. Since this sideband is 

also seen on axis the explanation cannot be simply phase-matching. Simulations 

which include the full transverse nature of the experiment are currently running on a 

eRA Y supercomputer. These simulations indicate that the radial variation of the 

medium index of refraction is responsible for conical emission. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
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Twentieth century physics has had many successes but none more far reaching than 

that of quantum mechanics and its application to atomic and solid-state physics.1 Niels 

Bohr postulated quantized electronic orbits and a simple physical model to explain the 

hydrogen spectrum. Already the fundamental connection between the atom and light 

arises. Wolfgang Pauli hypothesizes the exclusion principle to explain the periodic chart 

of the elements while Schrodinger and Heisenberg bring the probabilistic nature of de 

Broglie's particle waves to precise mathematical formalisms. Concurrently Planck, 

Einstein and others were advancing our understanding of wave/particle duality with 

respect to light. In particular the transition probabilities of spontanous emission, 

absorption, and stimulated emission proposed by Einstein provided nearly all the concepts 

necessary to generate (with Schrodinger's equation coming later) remarkable theory to 

explain and even predict atomic nature and its fundamental connection to the 

electromagnetic spectrum. With this theoretical foundation and years of advancing 

technology (including masers) Schawlow and Townes were able to predict, with 

astonishing accuracy, the laser and many of its properties.s Now we have lasers and use 

them to study further the same atomic physics which was used to make the laser a 

reality. In fact, this paper discusses sodium lasers that resemble the potassium laser (also 

an alkali metal) discussed in principle by Schawlow and Townes. The major practical 

difference between the lasers is that the sodium laser is pumped by a dye laser rather 
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than a spectral lamp. Which is to say that contemporary research benefits from the 

available technology. Rather than take false pride in our modem technology this writer 

is humbled by the imaginative conceptual leaps made early this century without which 

the development of the laser and even the digital computer would be highly unlikely. 

With the advent of the laser came spectroscopy of unprecedented accuracy. In many 

cases the spectroscopy was limited not by the source Iinewidth but by the velocity 

distribution of the atomic sample being studied, leading to an inhomogenous (Doppler) 

width far greater than the natural width of the transition. Clever use of the laser to 

exploit the nonlinear response of these samples permitted only atoms with selected 

velocities to contribute to certain spectral features.3- 1S Such saturation techniques, based 

on the finite number of atoms available in a real sample, are part of the gTOwing field of 

nonlinear optics which encompasses this paper. It was found early on in the post-Iaser

discovery years that the theory coupling the medium polarization t~ t..'!e electric field of 

the laser beam thru Maxwell's equations (i.e., the physics represented by those equations) 

could be carried out perturbatively in a power series expansion of the electric field." 

Second harmonic generation was demonstrated7 and is being used today along with other 

classical nonlinear optics techniques (e.g., sum and difference frequency generation). 

These techniques generally describe the medium in terms of a second order (X(2» or 

third order (X(S» susceptibility attained phenomenologically. Many nonlinear effects can 

be adequately explained by theory which is carried out only to second or third order. In 

fact the physics of condensed matter nonlinear phenomona is frequently not known well 

enough to permit more precise treatment in a meaningful way. However the predictions 

of theory based on perturbation calculations have fundamental limitations. If the 

expansion order isn't high enough then not only may some predictions depart from 
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observations in magnitude as the parameter space expands (which is quite understandable) 

but entire distinct features may be missed (e.g.,saturation). Worse yet, expansions may 

fail to converge. 

To alleviate this problem the traditional approach is to go back to the most basic and 

simple system possible, in this case the single resonance of an atomic absorption line. 

Model this system algebraically using quantum mechanics and solve the equations"exactly" 

Such two-level-atom (TLA) theory describes nicely a wide realm of nonlinear effec~. 

Most importantly TLA theory closely follows the actual physics of single atomic 

resonances to within the physically meaningful approximations that are made to simplify 

the calculations. Experimentally an alkali metal, with the one excess electron in its 

outermost shell, approximates a TLA to a high degree. Sodium vapor is a traditional 

favorite of the experimentalist because the strong D transitions are in the visible part of 

tlle spectrum where an excellent dye exists for tunable dye Iasers.8 From the observation 

of optical bistability by Gibbs et al.;9 the observation of optical amplification by WU and 

Ezekiel et al.;10 the demonstration of four-wave mixing phase-conjugation with gain by 

Bloom et al.;l1 to the observation of squeezed states by SIU!her et al.,u sodium has been 

the medium of choice. Although a"bette" medium can be found for almost any 

experiment in nonlinear optics, sodium's appeal lies in that, if it can be done at all then 

you should be able to do it in sodium (or at least come to a good understanding of why 

you can't). 

This dissertation follows the tradition of sodium as the experimental medium in 

conjunction with TLA theory. In contrast to many other sodium experiments where the 

Doppler broadened nature of a simple vapor has been an undesired complication (avoided 

by use of atomic beams or large detunings) this work reports data undeniably influenced 
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by the broadening. Recently Khitrova13 included the variable Doppler width (i.e., not 

necessarily in the Doppler limit, where the homogenous width can be approximated by a 

delta function under the Doppler width) in a density matrix TLA theory. In this theory 

the integration over velocity of the off-diagonal density-matrix element Pab is written in 

terms of plasma dispersion functions and requires only personal computer power to 

calculate hundreds of spectral points in less than a minute. By comparison, direct 

numerical integration over the infinite boundaries must proceed cautiously so as not to 

err and requires costly mainframe-computer time for a reasonably quick turnaround. 

The plasma dispersion function (20 infinite bounds integral) is evaluated using quickly 

converging sequences, the choice of sequence depending on the input parameter's location 

in the complex plane. That using the Doppler broadened theory is appropriate with 

vapor experiments is documented herein. It might also benefit those doing atomic beam 

experiments to measure and include their remnant Dopple? broadening with such theory, 

especially if the higher density available by reducing the extent of beam collimation is 

desired. 

Chapter 2 presents a pedagogical development of the TLA theory for a closed system 

(i.e., no decay to or from any other levels than the two deiIning the resonance). The 

relation ootween the off-diagonal density-matrix-element Pab and the medium 

polarization P is stressed. Pump-probe density matrix elements are derived and the 

transformation from homogeneous to Doppler broadened equations presented. A 

discussion of plane-wave propagation follows, including four-wave-mixing with 

degenerate pump beams and the ensuing phase-matching requirements. Finally the 

transverse nature of doing experiments with beams is included in the theory and a 

method of its numerical solution discussed. Throughout Chap. 2 equations are advanced 
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slowly, with the details intact, so wat computer programs based on the equations can be 

easily checked. 

In Chapters 3 thru 5, in nearly chronological order, descriptions of the experiments 

are presented. They are: Chap. 3, the single-feedback-mirror experiment; Chap. 4, the 

gain/feedback lasing experiments; and Chap. 5, the conical emis'lion experiment. The 

process of discovery, the comparison of data to theory, and similarity of the underlying 

physics which unfolds in these experiments are emphasized. 

FORTRAN source code for the transverse simulations is included in Appendix A. 

Important technical details are in Appendix B which specifies the experimental apparatus 

and arrangements used for the various measurements. The list of references follows the 

appendices, each chapter having a seperate listing so. that the references can be followed 

nearly in sequence (some references are listed multiple times). 



Chapter 2 

THEORY~DOPPLERBROADENEDINTERACT10NS 

IS 

In this chapter I present a concise development of the two-level atom semiclassical 

theoryl-6 which models the observed effects presented in the foUowing chapters. 

Experimentally it is found that interesting nonlinear optical effects occur with typical cw 

dye laser output intensities when the atomic density is high, such as is available in 

vapors. Atomic beams (which always have a remnant Doppler width transverse to their 

propagation direction) require frequent reloading and messy cleanup when run at the 

moderately high density needed to provide sufficient effect. Increasing the interaction 

length with multiple beams creates major experimental difficulties and expense. At the 

same time the increased length requires reduced laser intensity (for a given laser power) 

because the beam diverges too quickly if focused too tightly. By switching to a pulsed 

source, high enough intensities can be achieved so that laser detunings much greater 'titan 

the Doppler width stiU produce nonlinear effects. In this limit neglecting the Dopp:er 

width doesn't cause significant differences in theory. However, due to their temporal 

profile and higher order effects which ensue (e.g., self phase modulation and power 

broadening), high power pulses muddle the measurements made. Obviously, the best 

experimental conditions exist when Doppler broadening cannot be ignored! Recent work 

by Khitrova has extended two-level-atom theory to include inhomogeneous broadening 

with a variable Doppler width while maintaining computational efficiency.6,T A distiUed 

version of this theory, which wiU be shown to track experimental spectra more accurately 
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than the stationary atom theory, follows. 

Some thoughts on the organization of this chapter are in order. Although the 

derivation of the medium polarization is quantum mechanical, more physical models 

which are classical are discussed first. Density matrix formalism is related to more 

fundamental quantum mechanical concepts which are in tum related to Bohr orbits and 

charges on springs. Readers comfortable with the relation between the density matrix 

and medium polarization may wish to skip directly to section B, where the concept of 

pump/probe or saturation spectroscopy is explained and the stationary-atom polarization 

derived. The density-matrix polarization term P, at the probe frequency w, is then 

integrated for copropagating pump and probe over a Maxwellian velocity distribution to 

account for the contributions of all atoms in a Doppler broadened medium. Plots of the 

resulting velocity-integrated nonnaIized-polarization-component 111, versus the probe 

detuning from the pump frequency allow meaningful discussion of the effects of 

parameter changes on the probe lineshapes. Allowing for a third field to develop through 

four-wave mixing (FWM), the P" and velocity-integrated nonnaIized-polarization

component (J, terms are also introduced (subscripts on normalized-polarization

components refer to the field which drives that polarization as will become clear later). 

Plots of (J, versus detuning reveal the essential aspects of mixing strength for varying 

parameters. Plane-wave propagation including FWM is derived, followed by a short 

discussion of phase matching. The effects of phase matching are explored through plots 

of the FWM spectrum (including Doppler broadening) for degenerate pump beams with 

co propagating probes. An introduction to the more ambitious numerical simulations 

which include a Gaussian transverse profile concludes the chapter. Each spectral 

simulation consumes several hours of super-computer CPU time. So large a parameter 
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space and the many approximations made in the theory requires careful comparison to 

well known analytic and "proven" numerical results before any comparison to the 

experiment can be justified. Good agreement between theory and experiment with few 

"free" parameters justifies theory. To write code which mimics some aspect of nature; 

that is the quest. 

2·A. THE DENSITY MATRIX 

To develop the density matrix without explaining or deriving its relationship to the 

physical world seems unsatisfying to this writer. One could say the off-diagonal elements 

are proportional to the atomic polarization P, and refer the reader to a text for further 

explanation. Instead, I outline the derivation including some physical interpretation 

starting from equations as fundamental as Maxwell's and SchrOdinger's. Like Newton's 

laws of motion, these equations have proven to be quite accurate in their description of 

nature so their use is justified until something "better" is required (e.g., relativity in the 

case of Newton's laws). 

In the beginning there is light;8 

(I) 

The wave equation above is derived from Maxwell's equations (MKS units) for an 

isotropic nonmagnetic medium with no free charges or currents.J,1l It describes an 

electromagnetic wave propagating through a medium with isotropic electric and magnetic 
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properties f and Po respectively at a phase speed vl .. 1/ JPo. The left hand side of the 

equation describes the spatial change in the electric field E (bold type indicating its 

vector nature, i.e., E .. i.E for linear polarized light). Later in this chapter, when actual 

laser beams are considered, both the longitudinal and transverse spatial derivatives playa 

role but for now assume the plane wave approximation. By convention the longitudinal 

direction of the laser field propagation defines the z axis so that plane waves are 

described by, 

(2) 

On the right hand side of the equation time evolution of both the driving field E and the 

medium polarization P are described. P can be thought of as arising from E (laser light 

E shines on a medium inducing P). However P can also be thought of as a source of E 

(i.e., dipole radiation). In the work that follows the polarization is "written" by an 

Ilibitra:ily strong pump wave together with a weak probe wave. This polarization then 

acts on the weak wave as dictated by the wave equation (2) above. The polarization 

component which is out of phase with the weak field leads to absorption or gain (energy 

transfer effects) while the in phase component affects only the weak field phase (i.e., the 

medium index of refraction). 

Classical medium polarization description treats matter as a collection of electrons 

connected to their ions by springs.10 This model provides insight into many linear and 

nonlinear optical phenomona.ll This insight should not be lost amidst the algebra that 

follows; polarization arises from charge out of its rest "position." In optics the 

polarizations of interest typically oscillate and are damped out over time. Much of the 
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appeal of the electron-on-a-spring model lies in the fact that damped driven harmonic 

and anharmonic oscillators have been studied exhaustively with respect to many other 

systems. It is a rare restoring force indeed that requires a potential without its lowest 

order (i.e., most significant) term being quadratic in the displacement variable x, thus the 

near universality of the harmonic oscillator model ensues. Typically in classical nonlinear 

optics a power series expansion of the polarization in terms of the E field is assumed 

and the lowest order coefficients of fJ' are solved purturbatively. However the 

fundamental effect of saturation due to the finite number of oscillators, which may show 

itself quite powerfully, requires a kludge in this model or, more appropriately, a different 

model. 

To deal with the nonlinear optics of atoms (or molecules) near resonance requires the 

quantum theory. Here, only semi-classical theory is considered, i.e., only the medium is 

treated quantum mechanically. Polarization still means charge out of equilibrium but now 

it has to do with pro~bilities and wave functions. Beginning with the outdated but 

easily visualized Bohr model, the electron jumps between orbits which are classical in 

nature although quantized. This helps one to understand fundamentals like saturation due 

to the finite number of systems (atoms), conservation of energy, and the atomic 

transitions in the atom-field interactions witnessed by spectroscopists (e.g., absorption and 

emission spectra). Even so simple a model is sufficient to describe saturation effects (a la 

Einstein A and B coefficients) but doesn't explain the charge displacement which leads to 

polarization. The quantum theory more accurately dermes wave functions t/J, the square 

modulus of which, It/Jis .. t/J$t/J, may be thought of as representing, in this case, the 

probability-density of the least-tightly-bound or valence electron position with respect to 

its rest position (i.e., the nucleus, since only Coulomb forces are considered). Three 
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dimensional clouds which relate to the real world only through products like t/J.t/J don't 

objectify as easily as do Bohr's planet-like orbits (though transverse cylindrical-coordinate 

laser-resonator mode patterns are similar to cross sections of t/J.t/J). For this and historical 

reasons (Bohr's contributions to the current quantum theory are vast, especially by way of 

his students and coworkers) the Bohr model retains noteworthiness. However, the wave 

functions have symmetry properties, so that charge displacement (polarization) comes 

from transitions between states of differing symmetry. The spectroscopist's S PDF etc. 

are in fact simply designators of the electron wave function's symmetry or orbital angular 

momentum. For single photon, dipole allowed, transitions to occur the two levels 

involved must not only have different angular momentum designators but adjacent ones. 

This is due to conservation of angular momentum while including the inherent spin of 

the photon (the primary quantum numbers can be far different or equal if energy 

degeneracy exists12,13). In the final analysis the polarization of the atomic medium can 

be thought of as the probabilistic sloshing of the atomic charge (valence electron) from 

one symmetry state to another where the energy of the states differs by approximately 

the photon energy of the driving E field. 

The quantum mechanics described here is the greatest achievement in small physics 

in the twentieth century. (Small relates to the size of the teams of physicists necessary to 

conduct meaningful research and thus to the funding requirements. It does not have to 

do with particle size as exemplified by the budgets of accelerator projects.) Much of 

the theory that follows can be traced directly to the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

research which preceeded the invention of the laser and made possible the non-invasive, 

non-radiative imaging of live samples sensitively called (not NMRI) MRI. The relation 

between the optical and magnetic resonances (both spin 1/2 systems) and the extension of 
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the theory into the optical domain was first proposed by Feynman et al. in 1957.14 One 

of the great contributors to the nonlinear optical theory, N. Bloembergen, was a convert 

from NMR research.lII At another fine New England college W. E. Lamb, Jr., 

contributed greatly to the theory himself,1G and like Bohr and Bloembergen, through his 

students. The lineage of the development that follows is that of Lamb.2,f-7 

l----r- a 

l ____ 'Ya ___ b 

Fig. 1. Representation of the closed two-level system modeled by theory. 
The energy difference between the levels is proportional to WOo the 
resonance frequency. Transitions from the upper level a to the lower level 
b occur spontaneously at the rate 'Ya. The coherent relaxation rate 'Yah is 
not indicated. 

Fig. 1 represents the closed-system two-level atom (TLA) model used in the 

following calculations. For reference the transition modeled is the sodium (Na) D2 

spectral line between the atomic 3 2P3/ 2 upper level, a, and the 3 2S1/ 2 ground-lower 

level, b. In this case the energy difference between the levels is IIwo' where the angular 

resonance frequency Wo III kae .. 21(cl>'0: >'0 ~ 589 nm, c ~ 3><108 m/sec is the speed of 

light, and It. ~ 10-27 joule-sec is Planck's constant divided by 21(. The decay rate of the 

upper level 'Ya .. 2'1'(IOMHz) .. I/T1 '" 1/16nsec where Tl is the natural lifetime 

(associated with spontaneous emission from a to b)17. 
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The most we can know about the state of a single atom is its wave function which 

can be decomposed (in the TLA approximation) into the two pure states tPa and tPb' 

Thus 

(3) 

Here the Cs are slow (big) expansion coefficients, the c's are the expansion coefficients 

for the two level system including the fast harmonic time evolution of the respective 

states, and the tis are orthonormal spatial functions which manifest the symmetry of the 

states discussed above. Time evolution of tP is given by SchrOdinger's equation; 

iii ! !/J(r,t) • $!/J(r,t). 

Here $ is the system Hamiltonian which may be written 

$ .. $0 + V, 

where $0 is tht'l unperturbed Hamiltonian such that, 

$ oUa(r) ... liwaua(r), (01" a,b); 

(4) 

and 1) is the perturbation or interaction energy for an electric dipole interacting with an 

electromagnetic field given in the dipole approximation by, 

1) ... -er·E(R,t). 

Two additional quantum mechanical relations compiete the picture. The orthonormal 

properties of the ua's are used extensively in deriving the following results. First, the 

already alluded to interpretation of I!/Iis as a probability-density function for the valence 

electron implies, 
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f 1/J*(r,t) 1/J(r,t) d3r ... I, (5) 

since the valence electron must always exist someplace. (Note that integrals have implied 

limits of the entire space considered.) Inserting the TLA wave function, eq. (3), one 

concludes that, 

(6) 

In words this states that the electron must be found (i.e., measured to be) in either state a 

or b. The second relation, the expectation value of the dipole moment, from which the 

polarization may be derived, is given (ana1agous to the classical measurement of charge 

displacement) by 

(er) ... f 1/J$(r,t) er 1/J(r,t) d3r. (7) 

This is where the symmetry properties of the ua's come into play. The additional factor 

of r in the integral (as compared to the probability integral above, eq. (5» requires that 

only the portions of ",,..,,, that don't possess even symmetry (about some plane through the 

origin) contribute to the result. Thus 

where /Jab is the complex electric-dipole matrix element and c.c. is the complex 

conjugate of the preceeding expression (e.g., iff ± c.c. 1:1 iff ± iff·). Note that the 

(8) 
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polarization involves both levels a and b which makes good physical sense. Assuming 

linear i polarized light the dipole matrix element is given by, 

Since we only know what probably happens in this system (a single two-level atom) 

it seems futile to attempt to conclude anything. Fortunately many (N ~ 101°-10111 cm-') 

of these systems typically exist within thB physical space where the interaction that the 

theory attempts to model occurs. Then, by the law of large numbers, the outcome of the 

experiment tends in the limit toward the underlying probablity.lll Certainly the 

experiments reported herein (N ~ IOU cm-3) should allow this kind of analysis. 

In the paragraph above one sees that the essential measurable properties of the 

macroscopic system under study, such as the population of states and the dipole moment 

expectation which relates to the medium polarization, involve the bilinear products of 

stationary state wave function coefficients. "In fact, the expectation value of any 

observable involves bilinear combinations."10 Thus it turns out to be easier and provide 

better physical insight to work with these products directly in the form known as the 

density or population matrix. For example, decay phenomena can be included not only 

for the individual levels but also for the product representing the coherence between the 

levels, that is, decay of the dipole moment or polarization. A concise defmition of the 

density matrix is; 

(9) 
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Matrix elements, in the most common notation for p, are defined by 

P ra (PQQ Pab). 
Pba Pbb 

(10) 

Here, Paa and Pbb are the probabilities of being in the upper or lower state respectively 

and Pba = Pa: is proportional to the dipole moment (complex polarization). With these 

definitions, the expansion of T/J given above, and the Hamiltonian one can solve for ca (a 

= a,b) allowing one to write the density matrix equations of motion; that is, 

. .. . .. 
Pap'" CaCp + CaCp, (a,p as a,b). (11) 

(A dot above a varaible indicates the time derivative.) For example, substituting eq. (3) 

into eq. (4), multiplying on the left by Ua • and integrating over all space yields 

(12) 

An equation for cb can be obtained similarly and these two equations may be inserted 

into eq. (11) giving, 

• 0 /JabE 
Paa '" 1 fz Pba + CoC., 

• 0 /JqbE 
Pbb .. -I fz Pba + c.c., 

• 0 0 /JabE, ) 
Pab .. -IWoPab - I -,;--tPaa -Pbb I 

. . . 
Pba ,.. Pab' 

(l3a) 

(l3b) 

(l3c) 

(I 3d) 
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where 

Equations (I3a-c) above don't include decay, which must be added 

phenomenologically. However, this development does indicate much of the physics which 

goes into the equations of motion which begin the next section. Note that conservation 

of probability (charge) requires that Paa equals minus Pt,b as indicated above. Also note 

that the polarization term Pab contributes to the time development of the level population 

Paa • In this model a change in a level's population is instantaneous and accompanied by 

the emission or absorption of energy. Radiant energy from one such transition is called a 

photon here and in much of the literature. Thus the polarization in fact contributes to 

the field via these photons. 

2·B. PUMP/PROBE SPECfROSCOPY 

Including decay and noting that the total time derivative must include the effect of 

atomic velocity, the equations of motion (13) for the two-level atom (TLA) density 

matrix. become; 

. (a a} (.~) Paa '" at + v az aa III -'YaPaa + , ft Pba + c.c. , 

Pbb .. (! + v ! }bb .. -'Ya (Pbb - 1) - ~ Pg
: E Pba + c.c.) , 

. (a Gl t (. ) .Pab E ( ) Pab" at + v az {d) .. - 1Wo + 'Yab Pab - I fl Paa -Pbb • 

(I4a) 

(I4b) 

(I4c) 
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Here the assumption that all wave vectors are colinear with the z axis (kn '" kn i) allows 

the use of valaz (where v is the z component of the atomic velocity, v - i·v) rather than 

the more general v·V. Also, 'Yab ... 'Ya12 + 'Yph is the relaxation rate of the coherently 

induced dipole including a possible contribution, 'Yph' due to phase-interrupting collisions 

with a buffer gas ('Yph ~ 2l1'(I0 MHz)P/ Torr for the Na DJ transition, where P :s SO 

Torr is the room-temperature flowing-Argon buffer gas pressure)4,JO. By defining a new 

variable, the population difference Dab III Paa - Pbb' equations (I4a-c) can be condensed 

into the following more convenient form. 

. ( a a t (. ) . I'ab ED 
Pab" at + v az rab III - lWO + 'Yab Pab - I Ii ab • (I Sa) 

. (a a) ) (.&1J.! ) Dab" at + v az Dab'" -'Ya(Dab + I + 21 fz Pba + C.C. (ISh) 

Pump/probe spectroscopy, also known as saturation spectroscopy, is a powerful 

technique in exploring nonlinear atomic systems. Detailed theory, including coherent 

effects, was first presented by Baklanov and ChebotaevU and by Haroche and 

Hartmann.22 The first probe-absorption measurements which displayed negative 

absorption (gain), made by Wu, Ezekiel, Ducloy and Mollow using an atomic Na 

beam,2S are impressively similar to the stationary-atom theoretical spectra which are also 

derived here (in the limit v .. 0). A more recent development of the theory is that by 

Khitrova. Berman, and Sargent7, which is the more general case (non-closed system) of 

that presented here (i.e., first order in probe field). Direct comparison of the following 

results with the general results there are straightforward with the appropriate notational 

changes. Direct pump/probe measurements in Doppler broadened Na vapor, which this 
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theory follows nicely, are reported by Gruneisen, MacDonald, and Boyd.24 

G -
--= 

Fig. 2. A two-level medium is pumped by the strong laser field E l' The 
weak probe field E, is affected both by the fact that El saturates the 
medium and by the coherently created grating G. The grating may scatter 
El into E, constructively (gain) or destructively (loss). 
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In the pump/probe spectroscopy of interest here an arbitrarily strong pump field 

E1(W1) and copropagating weak probe field E,(w,) pass through a near resonance atomic 

vapor (i.e., WI !::! W, !::! Wo "" the Na D2 resonance). The geometry is presented in Figure 

2, where the angle between El and E3 shall be assumed to approach zero in the theory 

that follows. Thus, we know that E in eqs. (IS) is given by, 

(16) 

To solve eqs. (IS) for Pab' given eq. (16), accurate to all orders in 8 1 and first order in 

8, requires only215 the expansions, 

l(k1z-c./lt ) i(k:f-c./3') l(kr -c./4t) 
Pab .. PIe + P3e + P4e , 

Dab" d
1 

+ d,i(k6z-6t) + d
4
e-/(k6Z -6t) , 

where 

(l7a) 

(17b) 
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o lID W3 - WI' 

k6 = k3 - k 1• 

W. III 2WI - W3• 

k. l!J 2kI - k 3• 

29 

Using the subscript 4 in definitions here is in preparation for later use in FWM theory 

(although there k. isn't necessarily equal to 2kI - k3). A simple explanation of these 

expansions is that the beat between (J I and (J 3 at frequency 0 creates population 

pulsations (d3 and dJ at frequency o. These in turn act as modulators which coherently 

scatter (Jl into sidemodes at W ". WI ± 0 (i.e .• at W3 and w. respectively). The PI and the 

dl (i .. 3.4) are known as first order Fourier coefficients. In fact these and other Fourier 

coefficients (polarization components exist for W - WI + nS. where n is any non-zero 

integer. if (J3 is present to high enough order) may be expanded I)2rturbatively.u The 

fact that saturation due to (J3 is not included. since (J:s is treated here to only first-order. 

will limit the accuracy of the theory in predicting pro~ gain lasing spectra in Chapter 4. 

By inserting eq. (I6) into eqs. (IS). replacing the LHS of eqs. (IS) with the RHS of 

eqs. (17) and equating terms that oscillate at the same frequency. the Fourier coefficients 

are resolved. It should be noted that the products EDab and (EPba + c.c.) in eqs. (IS) 

now involve 6 and 12 terms respectively. Thus it is more prudent to collect terms one 

frequency component at a time. The following notation helps keep the algebra 

manageable: 

Al = WI - Wo - A Ii pump de tuning from transit~on line center, 

A3 ... W:s - Wo .. A + S !II probe de tuning from transition line center. 

A ... w. - w(I • A - 0 !II fourth wave detuning from line center, 
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6 ... W3 - wI" a 3 - 6 1 51 probe de tuning from pump frequency, 

and 

q;n ... '(k
l 

6) ; n .. 1,3,4. 
"tab + I n V - n 

Factors of q; in the numerator imply a resonance in the denominator, a convenient 

notation. One solves for PI by collecting terms that oscillate like i(k 1%-W1'), yielding, 

which implies, 

(18) 

where, 

is a frequency proportional to the pump field (oJ' is half the on-resonance Rabi flopping 

frequency) which arises naturally in the calculation (see eq. (12». Similarly, to find d1, 

the constant terms in the Dab equation yield, 

o 1\1 -"ta (d 1 + 1) + (2ioJ'P1· + c.c.). 

After noting that d 1 must be real (by physical meaning as a steady state population 

difference or by analysis of the equation above), and inserting eq. (18), results in the 

solution, 

(19) 

Note that these results (eqs. (18) and (19» are identical to the steady state rate-equation 

approximation ones.26 In particular the population saturates as (I + 1:£)-1 where loc EJ 
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oc l.vls and ~ oc (!ill + !il/) is Lorentzian. The minus sign in eq. (19) arises from the 

zero field solution. That is, with no applied field the system relaxes in a time Tl ... 'fa -1 

to level b so that Dab(.v - 0) - -1. 

Now collecting terms that oscillate contain the same exponential as P3 (i.e., using a 

modal or Fourier decomposition) yields, 

so that, 

(20) 

where 

The term .v3d 1, found in the usual rate-equation solution, predicts "hole-burning." That 

is, even if 8 3 is incoherent with 8 1, as is true with many broadband probes (e.g., those 

derived from dye florescence and lamps), the population difference d 1 due to 8 1 affects 

the amplitude of 8:J' This effect alone contributes significantly to the salutary uses of 

pump/probe spectroscopy.JCS In a typical example, an inhomogeneously broadened 

medium has a population hole burned into it by a strong laser field. A weak probe field, 

either broadband or swept in frequency about the pump frequency, reveals a 

homogeneously broadened spectral feature due to the hole. The term .vd:J in eq. (20) is 

due to the coherent mixing of 8 1 and 8, creating the d, population pulsations in the 

medium (the nonlinear grating G of Fig. 2) which scatter 8 1 into 8:J' The possibility of 

8 3 gain results. Note that d 1 ~ 0, disallowing gain from the incoherent x,d 1 term. 
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For a complete solution" adequate for pump/probe theory, the d 3 coefficient remains 

to be found. This is where the algebra starts to expand. When collecting terms that 

oscillate like the exponential of d 3 one must not forget to consider all 12 terms of (EPba + 

c.c.) to obtain, 

i(k6 V - S)d3 • -"tad3 + 2i(",p: + "'~l· - ",. P3)' 

where the relation Pab - -Pb: has been used. This yields, 

where 

0
6

", 1 
"ta + i(k6v - S)' 

Equation (21) requires that p. be found, thus collecting terms that oscillate like 

i(k,.z - "'~;'l yields, 

So that, 

Finally. coUecting terms that oscillate like the exponential of d. yields, 

-i(k6v - S)d. '" -"tad. + 2i(",P3¢ - ",tIP. - ",;'P1). 

By comparing this equation to the similar equation above for d3 one concludes, 

(21) 

(22a) 

(22b) 
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A complete solution to d, can now be assembled. 

(23a) 

The results are left in unassembled form (i.e., eqs. (I8), (20) and (22a) must still have d 1, 

d, and d. plugged in) so that the integration over velocity in the following section can be 

done piecemeal. However, it should be noted that the factor of oD,d1 in d, can be used 

to rewrite eq. (20) as, 

(23b) 

where the second term in the parentheses is easily found from eq. (23a). 

2-C. DOPPLER BROADENING 

In the previous section the density matrix for a closed two-level system was found 

that includes all expansion orders for the pump field E1 and first order terms for the 

probe field E" To neglect Doppler effects one need only set v in the equations to zero. 

The resulting equations are valid when modeling atomic beam experiments or if A » ku, 

where ku is the width of the Doppler medium in frequency units. For the atomic vapor 

experiments described in the chapters which follow a cw laser is used which cannot 

produce intense enough radiation for nonlinear studies under the A » ku condition. 
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Nonetheless the early experimental work presented in Chapter 3 was based on equations 

that neglect both the velocity of the atoms and the population pulsations due to coherent 

pump/probe mixing (i.e., the adiabatic elimination of the polarization was used in a 

stationary-atom theory). Although such a simple theory predicted a rich variety of 

temporal and transverse effects with good accuracy:l7,:lS it could not follow a broad range 

of experimental results. Therefore the following morass of algebra (in some form) 

becomes necessary and, fortunately, sufficient to model the experimental results 

presented. Variables in the equations which relate to physical parameters directly are 

kept explicit to make program encoding straightforward. 

The polarization of the medium is given by (see eq. (8), also Refs. 6 and 7) 

.. #Jab N f dv W(v) Pab (r, V, t) + C.C. (24) 

where the normalized one-dimensional velocity-distribution function W(v) is assumed to 

be 

(25) 

The parameter u is the most probable speed for the ensemble which varies as the square 

root of the vapor temperature T according to the Maxwell-Boltzmann theory (i.e., !mu:a 

:II kBT where m is the atom's mass and kB is Boltzmann's constant). Using eqs. (17a) and 

(25) in eq. (24) the polarization components are defined as 
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(26) 

To make the numerical calculation of the flJn feasible on readily available personal 

computers, expansions of the Pn solutions (eqs. (I8), (22a), and (23b» are sought which 

can be expressed in terms of the plasma dispersion function 

(27) 

where JJ is complex with Im{p) > 0.20 The form of Z suggests its use in solutions of this 

nature. However no analytical form for Z exists, only fast-converging expansions, much 

like the trigonometric functions. In fact, for quick convergence, several different 

expansions are employed to cover the complex half-plane in the numerical simulations. 

For copropagating waves, such as are used in the experiments of chapters 4 and 5, 

where the optical frequencies involved are much larger than the /1's one can approximate 

kn • k (n 1m 1,3,4), since all differences in the k's are then small compared to the 'is. In 

particular this approximation permits 0 6 to come outside the integral over velocity. The 

only terms which do not come out of the integral are the qjn's. The following equations 

show how a single qjn can be put into a form ready for integration. 

x .. "Iu, 
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,. Lf dx 1(-I/Se°)&2 z_(p ). z (p)::z _1_ 
ku n·:I: pix 

.. -/ru Z(Pn). (28) 

where 

hgb + t:.n ( 3 4) Pn - ku ; n .. 1.. • 

and the small z's represent factors that are in the right form to integrate. This notation 

proves to be convenient for the more complicated structures of d1 and d:s where products 

of z's need to be integrated. 

The term d1 (eq. (19» is the D.C. population difference found in the equations for 

PI and P:s. BecalL'le the 0's are in the denominator they cannot be easily converted into 

z's for integration. Thus d1 must be expanded and put into the appropriate form as 

follows. 

(29) 

The z's are in the proper form but must now be converted from a product into a sum or 

difference of individual z's before integrating. The technique of partial fractions 
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produces such a conversion. For the product of n z's (n > 1) one finds that a recursive 

expansion exists (when all the IJ'S are different) which covers the two possible cases, Sl .. 

IT zSn (IJn ) .. zSl (1J1) ZSs (1J2) IT zSn (1Jn) 

n ~2 

(30) 

where sn = ±I is the sign of x (see eq. (28». The recursion continues until only the 

simple sum of two z's remain with v-independent multipliers. Integration is then 

performed as in eq. (28). 

All that remains for a complete solution to the velocity integrated polarization is an 

expansion of d 3 (eq. (23a» as a product of z's. In that integration of the factor d1 has 

already been demonstrated and 06 is v-independent in the copropagating approximation, 

one may focus attention on the On's in the integration of d3• In particular note that eq. 

(23b) has the factor 03 ex Z-(1J3)' Consequently no other 03 factors are allowed in the 

expansion of the d3 numerator for the recursion of eq. (30) to be valid. The term (03 + 

0/') in the numerator of d3 must therefore be included in the expansion that follows 
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rather than simply factored out. Terms with the 0",s in eq. (23a) involve the sum of 

conjugates and may be rewritten as products of 0's with v-independent multipliers. 

0 3 + 0 1 •. 0 30 1.( ~1. + ~3)" 0 30/'(2'Yab - ;6), 

0 3 + 0.· • 0 30 •• ( ~: + ~) .. 2030:<'Yab - ;6). 

And thus eq. (23a) becomes, 

[ 
-2.:03,z/" d t0 8 (2'Yab - ;6) 1· 0 " 

.. (kv - a1)Z + <'Yab - i6)Z + 41.p1i{i)'8('Yab _ i6) (I - 16 1)' 

OIl [-2.:03.P°d108(2'Yab - i6)j(l _ i60 ") 
(kv - a1)Z + r a 1 • 

where r .. «'Yab - i6)Z + 41.p1Z(l}8('Yab - i6»-1/'I., chosen so that Re(r}>o. Therefore, 

where J.'±I' ... (ir ± a 1)/ku and the following relations proved useful; 

0" :: ;uz_(IJ,,), 

" . z_(J.') .. -z+( -I' ), 

(31) 

(32) 
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(1}6'" ~6' 
'Ya - I 

Using eqs. (22) and eq. (31) it is found, 

(33) 

In the next section the solutions of the 9'n (eq. (26» are presented and analyzed by 

plotting them as functions of 6 for various input parameters. 

2·D. GRAPHICAL SURVEY of the POLARIZATION COMPONENTS 

Many insights into the physics of two-level-atom pump/probe spectroscopy and 

FWM have been gleaned from the form of the equations above by other 

authors.1- 7,U,U,28,30 My contribution to the development of Doppler broadened theory 

consists largely of writing interactive programs which allow the user to quickly view 

calculated results on the PC monitor or plotter. Included for the first time in these 

programs are the effects of variable-width Doppler broadening on FWM through the 9'4 

equation presented here. The significance of this contribution pertains mostly to 

comparison with laboratory experiments; trends which are noticed in the lab with 

parameter changes can be easily compared to theory. Thus, rather than rehash the 

analysis of the algebra I'll present theoretical "experiments" graphically. To do this 

meaningfully each figure presents several curves. Each full curve represents 

approximately 360 numerically calculated polarization components versus the pump/probe 
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detuning 6. Several curves are in a single figure to allow trends to be noted as a single 

input parameter is varied over orders of magnitude. Each figure includes one curve 

representing the polarization components for a reference parameter set so that 

comparisons between figures can be made easily. Accompanying text relates the 

theoretical parameter change to a comparable laboratory experiment and notes the trends 

observed in the theoretical experiment. 

Before presenting the figures I present the complete solutions to the Doppler 

broadened polarization components. Recently, Boyd's group at the University of 

Rochester made the first direct pump/probe measurements of the Doppler broadened Na 

polarization using two separate ring dye lasers and compared those measurements to the 

velocity integrated theory.24 Although no indication is given as to the method of 

integration it is believed that (due to the presence of simplifications in their stationary 

atom theory which are not necessary in the integration in section C) it is done by brute 

numerical methods. Using the plasma dispersion function approach6,7 all limits of 

parameter space ~ be handled by a single program. Here only the normalized

polarization components (lJ 3 and Q 3' proportional to !l' 3 and !l' 4 respectively, are plotted 

since ..Itl (oc: !l'l) doesn't vary with 6. The solution for!l'l is presented for completeness 

and is used in the FWM calculations of Sec. E. The notation, 

ZN(I.2 ••.•• N;s,.s ...... SN) - f d, [-W(') fr z'. (p,,) 1 
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= f dx [(_lI'-I/Ze-XZ) IT Zsn(pn)] ' 
n=l 

(34) 

together with eq. (30) permits the symbolic representation of the integrated p's. 

Equations (18), (26), (28) and (29) together yield, 

For a simpler notation, consistent with the Fortran source code (see Appendix A), some 

of the p's have been redefined as follows; 

where 

PI ::0 (i'Yab + lJ.l)/ku , 

Pz ... (i'Yab - lJ.l)/ku .. -PI'" , 

P3 = (i'Yab + lJ.3)/ku , 

p. III (i'Yab + lJ..)/ku , 

P5 .. (iP + lJ.l)/ku .. P+{J , 

JJ., '" (ir + lJ.l)/ku III P+r ' 

Po '" (ir - lJ.1)/ku ... P-r , 

Equations (23), (26), (28), (29), and (32) combine to give, 
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41 a> 12 '1!1lL 
6 'Ya (21a>IZ(2'Yab - i6») . } + ku (ku)2 (ku)1('Ya _ i6) Ze(3,S,6,7,8,2,-,-,+,-,+,+). (36) 

This equation (36) is used extensively in the gain/feedback approach to optical 

instabilities in Chapter 4 and in the paper which reported that work.31 Such studies are 

an alternative to the standard pump/probe technique of Ref. 24 and emphasize the 

fundamental importance of probe gain as presented in the following figures. 

Equations (22), (23), (26), (29), (31) and (33) combine to give, 

It is important to note that the pump field phase is included in the fourth wave 

--~ ... _--- .-~--- ... -
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polarization, unlike the probe wave where only the pump intensity enters. 

Each of the following figures of calculated spectra (Figs. 3,5,6,7) consists of four 

parts on separate pages. Part a represents Im{gai2/JabN'»3) III Im{!a3(w3)} versus S (probe 

absorption spectra); part b is a blowup of the same spectra as in part a for S near zero 

(pump and probe nearly frequency degenerate); part c is of Re{gai2/JabN'»3) ill 

Re{!a3(w3» versus S (probe dispersion spectra); and part d is of -Im{ga 4· 12/Ja: N.»,) III 

Im{6'3(w4)} versus S (fourth-wave absorption spectra). Normalized polarization 

components !a3 and 6'3 are introduced and plotted here since they arise naturally in the 

FWM calculation of the W3 field propagation carried out later in this chapter. 

AU frequency parameters, such as S, are in units of 'Ya' Since 'Ya is set to I Hz/2lr in 

the calculations and all parameters have been put into units of frequency (like .» and ku), 

references to parameters omit their units from here forward in the text. The reference 

set of input parameters is ku ::I 200, .» .. 200, 'Yab .. 0.5, and Il. '" -400. All parts of all 

figures contain a curve of the respective polarization component calculated with the 

reference parameters. Each such curve is plotted with a single dot at each point 

calculated so that it is easily recognizable as the reference curve. The S parameter is 

usually incremented by 6 for 4<lslsl000 and by 0.5 for Isls4; blowups use 201 equally 

spaced points. 

Figure 3 presents the polarization components !a3 (ex ga3) and 6'3 (ex ga4) for various 

values of Doppler width ku. The solid curves are for ku ... 0 (10-4 is the actual value for 

all variables when 0 is stated) and are very nearly identical with similar curves generated 

from the analytical polarization expressions obtained by setting v .. 0 in section B. The 

dash-dotted curves are for ku - 20; dotted curves, ku .. 200; and dashed for ku .. 2000. 

Part a of Fig. 3 shows the smoothing of the probe absorption with increasing 1aJ. Note 
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Fig. 3b; Probe absorption vs. normolized probe detuning from the pump 
for various Doppler widths ku. 
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that the vertical scale of the leu m 0 curve is reduced by a factor of 100 and the ku .. 20 

curve by a factor of 10. The largest feature in each curve is the AC Stark-shifted line 

center absorption. Peak absorption Stark-shifts, almost independent of Doppler width (ku 

:II 2000 is an exception), from 6 - -~ to 6 - -(~/I~I>O' where O' is the generalized Rabi 

frequency given by O' .. (AS + OS)1/s and 0 :II 21~1 is the on resonance Rabi frequency.3S 

Note that the spectral sampling scheme of the program used here always calculates the 

points at 6 .. to' to insure that the peak of the absorption is sampled. The two gain 

features (negative absorption) are referred to as "Rayleigh" for 6 ~ 0 (barely visible here 

for only the dotted curve, leu .. 200) and "Raman" at the further de tuned sideband (6 < 

-400). 

Both the leu - 0 and leu .. 20 curves have peak Raman gain at 6 '" -O', the leu .. 20 

Raman gain being Doppler broadened. The leu .. 200 curve Raman gain turns on 

abrupdy at 6 .,. -0 and is also broadened. This shift of the Raman gain is due to groups 

of atoms which are Doppler shifted nearer to resonance. Since IAI is effectively reduced 

for such groups their effective O' is reduced also. Note that unlike the absorptive feature 

for leu .. 200, the Raman gain feature doesn't peak at 161 ... O'. This is because the rate 

of change of the effective O' with respect to ~ increases with I~I, thus causing the 

overlap of lower probability-density velocity groups at lower I~I to exceed the overlap of 

peak probability-density groups at ~ .. -400. The near-Doppler-limit curve (leu "" 2000, 

solid) shows the characteristic "dead zone" which extends over the region given by 161 < 0 

due to this same effect. That is, some atoms are Doppler shifted exacdy onto resonance 

and thus have 0' ::s n; all other velocity groups are shifted more. No gain appears in this 

case because the medium is too "thin" and too "broad." That is, gain arising from the 

Raman process is weak and spread out due to few contributing atoms to the peak side of 
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the distribution and the spread of A's involved. At the same time the medium breadth 

implies that atoms exist on the other side of the pump which are Stark-shifted to the 

same frequencies that Raman gain might appear. The Stark-shifted absorption of same 

side atoms wins out over the Raman gain of distribution-peak side atoms (peak-side gain 

is even more soundly defeated by this same argument). 

The origins of both Rayleigh and Raman gain are due to gratings or population 

pulsations. Rayleigh gain arises from pump light scattering from the near DC grating 

while Raman involves AC gratings which add sidebands. Although a grating with beat 

frequency 6 is always written in the pump/probe geometry (i.e., for all 6), only gratings 

with specific phase relationships to the pump beam (which is the ·power supplyR for all 

forms of gain in this system) generate gain. Rayleigh gain is discussed later in 

conjunction with Fig. 3b, the blow-up of part a near the pump frequency. 

For Raman gain the phase relationship occurs at a frequency which can also be 

considered to be a resonance in that 6 - (A/iAI>O'(v); where O'(v) is the generalized Rabi 

frequency for a group of atoms in their rest frame (perhaps a more appropriate notation 

is 0'( A(v))). Thus the grating, which depends on 8 1 and 8 3, is alternatmg at precisely 

the frequency that the driven atoms are ~bi flopping" from one level to the other, 

which depends only on 8 1, For 6 of the proper sign, as given above, this can drive 

emission for the upper to lower level transition. A simpler. physically appealing model 

of the Raman gain is the dressed-level, three-photon model.35,u In this model both level 

a and b are split by 0' such that absorption of two photons at WI leads to emission at WI 

- 0' (see Fig. 4). 

The Rayleigh gain, best examined in Fig. 3b (note that all curves are now on the 

same vertical scale, a change from Fig. 3a), always peaks toward line center (6 ... 400) as 
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a------ I~ 

J~ 

WI wl-O' WI 

'It 
b------

Fig. 4. Representalion of three-photon or Raman gain in the dressed-stales 
two-level alom model. Both the upper level a and the lower level b split 
by the generalized Rabi frequency 0' (not to scale). Two photons aI WI are 
absorbed and one photon aI WI - 0' is emitted. Note thai the remaining 
transition is Stark-shifted absorption aI WI + 0'. 
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compared to the pump (6=0), and is Doppler free. The necessary phase relation between 

the population pulsations and the pump for Rayleigh gain can be related to atomic 

lifetimes (T1 = tha, T" = thab)' Essentially, the atomic phase evolves after excitation 

by the pump and emission is induced by the population pulsation frequencies which are 

statistically most favorable. For infinite lifetimes this frequency is zero since the atomic 

phase doesn't evolve. AU real systems with finite lifetimes thus exhibit Rayleigh gain to 

the appropriate side of resonance which decays due to the probability of spontaneous 

emission. The resulting gain spectrum looks like a dispersion curve, much different from 

the Raman gain spectrum whose shape is largely determined by the velocity-distribution 

function W(v). In the high-pump-power, large-detuning limit the probe detuning of peak 

Rayleigh gain (6R ) is given by,U 

6 _ -(6./16.1) 'Yo + 'Yob
OI/6.1 

R - t + 01/6.1 

Note that two conditions are necessary for a pump/probe feature to be Doppler free: the 
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wave vectors must be nearly equal (kl ~ k3) and the frequencies must be nearly 

degenerate (w1 ~ w3). Only under these conditions do atoms of all velocities experience 

the same pump/probe beat frequency. The leu • 0 and leu .. 20 curves lie directly on top 

of each other over the Rayleigh region plotted. The leu - 200 and lal - 2000 curves show 

only amplitude changes due to the presence or lack of resonance atoms respectively; no 

broadening is apP'arent. 

Spectra of the probe dispersion with increasing Doppler width are shown in Fig. 3e. 

The vertical scale for the leu .. 0 and leu .. 20 curves are reduced by factors of 100 and 

10 respectively. The vertical asymmetry of the leu ... 0 curve is an artifact of the sampled 

calculation not resolving the narrow features. Two points worth noting are that all curves 

cross at 6 - 0' and that the gain features have corresponding dispersion features. Because 

the Rayleigh gain appears dispersive in shape, its dispersion appears absorptive (see leu ... 

200). Three regions of anomalous (negative slope) dispersion are evident. They occur at 

the peak of the absorption and at the peak of the Raman and Rayleigh gains. These 

anamolous dispersion regions lead to anomalous focusing effects as discussed later in 

conjunction with Fig. 14. 

Figure 3d shows the typical broadening and smoothing of the fourth-wave absorption 

spectrum as leu increases. Note that the Raman gain for this polarization is on the 

opposite side from that for the probe wave. It occurs at nearly the same frequencies as 

the Stark-shifted absorption and is actually stronger than the probe Raman gain. The 

Rayleigh gain coincides with that of the probe wave and appears identical to Fig. 3b over 

the range of 6 presented in that figure (note the similarity between f7J ... in eq. (37) and 

the third and fifth terms of f7J3 in eq. (36». These aspects of the fourth-wave 

absorption spectrum play an important role in the FWM spectra calculated later in this 
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chapter. 

To produce variable Doppler width experimentally one could vary the Doppler width 

by any of the following three methods. First one could change the vapor temperature T. 

However, since leu varies as the square root of T and density varies exponentially with T 

this technique has limited practical potential. Changing to a different atomic line 

altogether changes k (linear with optical frequency) and, if a different atom is used, also 

u (as m-1/:a where m is the atomic mass). The third method is to use an atomic beam 

and vary leu by changing the beam collimation slit separation. Such an experiment and 

careful comparison to the above theory (and the FWM theory that follows) would be a 

good masters thesis. 

Figure 5 is generated by varying .z>, the field strength parameter. The curves are 

plotted for .z> ... 0, dash-dot line; .z> .. 20, dashed; .z> .. 200, dotted; .z> .. 400, solid. In 

part a one sees a small dead zone (.z> .. 20) then introduction and strengthening of the 

Rayleigh and Raman gain features with increasing.z>. Also, the absorption and Raman 

gain features shift outward. All absorption features shift to 6 • 0" while the .z> III 200 and 

.z> .. 400 Raman gain features both tum on at 6 .. -0. Saturation of absorption with 

increasing .z> is visible too. Part b shows the Rayleigh region with the .z> "" 0 curve 

present within the boundaries of the plot only in the upper left comer. The shifting of 

dispersion spectral features (part c) with .z> can lead to focusing or defocusing of beams 

whose profiles imply .z> is a function of radius (assuming cylindrically symmetric beams). 

Consider for example the dispersion variation at 6 1m 800 as .z> decreases from 400 to 200. 

The dispersion comes down dramatically. If.z> III 400 corresponds to the center of the 

beam then the dispersion is higher at beam center and falls off as a function of radius, in 

effect focusing a copropagating probe with that detuning. Part d spectral features 
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increase (from zero response at .:D :: 0, see eq. (37» and shift with increasing .:D also. As 

with all of the figures in this set, the Rayleigh region of part d appears identical to that 

plotted in part b. To conduct an analogous experiment in the lab one only needs to have 

a source (laser beam) intense enough to attain .:D = 400. Lower.:D values can then be 

achieved by attenuating the source. 

By adding a buffer gas to an atomic vapor the coherence lifetime 117ab between the 

resonant levels can be reduced collisionally. As the coherence lifetime is reduced the 

medium becomes more nearly homogeneously broadened.l ,:.. Another effect of the 

increasing pressure is the washing out of the coherent gratings (see Fig. 2). Alternately 

this can be thought of as a consequence of the reduction in magnitude of the popuia'ti' .. 

pulsation terms d3 and d. (t;iJn's in the numerator of eq. (23a) decrease with increasing 

'Yab ). Either way of thinking suggests that both Rayleigh and Raman gain features are 

diminished as 'Yab is increased. In Fig. 6, curves are plotted with 'Yab = 0.5, dotted line; 

'Yab III 2, dashed; 'Yab ... 10, dash-dotted; and 'Yab ... 25, solid. Fig. 6a indicates that 

increasing the buffer-gas pressure leads to greater saturation of the medium's absorption 

for a fixed input power. This is expected since the medium becomes more 

homogeneously broadened with increasing pressure and homogeneously broadened media 

saturate more readily than do inhomogeneously broadened ones. Also indicated is the 

severe weakening of the Raman gain by increasing pressure while Rayleigh gain is mostly 

broadened. Part b of this figure shows that the peak Rayleigll gain shifts outward with 

increasing 'Yab (pressure). In fact, because AZ .. OS for these curves, 6R is equal to the 

average of 'Ya and 'Yab' Although the 'Yab ... 2 curve peak gain is actually greater than the 

zero pressure 'Yab ... 1/2, it is the broadening of the Rayleigh gain with pressure that 

makes it easier to detect Rayleigh gain with pressure than without. This fact lead 



Fig. 6a, Prabe absarptian vs. normali2ed probe detuning from the pump 
for various caherence decay rates l •. 
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Bloembergen and coworkers to believe they had observed a "coherent signal generated by 

the introduction of an incoherent perturbation of a random nature (collisions}."n Because 

they used pulsed lasers with relatively poor spectral resolution and only third-order 

theory (which doesn't reveal Rayleigh gain unless pressure is added}CS,T they deduced that 

the resonance was pressure-induced rather than simply pressure-enhanced. 

The last parameter changed is d. This is to avoid confusion because the absolute 

frequency scale for each curve is now shifted with respect to the others. Unlike the 

other three figures of this set the unshifted atomic resonance frequency isn't at 6 IS 400, . 

except for the reference curves of course. In the lab, changing d is accomplished by 

tuning the pump laser to a different frequency. The curves of Fig. 7 correspond to d 

values as follows: d .. 0, solid line; d .. -40, dashed; A .. -400, dotted; d .. -4000, dash

dot. For central and near-central tuning the absorption curves are almost symmetric 

about the pump frequency while the dispersion curves are nearly anti-symmetric. Part b 

shows that with the large .z> used here the dead-zone isn't quite dead. The d .. 0 curve 

shows slight symmetric gain over the region plotted while the d III -40 curve shows a 

distinct Rayleigh resonance. With sufficiently large detunings most Doppler shifted atoms 

are to one side of the pump so the Raman feature begins to appear. However, if dis 

too great (for a given .z>) then no atoms are near enough to produce appreciable gain. 

Fig. 7a has a strong message for experimentalists: for a given laser power (typically the 

most you can get out of your laser) and a Biven Doppler width there is only a small 

range of detunings for which you can attain Raman gain. An interesting aspect of the 

fourth-wave spectrum of Fig. 7c is that it shows strong gain at the Rabi sideband for d 

.. -40 whereas only absorption occurs at the probe's Rabi sideband. This has not been 

reported previously. 
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The text following the probe-polarization eq. (20) presents a discussion in terms of 

incoherent and coherent parts of that polarization component. Equation (36) can likewise 

be broken into these parts simply by tracing back to eq. (23b), the form of eq. (20) used 

to develop eq. (36). Doing so one sees that the incoherent part of §lJ:s is given by the 

sum of the first two terms (both on the first line of the equation, the first term being 

simply the zero field Doppler broadened "absorption" term). The coherent part is given 

by the sum of the remaining four terms on the following four lines. Fig. Sa shows a 

hole-burning case with three curves plotted. The solid curve is the incoherent part, the 

dash-dotted curve is the coherent part, and the dotted curve (which largely lies on top of 

the solid curve) is their sum, i.e., Im(~3} ... Im(§lJ,/2PabN.2':s} from eq. (36). Parameters 

for this case are ku III 400, .2' - I, "tab" 1/2, e". ... -100. The narrow feature hardly 

changes with the addition of the coherent part, most notably it becomes narrower due to 

a sharper and deeper falloff. Fig. Sb is a similar decomposition of the default parameter 

case (ku .. 200, .2' III 200, "tab ... 1/2, ll. '" -400). In this case the significance of the 

coherent part is obvious! It includes the Rayleigh and Raman features as well as the 

Stark shifting of the absorption. Graphically the Stark shifting appears as the addition of 

coherent gain equal to the incoherent absorption in magnitude out to 6 - O. The 

coherent gain then decreases and becomes absorption for greater 6. Saturation of 

absorption appears as the difference between the gain and absorption areas in the 

coherent term. 

In the next section propagation of fields is included in a plane-wave theory. This 

theory allows for two weak fields, one at w, and the other at w4 co 2wl - w" which 

copropagate with the strong pump at wI" The weak fields interact with each other only 

through the polarization each writes with the pump at the other weak field's frequency. 
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Fig. 80; Probe absorptIon vs. normalized probe detuning from the pump 
showing hole-burning domInated by incoherent effects. 
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The wave e!luation (2) is solved self -consistenly as a boundary value problem. Phase 

matching considerations arise naturally in this FWM theory because the polarization 

written by one weak field at the other's frequency doesn't necessarily have the right 

spatial modulation to constructively add to the field at that frequency. It is shown that 

in the limit of large phase mismatch the FWM solution is simply the pump/probe 

propagation solution. Therefore the pump/probe propagation solution is Dot included in 

this section, and the FWM solution begun. 

2-E. FOUR-WAVE MIXING 

Until now no consideration has been made of propagational effects. In this section a 

plane-wave derivation of FWM in the copropagating pumps geometry of Fig. 9 is 

presented. Most of the difficult algebra from the Doppler broadened pump/probe theory 

generalizes nicely to provide the coefficients in the main propagation equation for the 

weak fields 8, and 8,. The main difference arises from the required change to eq. (16) 

which now must include E,. Equation (16) becomes, 

E", E1 + E3 + E, == L ~8ni(knz - "'nl) + C.C. 

n=l,3,4 

(38) 

Neglecting terms that involve products of the weak fields above first order (e.g., 8l' or 

8,8.) and continuing with the rotating wave approximation one sees that two new terms 

arise in the polarization. These terms are exactly eqs. (20) and (22) with interchange of 
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Fig. 9. A two-level medium is pumped by the strong laser field E1" The 
weak fields E3 and E4 propagaJe distance L through the pumped medium 
and are coupled to the field El (pump/probe effects. eq. (36)) and each 
other by four-wave mixing. The spectrum of E, and E4 together can be 
radically affected by this mixing. 

the 3 and 4 subscripts and .2':s in eq. (20) being replaced by .2'4 analogously defined as, 

Pab l:i4 
.2'4" ~. 

71 

Thus the presence of E4 makes contributions to the polarization at both frequency w4 and 

frequency (2wl - w4). Note that since the weak contribution to the polarization due to 

interference of E3 and E4 is neglected, the addition to the total polarization due to the 

addition of E4 in E is given by the pump/probe solutions of the previous sections with 

the appropriate notational changes (i.e., P,o,al <= p(El + E3) + p(El + E4». In fact, by 

imposing the condition that w4 ... 2Wl - w3' which previously was simply a notational 

convenience, the total polarization for mode n (n '" 3,4; modes being identified by their 

exponential argument) becomes the sum of two parts. The first part arises from the 

interaction of El and En and is given, including Doppler effects, by eq. (36) for n CI 3. 

Equation (37), which gives the polarization at w = 2Wl - wn ' is the second polarization 

term. Due to the imposed relation between weak field frequencies this second 

polarization term contributes at the frequency of the weak field that isn't involved with 
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writing it. The total polarization for the weak field modes are thus given by, 

(39a) 

(39b) 

where 2/JabN.:D,(1J,(w,) is given by the RHS of eq. (36), 2/JabN.:D:if,(w.) is given by the 

complex conjugate of the RHS of eq. (37), and the (1J4 and if. terms are given by similar. 

equations with the appropriate changes of subscripts. Computationally, the same 

equations are used for both (1J terms except that (1J, = (1J(6) while (1J • .. !lJ( -6); similarly 

if, .. if(6) and if. - if(-6). Note that the polarization terms already calculated are both 

subscripted with a 3 since E, was the weak source field for those terms. 

The factor Jkll.z in eqs. (39) arises from the fact that, for example, if, varies 

spatiaIIyas ei (2k1-k,) whereas 6'. must vary as eik~. Therefore, 

(40) 

is the longitudinal phase mismatch in this FWM process. Phase mismatch is due, in the 

case of the if,(w.) term, to the grating or population pulsation written on the nonlinear 

medium by E1 and E, (i.e., d4 in eq. (I7b» having a spatial variation which doesn't 

"know" how a wave at w. would prefer it to vary. That is, over distances greater than 

the "coherence length" (Lc = /1I"/kll./) the scattering of E1 off this grating (see eq. (22a» 

will suffer noticeable destructive interference. 
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The result now sought is the amplitude of 8 3 and 8 4 after propagation through the 

pumped nonlinear medium of length L. In nonlinear optics the slowly varying envelope 

approximation (SVEA) of the wave equation (2) typica11y suffices for propagational 

solutions, especially for cw plane wave calculations. The conditions necessary to neglect 

all derivatives higher than lust order in eq. (2) (i.e. the SVEA) are that the amplitudes 

and non-harmonic phases of E and P vary little in an optical period (r .. l/w) and an 

optical wavelength (~ .. 2'1r/k). Using eqs. (24) and (38) for P and E respectively and 

noting that the modes are unique allows one to find a modal solution for the wave 

equation. It is found that eq. (2) in the SVEA becomes, 

a8" + ..L a8" ... ikn !l' 
az Vt al 2fn n' 

For cw beams the steady state approximation is also made, i.e., neglecting the time 

derivative, to yield 

(41) 

The on resonance (A .. 0) low pump power (.%1 ..... 0) solution to this equation defines 00 

(no Doppler broadening) as follows; 

881 
8z III -0ofl'l(A.=O,.P-tO)· 

Using eqs. (18), (19), (26) and (41), 

(42) 

where the zero subscript implies line center (as in wo)' This collection of constants of the 

medium can be measured experimentally (taking into account Doppler broadening for 
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vapors) and is therefore factored out of the polarization (eq. (39» in the nonlinear wave 

equation (41). In that Q o varies linearly with N (which in turn varies nearly exponentially 

with vapor temperature) and is in units of inverse length it becomes the variable of the 

medium's strength per unit length. 

The polarization terms involving (iJ's in eq. (39) are in general complex. However in 

a plane wave calculation the index of refraction effects due to the real part of (iJ can be 

treated independentJy of the absorptive affects. Therefore rather than keep (iJ complex 

the real part is set to zero and only the imaginary/absorptive part included in the 

polarization directJy. The real part may be included in the calculation by redefining the 

wavenumbers k ... w/c by, 

kj • n,cw/; (j - 3,4), 

where 

(43) 

and nb is the refractive index of the background vacuum or buffer gas.33 This probe 

index contributes little to the solution for the tts directJy but does allow one to calculate 

the minimum kb, as a function of 6 or nj as a function of radius assuming a radial 

profile of the pump beam. These auxiliary calculations provide insight into the 

respective effects of phase-mismatch due to nonlinear dispersion and weak-field focusing 

due to the pump beam radial profile (the weak fields are not self-focused). Both of 

these calculations are plotted and discussed later in this section. 

The solution to the wave equation is begun by inserting eq. (39) into eq. (41) and 

noting that the resulting equations can be written in the simple form 
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a8 ... 'k 
_3 .. -a 8 + It 8 e',c1z. az 3 3 3 4 , 

Here the a's and /C's are given by, 

ao'Yab Im(~}' 
n 4 ' 

4 

75 

(44a) 

(44b) 

(45a) 

(45b) 

(45c) 

(45d) 

where the approximation is due to setting the multiplicative factor fJ<3/f3kO .. I/n3 for 

example. 

Taking the derivative of eq. (44a) one finds, 

al 8 a8 a8· 'k • ik 
__ 3 "" -a _3 + It _4_e' ,c1Z + ik It 8 e ,c1z. azl 3 az 3 az ,c1 3 4 

Next 8 4• is found in terms of 8 3 from eq, (44a) , This is used in the third term on the 

RHS above and in the complex conjugate of eq. (44b) which is in tum used in the 

second term on the RHS above. The resulting equation (including the possibility of 

complex a's) is, 
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828:s • , 88:s, • 0 
8z2 - -(Q:s + Q4 - ,kto ) 8z + (,ktoQ:s + 1I::s1t4 - Q:sQ4 )8:s. (46) 

The general solution to eq. (46) is given by, 

(47) 

By simply plugging eq. (47) into eq. (46) and solving for either Wmode" one is left with a 

quadratic equation in 'U whose solutions are, 

?f 1 'k 
6:1: ." g:l: + 2' to 

I ( 0) I J( • 'k)2 4 • I 'k .. - 2 Q:s + Q4 ± 2 Q:s - Q4 +' to + 1I::s1t4 + 2' to ' (48) 

'where the g:l: are in a convenient form for deriving the final solution. In terms of g:l: eq. 

(47) and a similar equation for 84° are, 

(49a) 

(49b) 

where one ascertains that the form of eq. (49b) must be, as given, the complex conjugate 

of (49a) with interchange of the subscripts 3 and 4 (see eqs. (44». 

Equations (49) are plugged into eq. (44a) and the conjugate of eq. (44b). Each 

equation (44) yields two equations; one for each exponential mode. The four resulting 
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equations are, 

(SOa) 

(SOb) 

Thus the complete solution for D+, D_, F + and F _ requires two boundary conditions 

since the above are not independent. Typically the amplitudes of 113 and 11.$ at their 

entrance to the medium are chosen for the ease with which they may be determined both 

in theory and experiment. Thus setting z .. 0 in eqs. (49) it is further found that, 

o 
113(zmfJ) .. 113 III D+ + D_, 

11:(zmfJ) .. If: = F+ + F_. 

Equation (SOa) is used to sum F+ and F_ while (SOb) is used to sum D+ and D_. Using 

the boundary value equations then yields, 

.t:- ~,[4.'+ i~ ) + D+K+ + D-8_] , 

~ •• :. [.t:[.: - i~. ) + F+K+ + F-8-j. 
Again using the boundary value equations to express D_ in terms of D+ and 11~ (and 

similarly for the Fs) one finds, 

(Sla) 
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D - g:! 8_ [ •• .f.' - [8+ U. + ;~A r. J. (SIb) 

I [. 0 ( .!!!A.)"Gao] F+ .. g+ _ g_ ". &, - g_ + a. - 2 6., (SIc) 

(SId) 

where the simplified gain coefficients c± are given by eq. (48) and the a's and ,(S are 

given by eqs. (4S). Thus eqs. (49) now allow you to compute output field amplitudes for 

arbitrary inputs ~ and &0:. The solution's major limitations are the plane wave 

approximation and the constant pump approximation (i.e., the a's and ,,'s are constant 

over z). In the next section a more physically accurate model is persued. Despite its 

limitations the undepleted-pump plane-wave calculation provides insight into many of the 

experimental results reported in Chapters 4 and S. Therefore a few figures are in order. 

Figure 10 is of I&,(z-L)IS versus 6 for the reference set of parameters from Sec. D 

(leu - 200, J) .. 200, "tab .. 1/2 and A .. -400) where the propagational parameters are Qo 

GO 212.S cm-1, L .. 10 em, kb, .. 0 cm-1, ko .. 10" cm-1 and nb .. 1. The input field 

amplitudes for all values of 6 are ~ ... I and If: .. 1. The output spectrum is far from 

flat. Since unit inputs are used the output magnitude is the length-integrated FWM gain 

for that frequency. Note that the Rayleigh feature near 6 IIlII 0 exhibits significant gain 

only to one side. This is because the Rayleigh gain for both !lJ, and 6', terms coincide 

on the near-line-center side of the pump (see Fig. 3 for example and eqs. (44a) and 

(4Sa,b». However, the Raman gain in the !lJ3 and 6', terms are on opposite sides of line 

center, which is important in explaining the dip in the spectrum where there once was· 
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the strongest Raman gain. Following eqs. (44), 8, photons with frequencies near 6 ... 

-500 are boosted by Raman gain (Q3 term) but coupled via FWM (/C~ term) into 8~ 

photons near 6 .. 500 at which time the Stark-shifted absorption (Q~ term) creates the 

strong dip about 6 ... 500. Because k~ is zero the coupling is strong and both sides "win 

or lose" together creating the weaker dip near 6 - -500. 

In this geometry (where "two" pump beams copropagate) the minimum value for k~ 

in the plane-wave analysis is when all wave-vectors copropagate and is given by, 

k&nin .. 2kl - k3 - k~. 

Both positive and negative k&nin values are possible. Negative k&nln implies that k, and 

k~ may be combined at some angle to kl to make k~ ... O. If k/J,mlfl is positive then any 

bending of k, or k~ only increases k~. The FWM program (Appendix A) calculates 

k&nln as a function of 6 (note that eq. (35) must be used to obtain n1 and thus k 1). As 

can be seen in Fig. II, k&nin (solid curve) is dominated by index effects due to the 

probe dispersion (see Fig. 3c). The dotted curve in Fig. 11 is the dispersive part of the 

normalized fourth-wave polarization (i.e., Re{G',}) which will be discussed later in 

conjunction with Figs. 12 and 13. The fact that k&nin of 6 III 0 (i.e., degenerate FWM) 

doesn't equal zero may seem suprising at first, especially if you are familiar with the 

argument favoring DFWM for phase-conjugation.36 However, the geometry here 

constrains k~ to include kl + kl m 2kl rather than kl - kl III 0, as is relevant to the 

typical (for phase-conjugation experiments) counter-propagating pumps geometry. In 

either geometry the indices for degenerate pump and probe differ except as the pump 

power approaches zero. That is, the probe index at 6 .. 0 is the index for the last photon 

added while the pump index is the "average" index for many photons which together 

have saturated the dispersion. Thus the weak probe's index is actually more highly 
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saturated than is the pump's. 

Although the magnitude of klMnln is small relative to the kn's for all 6, the 

propagational effects for kll. as small as ±0.1 em-lover L .. 10 em are easily discernible 

in the spectrum. Fig. 12 presents FWM spectra which differ from that in Fig. 10 only in 

that non-zero kll. is used in the calculation (kll. .. 0 cm-1 is included as the dotted curve). 

The dash-dot curve is for kA, .. 0.2 em-I, the dashed curve is for kll. .. -0.2 em-I, and . 

the solid curve is for kll. .. 100 em-I. The kll. • 100 cm-1 solid curve shows how the 

large kll. L limit can be used to compute pump/probe propagation solutions. Note that it 

is only through the heart of the spectral dip that propagated pump/probe gain (kll.L 

large) exceeds FWM gain. FWM gain outside the dips at 6 .. ±SOO is enhanced by the 

slightly positive kll. (dash-dot curve) while the gain inside the dips is attenuated. 

Conversly, slightly negative k.lI. (dashed curve) results in loss outside the dips where there 

used to be slight gain while enhancing the large gain inside the dips. These observations 

in combination with Fig. II Imply that the spectral peaks are enhanced by copropagation 

(i.e. kll. -. k lMn1n ) even though some phase mismatch is then required. For an 

explanation of this enhancement one sees that the dispersive part of (f, (dotted curve in 

Fig. 11) opposes the variation in klMnln (solid curve in Fig. 11). Thus index effects 

require phase-mismatch for copropagation but the fourth-wave dispersion tends to cancel 

that phase-mismatch term so long as kll.L (particularly L) is not too big (see eq. (39a». 

Because the experiments of Chapter S indicate that the forward FWM occurs with all 

waves copropagating, Fig. 13 is included comparing the FWM spectra for kll. .. 0 (dotted 

as in Fig. 12) and kll. .. k lMnin (solid). As can be seen, the difference is minimal as 

compared to typical experimental error (i.e., the error due to converting experimental 

truth to computational parameters). Since the FWM for kll. .. k lMnln emphasizes the 
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spectral dip and corresponds to copropagation of all waves it is the preferred spectrum 

for comparison to experiment. It is also more sensitive to the medium parameters 00 and 

L, which may be used in determining the appropriate experimental parameters. 

Figure 14 introduces the transverse dimension into the plane wave theory, allowing 

one to see the index variation with radius for an assumed Gaussian prof'l1e pump. The 

dotted curve, included for ease of horizontal scaling, represents the pump field prof'l1e 

(not to vertical scale) given by oZ1{r) III 200 exp(-r2/w02) where Wo is the beam waist 

radius. The solid curve represents the index variation from the background (in parts per 

million) for the pump beam with the parameters ku ... 200, 'lab ... 1/2, 4 .. -400, 00 .. 

425, and nb III 1 (see eq. (43), note that since the pump rather than a probe index is 

desired the (jJ term must be replaced by A1(W1) III 9'i2JJabNoX> from eq. (35». Because 

the pump index increases monotonically as a function of radius the medium is self

defocussing (i.e., the medium is optically thinner at beam center than at the edge, much 

like a negative lens). This agrees with the well known experimental result that the red 

side (negative 4) of a two-level resonance is the self-defocusing side while blue-side 

detunings lead to self-focusing. It can also be reasoned from the standpoint of saturation. 

Several curves representing probe index prof'l1es are also plotted for various probe 

frequencies. The dash-dot curve is for 6 ... 400 (see Fig. 12) and is scaled as indicated. 

Note that 6 ... 400 corresponds to unshifted line center and Lltus the large change in index 

at this frequency. As oX> decreases the index slides up the Stark shifting dispersion curve 

to its peak then slides down the anomalous dispersion part of the curve to zero index 

difference from background (see Fig. 5c and accompanying text). Note that sliding along 

(as oX> decreases) the normal dispersion curve leads to defocussing while sliding along 

anomalous dispersion leads to focusing. For positive pump detunings the converse is true. 
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Line center anomalous dispersion is accompanied by strong absorption which implies 

that emission at S - 400 is highly localized to the region r/wo s 2 while in the nonlinear 

medium. The dashed curve is for S == 950; its relative vertical scale is magnified ten 

times with the plot limits corresponding to an absolute scale of -2.2 up to -1.5. Note 

that the index is negative since S .. 950 is to the blue side of the transition. A region of 

defocusing is followed by a weak focusing regiGn. This focusing region (uncommon 

while sliding along normal dispersion) is weak and due to medium saturation effects. 

That is, the slope of the slide due to Stark shifting is less than the rate of change of the 

dispersion features magnitude due to saturation for these pump field strengths. The 

double-broken dash curve is for S ... -420 and is also magnified ten times (0.7 to 1.4 plot 

limits). Small radius focusing effects are due to the anomalous dispersion associated with 

the Raman feature sliding through this frequency as the Stark shift decreases. At higher 

radii normal dispersion effects lead to the dominant defocusing typical of red-damned 

frequencies. The single-broken-dash curve is for S = -800 (again magnified 10 times, 

plot limits 0.2 to 0.9) and shows only defocusing. 

General trends of note in these radial probe index plots are that only as anomalous 

dispersion Stark shifts past a frequency does that frequency experience unusual focusing 

effects of significant strength (unusual means defocusing for A > 0 and focusing for A < 

0). The two largest peaks in the FWM gain spectrum undergo these strong unusual 

focusing effects. Unusual focusing of the strongest peak is confined to the beam's 

center. Radiation from the second strongest peak sees the strongest unu.c;ual focusing 

effects at large radii and simultaneously sees strong absorption at those radii. The 

spectral peak just outside the Stark-shifted absorption also undergoes unusual focusing 

effects which are the result of the decreasing saturation with increasing radius. Although 

------
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weaker than the unusual focusing due to anomalous dispersion, radiation at the 

frequencies of this peak aren't simultaneously absorbed. 

88 

Due to the number of parameters involved in the FWM calculation, a complete 

survey of the spectra analagous to Sec. E is too lengthy for presentation here. By this 

argument one sees that the comparison of this calculation with experiment should not 

proceed randomly. On the other hand a good fit between experimental and theoretical 

spectra can provide a higher degree of confidence in any assertions about what must be 

going on in the experiment. In Chapter 4 the medium parameters are compared via 

pump/probe theory to experiments in which the "probe beam" is self generated from the 

medium gain under appropriate feedback conditions. Chapter 5 examines the curious 

effect of conical emission in atomic vapors. Using the same parameters for the medium 

as in chapter 4 it is found that the FWM spectrum agrees with the conical emission data 

only if using kA ~ O. This prompts one to question the previously hypothesized phase

matching explanation of the cone of light emitted around the pump beam.37 Instead, we 

hypothesize that the transverse nature of the pump in combination with FWM leads to 

spectral components which propagate through a focusing medium (see Fig. 14) leading to 

a far field cone.30,30 To model such effects requires going back to eq. (I), the fuU wave 

equation for a field which has full positional dependence. No analytical solution exists so 

the foUowing se.:tion indicates how a numerical solution may be approached. 
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2·F. NONLINEAR PROPAGATION or BEAMS 

In the previous section the propagation of a plane wave through a nonlinear medium 

was calculated in the non-depleted pump limit. Despite such unrealistic assumptions the 

output spectra of such calculations will be shown to agree remarkably wen with 

experiment (Chap. S). Because the agreement occurs only for phase-matched FWM the 

explanation of an output cone arising from phase mismatch seems dubious in this case. 

In this section a technique of including both the longitudinal and transverse aspects of 

beam propagation through a nonlinear medium, which will be referred to as NLP, is 

presented. The NLP technique is numerical and requires more memory than can be 

accessed by a typical PC. Calculations would also become too time consuming to be of 

practical use at typical PC floating point operating speeds. This point is made moot by 

the memory limitation but helps justify the use of a Cray Research supercomputer rather 

than a low-end virtual memory machine. It must be stressed that even the world's finest 

computers are limited by the first rule of computing: Garbage in, Garbage out. (The 

capital-G's here indicate that both the input and output may still be publishable in 

respected joumals.) 

The essence of NLP is that a medium can be divided into thin slabs perpendicular to 

the propagation axis z. The transverse field is essentially digitized onto an x-y grid. To 

find the field amplitude at the far end of a slab (given the near end amplitude) one 

argues that if diffraction is small the process can be divided into two steps. Simply free

space propagate over the slab using scalar diffraction theory equations neglecting the 
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nonlinear aspect of the propagation.40,41 Then the resulting field is taken, with each grid 

point treated as a plane wave amplitude, and nonlinear propagation undertaken for each 

grid point. The solution to nonlinear propagation of plane waves has already been 

derived so attention is focused on diffraction. 

Until this point eq. (2), Maxwell's plane-wave equation, has been used exclusively 

for propagationai calculations. Diffraction must therefore be given by that aspect of eq. 

(I), the full wave equation, that eq. (2) omits. In that eq. (2) has already been solved 

(Sec. E), all that remains is to include the difference between eqs. (I) and (2), given by, 

82 (82 82
) 2 V2E - -E = - + - E ... VTE. 

8z2 8x2 8yJ 
(52) 

where V; is the transverse Laplacian. On the RHS of eq. (1) is the time varying P and 

E. Since P is written onto the medium by E the diffraction calculation simply neglects P. 

This is physically interpreted as meaning that the polarization itself doesn't spread out; 

that the medium is relatively stationary (Vt/u » 1) and that only the dipole radiated 

field that the polarization emits need be included (as done thru the nonlinear 

propagation). The resulting diffractive wave equation is, 

(V; + ::2)E:O V!2 :t22E. 

Using the modal expansion of E in eq. (38) one finds the Helmholtz equation, 

V;8n(x,y) + ::28n (X,y) + 2ikn !8n(x,y) - kn28n(x,y) ... -kn28n(x,y), 

where the amplitude of En now has explicit transverse dependence. To complete the 

development a form of SVEA is used which requires that 8(x,y) vary little over distances 

along z comparable to a wavelength. Thus one neglects the second partial with respect to 
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z and arrives at what is known as the modal form of the paraxial wave equation (PWE); 

v; 811 (x,y) + 2ik,. %z8,.(x,y) .. o. (53) 

The PWE desribes laser beams well because they do not diffract or diverge quickly 

and the monochromatic approximation (which is made implicitly by the modal solution) 

is a good one. Given 8,. (x,y;z-O) the solution for 8n (x,y;z-L4 ) may be found easily if 

the Fresnel conditions apply. These conditions are that LA be far greater than the radial 

extent (w,) of the transverse region for which the solution is desired and that L~ » 

W,4/).. Although sufficient these conditions, which define the three-dimensional Fresnel 

region of space, are not necessary and may typically be stretched for smooth transverse 

prof'tle (low spatial frequency content) beams. The latter condition allows Huygens 

spherical wavefronts to be approximated by parabolic surfaces over the limited transverse 

region, which is analogous to the PWE approximation. Note that the conditions under 

which the diffraction equations are valid are consistent with the conditions under which 

the Doppler integrated equations are valid; that is, k !:::! 2k. Both sets of equations are 

indeed paraxial. In fact, to include more general wave vectors in one set of equations 

without upgrading the other set would cOllstitute folly (Garbage in). 

The solution to the diffraction equation (53) in the Fresnel region may be arrived a. 

in two ways. The illSt is to simply take the Fourier transform of the product of the 

input field and a quadratic phase factor q(x,y) where the output spectrum is evaluated at 

spatial frequencies e IiII X/ALA and '7 .. y/ALA • This evaluated spectrum is then 

muitiplied by q and another factor M where, 

q(x,y) .. i 1f("Z +yZ)/').LA, 
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ikLlJ. 
M .. i>.LlJ.' 

Disadvantages to numeric solutions using this approach are that the resulting x-y grid of 

the output is only identical to that of the input if LA is chosen properly and that 

amplitude scaling may also be inconsistent. The advantage of this method is that only a 

single Fourier transform need be computed (the Cray optimized Omnilib routine "cfft999" 

is used in all calculations). 

The second solution to eq. (53) is the well-known linear systems approach. The 

Fourier transform of the input field is mUltiplied by a transfer function H. H is given 

by, 

This product is the frequency space result after propagation so it must be inverse Fourier 

transformed back into real space. Though solutions of this nature require both a forward 

and inverse Fourier transform be taken for each step LlJ. along z, that expense may be 

worthwhile since it keeps the propagated field on the same grid as the input field. 

Programs currently running use this approach. 

Due to absorption, the pump, IJ l(X,y), is not constant as it propagates down the 

medium. This aspect of the problem must also be included in the theory. The nonlinear 

propagation is easily solved using eq. (35) in eq. (41) yielding, 

(54) 

where 
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Note that the index nl has been dropped from the definition of a l because both real and 

imaginary parts of Al are used so that focusing effects (curvature of phase fronts) can 

be accounted for. Likewise, n:s and nt are dropped from eqs. (45) (used in eqs. (44» as 

a:s and at wiD now contain complex !1J's rather than just the imaginary part. Therefore 

eqs. (44) must now use the fonowing definitions for the a's; 

a3 '" -iao'Yab !1J3; 

at ... - iaO'Yab!1J t; 

(S5a) 

(S5e) 

Equations (49) and (51) are stiD valid except a.· must be used rather than at. Also, care 

must be taken to include the evolving phase of IJ 1 into ,z) in the calculation of the (J 

terms which are proportional to the ,,'So 

Experimentally one doesn't get to see the near field of the beams as they exit the 

medium. The conical emission is in fact in the far field. Images of the near field can be 

produced by lenses but what is really desired is a far field cone. It is possible for the 

near field to have no transverse zeros in intensity while the far field has a complicated 

ring StruCture.IT This occurs because the phase fronts in the near field have curvature 

but these higher spatial frequency components haven't propagated far enough to separate 

from the zero spatial frequency components. Thus any calculations shouldn't stop at the 

end of the nonlinear medium. One more diffractive or "free space" propagation step 

must be performed into the far field. 

Below, a pseudo-code program is presented which embodies the logic of the 

algorithm necessary to calculate far field patterns using NLP. 
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'PROGRAM NLP 
GET PARAMETERS (6,t:..,ku,'Yab,Qo,L,LBIG ,ko,nb,NSTEPS) 
INIT FIELDS (81(x,y),83(x,y),8.(x,y» 
LOOP NSTEPS 

GET COEFFICIENTS (..-t1(x, y),rlJ 3(X, y),rlJ .(x, y),& 3(X, y),& .(x, y» 
DIFFRACT (81(x,y),83(x,y),8 ~x,y);L.1 /2) 
NONLINEAR PROPAGATE (61(x,y),83(x,y),8.(x,y);L.1) 
DIFFRACT (81(x,y),83(x,y),8.(x,y);L.1/2) 

LOOP END 
DIFFRACT (81(x,y),83(x,y),8.(x,y);LBIG ) 
END 

In the above "monochromatic" program (6 is fixed) L.1 • L/NSTEPS, and the coefficients 

depend only on ..-t1(x,y) which is assumed Gaussian and scaled in terms of .D. The 

transverse scaling depends on ~, the input beamwaist wo' and the number of points used 

for the grid. To make the FFT work efficiently the grid is restricted to squares with the 

number of points along either dimension equal to a power of two (e.g., 256, 512, and 

1024). The curious breaking of each step into two diffractive steps is known to improve 

the accuracy of the split-step FFT technique and is widely used in propagation 

calculations of this type. f2 In essence the damage done by computing the nonlinear and 

linear propagations separately is smoothed over by using old coefficients on a new but 

approximated field that arises from calculations which neglected the old coefficients. The 

program is tested in two ways. First, plane-wave nonlinear results are duplicated by 

using a I-by-l grid and bypassing the diffractive steps. Second, the Gaussian input is 

free sPace propagated (bypassing coefficient calculations and nonlinear propagation) and 

checked against the wen known Gaussian beam solutions. 

Even this cumbersome calculation omits physically interesting and possibly important 

effects. In particular, the initialization of the 83 and 8. fields, which must not both be 

zero, is handled rather arbitrarily. Each field is initialized, independent of all other 

parameters, as a unit peak height Gaussian of waist WOo This is similar to the plane wave 
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calculation in terms of frequency (6) but the transverse shape of the seeding functions for 

(] 3 and (]. may be important. Resonance flourescence calculations, including Doppler 

broadening, might need to be made so that the spectrum and transverse shape of the 

seeds could be included. Thus, initialization could be set to zero outside the loop and the 

statement, 

ADD RESFLOUR «(]1(X'Y)'(]3(X,y),(].(x,y», 

added at the beginning of the loop. In that gain, if present, will ultimately dominate the 

resulting field structures, this omission in the code may not be crucial. 

Another omission with a less obvious solution involves the basic physics of the 

interaction of free atoms (neglecting gravity) with a strong field. "Let us emphasize that 

with our assumptions the relaxation processes affect only the internal state of the atoms 

without changing their velocity.Au Atomic velocity changes with strong near resonant 

fields are an important aspect of optical molasses fonnation and the recently observed 

Bragg scattering of atoms from standing waves.43- 4e The FWM calculation above tracks 

the field phase as if the atoms were rigidly fixed as in a solid. Although the coefficients 

include the integration over velocity, the propagation doesn't permit the atoms to get 

"bumpedA by the field, producing phase changes in the field. To put this idea in a 

simpler context, I believe that part of the reason the Sec. E plane wave theory so closely 

mimics the experimental spectra in Chap. S (only when k/j,. ~ 0) is due to atomic velocity 

changes. Perfect phase matching in FWM can result if the atoms are "willing" to provide 

the necessary momentum (positive or negative). As compared to the phase mismatch the 

atomic momenta can be huge and therefore easily capable of making up the difference 

without significant change to the underlying velocity distribution. Note that this 

mechanism doesn't require "smart" atoms; the phase-matched gain is the strongest and 
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therefore most likely to be seen in the output if possible. In fact, it may actually 

"benefit" the atom to emit in phase by stimulated emission rather than "waiting" for 

spontaneous emission to occur, thus minimizing its energy sooner. 

----- -- ---- ------ ._-------
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Chapter 3 

SINGLE FEEDBACK EXPERIMENT 

In this chapter I present an experimental study of instabilities observed in the 

transverse profile of a cw laser beam which passes through sodium vapor twice in a 

counter-propagating geometry. The second pass of the beam through the Na is delayed 

by the transit time to and from a feedback mirror. As conceptualized, the beam acquires 

radially dependent nonlinear phase (self-lensing) on the rust pass which then evolves, 

through propagation, before contributing to the nonlinear interaction once more. Due to 

the delay in the feedback (assumed greater than the medium response time) transverse 

instabilities were predicted similar to those first studied by Ikeda.1 Experimental 

observations at first appeared in good agreement with theory2,3 but the detai1s, especially 

the insensitivity of the frequency of the fundamental oscillation to parameter changes, 

were troubling. Because the theory didn't explicitly allow for sideband generation (such 

generation was disguised as a time varying amplitude), and the experiment involved only 

two beams, the possibility of four-wave mixing processes was neglected. Rather than the 

relatively simple all-optical passive cavityless system we hypothesized, our single feedback 

experiment was actually an active (lasing) phase conjugate resonator. The transverse 

instabilities develop as a consequence of sideband gain at the resonant modes of the 

cavity formed by the feedback mirror and a sodium phase conjugate mirror.4- 6 

When the atomic transverse polarization decays in a time much faster than the 

characteristic time of variations of the field, one can adiabatically eliminate from the 
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dynamics equations the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix. Because the 

saturation of the medium is included, this method (the adiabatic elimination of the 

polarization) is directly applicable to problems such as self-focusing or defocusing in 

atomic vapors. Relatively simple models based on this approach explain several steady

state transverse effects observed in single-laser-beam sodium-vapor experiments.7 

However, the same models are inadequate to explain the nonlinear processes which occur 

under similar experimental conditions, especially in the presence of optical feedback (i.e., 

another wave). Such nondegenerate-wave-mixing processes require the coherent 

interference of sidebands with the pump and are more readily modeled by explicitly . 

assuming the presence of the sidebands, as in Chap. 2. 

Experimental evidence is presented here that four-wave mixing (FWM) plays a 

major role in the oscillations observed in the single feedback experiment. It seems that 

the sodium vapor uses Rayleigh gain to become a phase-conjugate mirror (PCM) and that 

a resonator is formed between the PCM and feedback mirror. The Rayleigh gain can 

then lase at the longitudinal cavity modes yielding three fields (the counterpropagating 

pumps and the Rayleigh lasing). The fourth wave generation is well known under these 

conditions.s Here the third wave and fourth wave must arise simultaneously to form the 

PCM, but even this effect is frequently observed in high gain photorefractives.9 

Instabilities can then be understood as the beat frequencies between cavity modes; two or 

more longitudinal modes produce the fundamental while higher order transverse modes, 

which arise with increasing pump power, tend to produce subharmonics. 

Au Yeung et alt were the first to demonstrate experimentally such a phase-conjugate 

resonator (PCR), using CS2 as the PCM of a ruby laser with a ruby rod as an 

intracavity-gain medium. They used a collinear pump-signal arrangement and 
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polarization discrimination to distinguish the pump laser beam from the PeR waves (the 

signal wave corresponds to IJ, in the notation of Chap. 2). A PeR with a distance L 

between the PCM and the other mirror in a Fabry-Perot configuration has a longitudinal 

mode spacing of c/4L, where c is the speed of light. The existence of these modes was 

experimentally confirmed by Lind and Steel.1o They used an Ar+ laser to pump a dye 

jet which acted as the intracavity-gain medium, a Na vapor FWM PCM, and a 

noncollinear geometry to distinguish the beams. The first example of cw lasing action in 

an "empty" PeR, in which the gain is provided by the Na vapor PCM itself, has been 

recently reported by J. R. R. Leite et al.ll Again a noncollinear geometry was used. We 

have extended their study by observing sideband generation in an "empty" PCR. 

However, the main emphasis here is a study of instabilities of a PeR, and this has led to 

systematic measurements of the transverse·,mode shapes not previously reported. 

3·A. EXPER.IMENTAL APPARATUS 

In this experiment (Fig. I), a ring dye laser is tuned to the red (self-defocusing) side 

of the sodium DJ line. An AR coated doublet lens focuses the laser beam just beyond 

the vapor, and the transmitted light is approximately recollimated by an identical lens. 

This light is then reflected back collinearly by the feedback mirror. The feedback mirror 

is a highly reflective plane wedge secured in a gimbal mount with differential 

micrometers. The optical path is protected from air currents by Plexiglas shielding. AU 

dim reflections (e.g. those from the lenses and feedback mirror second surface) are 

blocked from the interaction region so that the feedback is entirely that from the 
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( ( ) 

PBSC >./4 Na M 

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the single feedback experiment. The 
polarization beamsplitter cube PBSC reflects tire vertically polarized input 
beam toward the Na. The feedback mirror M reflects most of the light 
back onto the Na. allowing a weak beam to be detected in transmission. 
The quarter-wave plate )./4 rotates the polarization of the backward beam 
to horizontal so the strong beam is transmitted by the PBSC. 
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feedback mirror. With this arrangement the counterpropagating pump beam is nearly as 

strong as the forward beam and the feedback angle and delay time are well controlled. 

Vapor confinement in the cell is largely due to the flow of argon from ports near the 

windows of the vacuum cell. Because the windows stay cool and free of sodium deposits, 

AR coatings can be used and the empty cell transmission T approaches unity (T!::!96%). 

The flowing gas conimement technique precludes zero buffer gas pressure experiments 

(i.e., "lab > 1/2) but careful regulation of the gas-inlet and vacuum-outlet valves permits 

confinement for argon pressure below one Torr. The calculated FWHM length of the Na 

sample is about 9 mm with conimement pressures of about 300 mTorr for cell 

temperatures up to 30()0 C. 

The input-beam profile is of major concern when attempting to study phenomena 

which include the transverse aspect of beams (i.e., non-plane-wave calculations). The 

observations reported here could only be made after first improving the beam quality to 

the point where random rather than systematic beam non-symmetry dominated the output 

profile. To this end it was found that the inherent astigmatism of the ring-dye pump 
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laser was most successfullY handled by spatial-filtering a high quality output mode as 

close to the laser output as possible (see Appendix B). Still, vertical elongation of the 

beam in the far field can frequently be detected. In most of the measurements here, the 

waist on lens Ll is 0.715 mm. Lenses Ll and L2 have the same focal length (30 cm), and 

the feedback mirror is at a distance L ... 226.6 cm from the center of the Na sample. 

The corresponding Ikeda-instability frequencyl, 1/2Tr • c/4L, is 33.1 MHz, where Tr is 

the round-trip period. A polarizing beam splitter cube (PBSC) and >../4 birefringent plate 

with its optic axis at 450 to the incident linear polarization prevent optical feedback to 

the dye laser. Thus the light that enters the sodium cell is circularly polarized. The 

detuning 11 of the laser frequency (WI) from the center of the Ds line (wO> is measured 

using Lamb-dip spectroscopy with a "stray" beam and an auxiliary low density Na cell; 

the Lamb-dip spectrum and current laser frequency are displayed on a storage 

oscilloscope. 

Both the light transmitted by the feedback mirror (~ 10 mW) and the backward light 

through the PBSC are available to monitor the system. We use several different methods 

to analyze the far-field beam profile and its frequency spectrum. Photodiodes and 

photomultipliers (300 MHz bandwidth each) provide electronic signals which follow the 

variation of the intensity impinging on them. These signals can be viewed as a function 

of time or frequency with either an oscilloscope or an electronic spectrum analyzer 

respectively. A television camera with a line-grabber allows one to measure the "DC" 

intensity of the far-field beam profile accurately. For wide bandwidth measurements a 

plane Fabry-Perot (FP) interferometer with typical finesse of about 100 is available. 
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3·8. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The system under study has so many control parameters that it is impossible to give 

a complete description of the results. However, the behavior does not change very mLch 

qualitatively as one moves the operating point in parameter space. Consequently the 

description is limited to a few characteristic examples and trends. In particular the 

results presented here are for a given position of the lenses Ll and L s' and for a given 

beam waist on the sodium sample. Namely, the focal plane of the lens Ll is 3.3 cm after 

the center of the Na ceO, and the beam waist Wo on the vapor is 78 pm: the 

corresponding Rayleigh distance is 3.3 cm, so that diffraction is negligible in the Na 

sample. With the laser tuned on the red side of the Ds line, the sodium vapor behaves as 

a negative lens (assuming monotonically decreasing intensity as a function of beam 

radius, as in the TEMoo mode). To obtain instabilities, the apparent focus of the 

emerging beam, after self-defocusing, must lie close to the focal plane of the lens L 2• In 

most of the results we present here, this plane is at 1.3 cm before the center of the cell, 

but a different position would provide only slightly different results. The behavior of 

the system also depends on the tilt of the feedback mirror from concentric alignment. 

However, here we consider in detail only the ca...c:e of concentric (or nearly concentric) 

alignment. 

We have studied the system for different Na densities (N) and argon pressures (P); 

however the conditions for the most tractable yet interesting behavior are low pressure 

(about 300 mTorr) and moderate density (N .. 6xlOu to lxl01S atoms/cmS). The 

threshold density for oscillations with our typical geometrical parameters is about 

N .. SxlOu atoms/cms• 
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The waveforms exhibit increasing complexity upon decreasing the argon pressure. 

Pigure 2 shows the typical features of the power spectrum of the output intensity and the 

approximate pressure range over which such features exist. In order of decreasing argon 

pressure, we observe limit cycles, quasiperiodicity, broad peaks, period doubling, and a 

"period-doubled" broad peak. The fundamental frequency of these phenomena does not 

change very much; normally it increases a little «10%) upon decreasing the pressure, 

always remaining slightly below c/4L. 

When the input intensity lois increased over a threshold value, the oscillations 

appear smooth. As 10 is further increased, the higher harmonic components of the . 

oscillation may become suddenly strong (Fig. 3). Figure 4 shows a typical sequence of 

spectra (at 4 Torr of Ar) as 10 is changed. Essentially the system goes from a limit cycle 

through a quasiperiodicity and back to a limit cycle. Over the range of 10 available in 

the given geometry the oscillation frequency does not change very much. Moreover, 

observed shifts in frequency with alignment changes, due to feedback mirror adjustment 

or even "stable" laser beam wander, seem to dominate over shifts due to any other 

factors. 

Rather than Ikeda instabilities, these oscillations can also be thought of as the mode 

beating between different phase-conjugate resonator (PCR) modes. Transverse features 

and subharmonics (j<e/4L) arise from higher order transverse modes. The Fabry-Perot 

interferometer is used to examine the spatial profiles as a function of frequency, as 

shown in Fig. S, for the case of a limit cycle. Scanning the interferometer reveals that 

the transmitted-intensity has a peak corresponding to the laser frequency, surrounded by 

a few other peaks (Fig. Sa). While the central peak has a typical bright center low

order-mode profile (Fig. Sc), the sidebands have a "donut" profile typical of higher order 
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Figure 2. Typical spectra. The peaks are normally 40 dB above the 
background. Here only the fundamental frequency is represented in the 
sketches, however, several higher harmonics may have a comparable intensity. 
The vertit;al arrows indicate the approximate range of existence of the various 
phenomena versus the argon pressure. (a) Limit cycle. (b) Quasi-periodicity: 
two close peaks generate a number of side peaks. (c) The structure of (b) may 
transform into a broad peak when the pressure is decreased perhaps indicating 
chaos. (d) Period doubling is observed at low pressure with non-concentric 
alignment. (e) Period-doubled broad peak. 
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Figure 3. Instabilities in output intensity versll'input intensity. The light intensity at 
one point of the beam profile is represented on the y axis (in arbitrary units). (a) The 
photodiode detects the central spot of the backward beam. This picture shows the 
transition from one limit cycle to another through quasiperiodicity. (b) Cylindrically 
symmetric oscillations seen by a detector in the central spot of the backward beam. 
(c) Time evolution (10 nsec/div) with same conditions as (b). 
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Figure 4. Sequence of power spectra of the photodiode signal for various input powers 
Pin' Values of Pin are: (a) 145 mW. (b) 325 mW. (c) 370 mW. d) 440 mW. 



Figure 5. The far-field beam profiles (b, c, d) observed 
through the Fabry-Perot jnterferometer at the frequencies 
jndicated by the arrows. The Fabry-Perot free spectral 
range is 1.5 GHz. Il. = -1.6 GHz. N ~ 2.1012 atoms/cm3, 
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modes (Fig. Sb, d). When the laser frequency is close to the sodium resonance 

(WI - wo" -1.6 GHz as in Fig. 5), the "blue" sideband is weaker than the "red" one. In 

other words, the sidebands may arise from a parametric frequency conversion, but the 

efficiency is higher for the red side. This asymmetry about the pump frequency 

contradicts Nilsen and Yariv's third order Doppler limit theory.1J It is probably induced 

by the proximity to the atomic resonance; indeed, it almost disappears when the laser 

demning is increased a few more GHz. Note that the Rayleigh gain of Chap. 2 doesn't 

consider counterpropagating pump beams as are used in this experimental arrangement. 

Therefore the fact that the strong sideband occurs on the opposite side from what one 

might predict using that theory isn't too upsetting. 

By increasing the Na density N, the amplitudes of both nonlinear dispersion and 

absorption grow, producing greater phase and intensity modulations of the beam profile. 

As a consequence, with good concentric alignment, the far-field "DC" beam profile is 

sometimes a single spot, sometimes a ring, sometimes a spot surrounded by a ring, 

sometimes two rings, and so on, while the number of observable rings grows with N.2 

This number also depends on the laser detuning from resonance. By decreasing the laser 

detuning a new ring emerges at large radius while the diameters of the inner rings shrink. 

This behavior proceeds up to a critical de tuning value, then a kind of reverse process 

takes place. At still higher densities these transverse changes may exhibit hysteresis. 

This is due to the presence of strong optical feedback. By tilting the mirror, only a 

sector of the rings remains bright, and for higher-tilt angles almost all the intensity is 

transferred to the ring sectors. 

The transverse aspect of the instabilities is better characterized by the "AC" profiles. 

These profiles were first discovered by scanning the output beam across a single detector 
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much smaller in area than the beam. In this way a double lobed oscillation known as 

wedging can be seen.n Previously, because the beam profile appeared symmetric to the 

eye, it was believed that the instability was symmetric. Experience now reminds us that 

the eye is not a good instrument with which to analyze instabilities that are faster than its 

response time (transverse effects may be present in the experiment even if not predicted 

by theory). The first detection (in this experiment) of a circulating instability forming 

what appeared to be a stable ring pattern used two detectors and an oscilloscope. 

Beamsplitting the strong backward wave, which exits through the PBSC, the phase of the 

oscillations from two detectors can be compared on the scope. The scope is triggered by 

the signal from the detector of the transmitted beam while the reflected beam is scanned 

across the other detector. In this way it is determined that the phase shifts by 2"" 4", etc. 

as the ring intensity is scanned thru a full rotation across the detector. 

Full AC images are made by scanning the beam in two dimensions across an 

apertured PMT. The averaged, bandpassed signal (f::l 30 MHz, fl.!". 10 Mhz) drives the 

z-axis of the scope while the x and y axes are driven corresponding to the scanning. 

Phase sensitive stroboscopic images are made by adding the scanned beam signal to a 

reference signal from a detected portion of a stationary beam. The resulting electrical 

signal·is then bandpassed and averaged before driving the scope's z-axis. A summary of 

the various oscillation patterns is given in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 presents AC images of an 

instablity similar to the one presented in Fig. 5 (examined with the Fabry-Perot 

interferometer there). The AC image is just a ring due to the beating between the near

Gaussian fundamental (pump beam) and the ring-shaped sidebands. The stroboscopic 

views permit one to determine the internal structure of the AC rings, which may be 

different for nearly identical AC images (see Fig. 6): namely the AC rings appear 
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Figure 6. Sketches of the far-field beam profiles. The arrows in (a). (c). 
and (d) indicate that the oscillation occurs between the two extreme profiles 
shown; the arrows in (b) show the direction of rotation. S denotes 
symmetric oscillations. 
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Figure 7. PID osciUation: and (d) stroboscopic view; 
the system switches spontaneously between c and d. This corresponds to a change of the 
direction of rotation. 
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generated by a number of intensity spots rotating rapidly in a circle, clock-wise or 

counterclockwise (Figs. 8 and 9). The rotation is frozen on the monitor when the 

photodiode reference signal is added to the PMT signal. When the photodiode is moved 

in a circle around the beam a7.is, the spots on the monitor move in the same direction. 

The equivalence of the two senses of rotation can be verified by changing the time delay 

between the PMT and photodiode signals before adding them. Sometimes the sense of 

rotation spontaneously switches back and forth between the two senses, likely caused by a 

fluctuation in the laser beam pointing or vibrations affecting alignment of the various 

optics. Pounding on the table is about 50% effective at reversing the direction of 

rotation. A characteristic of these ring-shaped oscillations is their revolution time. The 

oscillation period remains close to 4L/c, but if the stroboscopic image shows three 

rotating spots, a 360-degree rotation of the pattern obviously takes three of these periods. 

For brevity we label PIO, nD, and P3D (period I donut, etc.) the oscillations which 

occur for I, 2, and 3 rotating spots, respectively. 

Figure 9 shows the interesting case of a symmetric oscillation obtaine-d with good 

alignment in another region of the parameter space. Here the intensities of the central 

spot and the surrounding ring oscillate antiphase of each other. This is a rare observation 

in the lab and is probably due to an exceptionally symmetric input beam and Na vapor 

interaction region. The symmetry of the AC patterns depends strongly on the symmetry 

of the input beam or, in a more controllable form, on the precision of the alignment of 

the feedback beam. In the case of the PIO oscillations for instance, if lens Ls is 

translated a few tens of micrometers in the horizontal transverse direction, the AC ring is 

distorted and is f'maIly replaced by two spots elongated in the vertical direction (Fig. 10). 

An asymmetry in the input beam particularly affects the P2D oscillations. Four spots 
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Figure 8. P30 oscillation: (a) DC profile; (b) AC 
profile; (c) stroboscopic view. N .. 6xlO lJ atoms/cm3. 
d .. -1.63 GHz, Pill .. 477 mW. and p .. 0.3 Torr Ar. 
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Figure 9. Symmetric oscillations for same conditions as for 
Figures 3(b) and 3(c); (a) DC profile; (b) AC profile. 
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Figure 10. Results for non-concentric lens alignment. This 
proille replaces the PID oscillation when the lens is 
translated in the " direction about 80 pm. 
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may appear (Fig. 11) in place of the ring in the AC profile, the spots diametrically 

opposite oscillating in phase with each other and out of phase with the other two. 
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The system's behavior grows in complexity as the density is increased. Figures 12 

and 13 are phase diagrams showing how the various phenomena are distributed in the 10 

versus WI parameter space for two values of N. For a different (longitudinal) position of 

lenses Ll and L z' these phase diagrams have different aspects. It is interesting to note 

how the various limit cycles are confined in this space and how the system may move 

from one limit cycle to another. Just above the threshold value of N reported before 

(value obtained at P - 300 mTorr), the oscillations are present in a closed region of the 

10 versus WI space available with our laser. The oscillations die at higher intensities, 

probably because of satumtion of the nonlinearity. As N is increased, oscillations persist 

at higher 10 , At N .. 6><1012 atoms/cm', PIO oscillations dominate and occur only when a 

(weak) ring surrounds a spot in the DC profile (Fig. 12). However, this ring is larger 

than the AC ring of the P ID oscillations. Also P30 oscillations are present within a 

narrow region adjacent to the PIO oscillation regions. In between them is a line where 

the DC profile collapses in a small elliptical spot and where oscillations with a 

fundamental frequency close to c/2L are present. When the laser frequency is tuned 

around this critical point, the system changes erratically between these phenomena. 

At N .. 9xI012 atoms/cm', symmetric oscillations are present also, and they lie at 

lower WI than the PID oscillation (Fig. 13). In the boundary between these phenomena is 

a broad peak that may transform into quasiperiodicity, depending on the quality of the 

alignment. Here imperfections in the input beam make it difficult to define the "best" 

alignment. As N is further increased, the phase diagmm becomes very complex in 

correlation with the increasing number of rings in the DC profile: the region with 
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Figure II. Asymmetry in the input beam: (a) AC profile. 
(b) stroboscopic view. N. 7xl013 atoms/cm3• l:t. • -3.9 
GHz. P .. 4 Torr Ar. Pin III 340 mW. The oscillation 
frequency is 29.15 MHz. 
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Figure 12. Phase diagram at N .,. 6><1012 atoms/cm3• The matched regions show the 
extent of the PlO and P20 oscillations. The dashed line in the PlO region is the loci of 
the maximum oscillation amplitude. The solid lines are the DC profile boundaries. The 
dashed line between the PlO and P30 region is the loci of an ~64 MHz oscillation. The 
numbers in the figure give the fundamental oscillation frequency in MHz. 
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Figure 13. Phase diagram at N :II 9><1013 atoms/cm3• The gray regions have broad
spectrum (BS) dynamics. Here the P2D oscillations may be replaced by a broad-spectrum 
oscillation for a slightly different aJignment. 
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s~etric oscillations moves to lower WI' and the space between symmetric and PID 

oscillations becomes subdivided into many narrow regions with different dynamics. At 

the boundary between regions of different oscillations, the quasiperiodicity or a broad

spectrum phenomenon tends to be replaced by hysteresis in which the system directly 

jumps from one limit cycle to another. The period of the various limit cycles does not 

change appreciably with the laser intensity or detuning, while it decreases linearly on 

decreasing the distance L between the feedback mirror and the sodium. In other words, 

the period depends more on a "geometrical" factor than on the "physical" factors of the 

light-atom interaction. Figure 14 shows this linear dependence of the period on L over a 

factor of S in L (limited by the lens focal length and table length for the geometry 

discussed here). Both the PID and symmetric oscillation periods (obtained under similar 

conditions but for a different laser detuning) follow the geometrical parameter 4L/c well 

below the 16 osee Na lifetime. 

There are a few other interesting results. Oscillations may be present even with a 

round-trip attenuation of 3dB in the path between the cell and feedback mirror. The 

oscillations seem to be independent of the polarization of the input beam, but if the ),f4 

plate is inserted between the sodium and the feedback mirror (mther than between the 

PBSC and Na, as in Fig. I) making the backward beam cross polarized with respect to 

the forward beam, then the oscillations disappear. 
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3-C. DISCUSSION 

The fact that the oscillations we see have frequencies so insensitive to "physical" 

parameters (such as input intensity, laser detuning, argon pressure, and atomic density), 

while these frequencies follow the "geometrical" parameter L so closely, may be 

considered the signature of a PCM cavity. Fabry-Perot spectra show the distinct 

signature of FWM; symmetrically displaced sidebands about the pump. The buildup of 

the oscillations requires at least two round trips in the cavity, and the oscillation threshold 

is related to the product of reflectivities (i.e., the FWM gain) of t~e iiaired sidebands. 

The theory for an ideal PCM cavity shows that all the transverse modes with the same 

longitudinal order have the same frequency, and that the frequency spacing is c/4L 

(slightly above the value we observe due to the Na dispersive mode pulling), while this 

degeneracy is broken if a transverse amplitude modulator, for instance a "Gaussian" 

aperture, is inserted into the cavity.14 The finiteness of the beams inside the vapor, 

namely the profile of the field amplitude, probably produces a similar breaking. Indeed, 

the main effect of the physical parameter recalled above is to select a particular 

transve~ mode for the sidebands, in correlation with the center-band transverse profile. 

At the same time, the various transverse modes have a slightly different frequency. In 

the boundary between regions of different oscillation, this removing of frequency 

degeneracy becomes evident by generating a quasiperiodicity. 

That our system may be considered an active PCM cavity was also tested by adding 

another plane mirror M close to the feedback mirror. In this way, we have reproduced 
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the noncollinear geometry of Ref. 10. Once M has been aligned, which is a relatively 

simple operation, a secondary beam lases between it and the Na for almost the same 

range of parameters for which instabilities occur in the main beam. 

The Ikeda-type single-feedback transverse instabilities might still be observed if the 

PCM can be avoided. One experiment proposed to accomplish PCM avoidance yet 

provide single feedback is to use a polarization beamsplitter to mix the first pass pump 

with an orthoganaUy polarized second pass. The second pass polarization is rotated using 

a half-wave plate. The PCM is avoided by using a copropagating geometry; the second 

pass being brought back to the input using a ring configuration with the polarizing . 

beamsplitter used for one of the ring mirrors. Any cavity effects will be quite weak 

since alternate passes of a linearly polarized input are extinguished by factors of about 

10-5• Symmetric feedback may be a little more difficult to achieve since the overlap of 

the beams on the beamsplitter is not assured as it is on the single feedback mirror. Also, 

optimal lens postions for the defocusing and focusing transverse bistabilities would need 

to be found. 

In summary, the observed behavior of the system under study consistently indicates 

that the Na vapor acts as a phase-conjugate mirror and provides a phase-conjugate 

resonator when it is coupled with a normal mirror. Indeed the oscillating patterns we 

have observed in this experiment resemble the transverse modes of a laser cavity, while 

the oscillation frequency closely follows the "geometrical" factor c/4L, almost 

independently of the laser intensity, de tuning, and argon pressure. The finite dimension 

of the beam profile inside the vapor breaks the isotropic symmetry of the ideal plane

wave PCM. It generates specific patterns and removes the frequency degeneracies of the 

transverse modes in an ideal PCM cavity. For further details see Ref. IS. 
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Chapter 4 

GAIN/FEEDBACK APPROACH to INSTABILITIES 

In this chapter the gain/feedback approach to lasing and optical instabilities is 

applied to sodium vapor driven by a near-resonant intense cw pump laser. The observed 

lasing frequencies agree with the two-beam-coupling gain curve calculated for a 

Doppler-broadened two-level medium (see Chap. 2-C). This work led to several new 

observations.I •S including Rayleigh-gain lasing with no external cavity using 

counterpropagating beams, and Raman gain lasing in a ring cavity.3 

Silberberg and Bar-]osephll-7 have analyzed the onset of an optical instability as the 

simultaneous occurrence of sufficient gain and feedback to permit lasing at a new 

frequency.s The instability observed on the transmitted light is then merely the beat 

between the pump field and the newly generated "lasing." We have used this 

gain/feedback approach in sodium vapor7 using the Rayleigh gain to generate sideband 

lasing displaced from the driving laser field by 8 to 14 MHz. Raman-gain sideband 

lasing· is also seen for appropriate feedback (i.e., using a cavity rather than the distributed 

feedback of Ref. 7). However, Raman gain is displaced by the on-resonance Rabi 

frequency, typically 4 GHz or less here. rather than by the generalized Rabi frequency 

(which includes detuning) predicted by stationary atom theory. The new observations 

are: Rayleigh-gain lasing with no external mirrors using counterpropagating pump 

beams,1I,7 Rayleigh-gain lasing without a foreign gas,9 Raman-gain lasing (w3) in a ring 

cavity, and Raman fourth wave emission at wll = 2WI - w3• Also reported is the spectrum 

--- ----- ----- ----- - -------- ---- ------------ -------------
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of Rayleigh gain lasing in a ring cavity. 

4·A. THEORY REVISITED 

The pump-probe or two-beam-c~upling gain curve for a stationary Na atom has 

already been derived and verified.lo- u Here we adopt the nomenclature of Haroche and 

HartmanlO and refer to the dispersion-shaped resonance at the laser frequency WI as 

"Rayleigh" (called I/Tl in Ref. 7) and the gain peak at WI - 0" as "Raman" (sometimes 

called Rabi7 or three-photonU gain). Here the effective Rabi frequency is 

0" • (/~/J + ( 2)1/2, where 0 .. 2/.z,/ is the on-resonance Rabi frequency (.z, is 

proportional to the pump field, see Chap. 2-B), ~ .. WI - Wo is the pump laser detuning, 

and Wo is the two-level-atom resonance frequency. For moving atoms, one must integrate 

this curve over the velocity distribution; this has previously been expressed as easily 

calculable sums of plasma dispersion functionsU •16 (also see Chap. 2-D). 

Figure 1 compaNS the detuned stationary-atom curve in Fig. la with the curve for 

parameters corresponding to the experiment in Fig. Ib (including Doppler-broadening). 

These figures show the AC Stark shift of the absorption peak (dashed curve in b is for 

.z, .. 0) and the shift and broadening of the Raman gain with the integration over velocity 

for a Doppler width ku ... 1057a, where 7a is the upper level spontaneous decay rate. 

The peak of the Raman gain occurs at a frequency W given by W ~ WI ± 0" for a 

stationary atom, where ± is given by ~//~/. For moving atoms. when the Doppler 

broadening leu is of the order of /~/. as in Fig. lb. the Raman gain is much broader than 

in the stationary atom case (Fig. I a) and it turns on abruptly at WI ± 0, peaking more 



PROBE DETUNING FROM PUMP (GHz) 

Figure I. Calculations of (a) the stationary-atom and (b) the Doppler-broadened probe
gain profiles for an intense pump at WI detuned by A .. -2.6 GDz from the low-field 
line center WOo The Rabi frequency is 0 ID 2.4 GDz (dashed curve 0 .. 0), the generalized 
Rabi frequency is 0" ~ 3.S GHz, and 'Yab .. 0.8 'Ya' The enlargements of the Rayleigh 
and Raman features in (a) and (b) are 500x and lOx respectively (i.e., on the same scale). 
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rapidly for increasing Doppler width. This shift of the Raman gain comes about because 

atoms which are Doppler shifted near or onto resonance have tJ. ~ 0, and therefore have 

an effectively reduced 0'. In contrast, the Rayleigh gain feature is Doppler-free, 

showing no discernible difference between Figs. Ja and h. This results from the nearly 

complete degeneracy (both frequency and wave vector) of the pump and probe at this 

feature; thus all atoms are identical with respect to the pump-probe beat term. Lasing 

will be described based on these two gain mechanisms using two different feedback 

configurations. 

4·B. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

The experimental apparatus consists of a cw ring dye laser and sodium ceO. The 

~ 900 mW single-mode output power of the dye laser is diffracted from a 40 MHz 

acousto-optic Bragg ceO so that any feedback is shifted by 80 MHz and has no effect on 

the dye laser frequency. The beam is then spatially filtered, collimated, and focused into 

the sodium by a 30 em or 45 cm focal-length doublet. A maximum of 700 mW reaches 

the Na for single beam pumping; approximately 300 mW maximum each for 

counterpropagating pumps. For most of the measurements a flow cell with Na length L 

~ 9 nun is used; the argon buffer gas pressure, P, is adjustable, usually P ~ 0.3 Torr is 

used. A 10 cm evacuated quartz cell (P ~ 10-0 Torr) is used to show Rayleigh-gain 

lasing at zero pressure. Beat frequencies up to 300 MHz can be observed with a 

photodiode and Hewlett-Packard 8568B spectrum analyzer. A Fabry-Perot interferometer 

(flat mirrors with R ~ 0.98) is used to study lasing at frequencies differing from WI by 
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more than 100 MHz. Plate separations LFP of up to 10 cm are possible with typical 

finesse measured to be approximately 100. For unambiguous frequency determination 

LFP is reduced, increasing the instruments free-spectral range, before high resolution 

photos are taken at longer LFp • 

The detuning, d, is measured with Lamb-dip (counterpropagating saturation) 

spectroscopy in an auxiliary low density Na cell. A 10 GHz sweep of the dye laser 

produces well resolved dips at both hyperfine lines (and an inverted dip at the crossover 

resonance between them)14 using only a weak "stray" beam. The spectrum is stored on a 

scope with zero defined as the center of the strongest (here the nearest) Na DJ hypcrfine 

transition, and the known hyperfine splitting used for calibration. Pump power is 

measured by a thermopile power meter, and flow-cell pressure by a thermocouple gauge 

(P < 2 Torr) or a resistance manometer (P > I Torr). Atomic density is controlled by 

cell temperature which is measured and stabilized by a thermocouple detection heater

controller. For further experimental details see Appendix B. 

4-C. DISTRmUTED FEEDBACK LASING 

For the counterpropagating-beams case, 300 mW beams were focused by two 30 cm 

focal-length AR-coated lenses; see Fig. 2 inset. Two new observations using 

counterpropagating-beams distributed feedback (OFB) were made: an optical instability 

by means of Rayleigh-gain lasing with no external cavity and Rayleigh-gain lasing with 

zero foreign-gas pressure. The observation of mirrorless self-oscillation (i.e., lasing) by 

homodyne detection is shown in Fig. 2. The zero-order OFB modes of our short samples 
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Figure 2. Time dependence and power spectrum of one 
of the counterpropagating pump beams after passing 
through the sodium vapor for d e:! -2.6 GHz (defocusing 
side). The I- 10.S MHz beat frequency arises mostly 
from lasing at the peak of the Rayleigh gain at w1+1 and 
from emission at w1-!,' the 21-MHz peak is the beat 
between w1-! and wl+l. The inset shows the geometry of 
the counterpropagating pumps (solid) and Rayleigh lasing 
(dashed). 
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~ broad and essentially flat over the Rayleigh-gain region which peaks at about 10 

MHz from WI; consequently, lasing occurs at the peak of the gain curve. The lengths L 

here, 0.9 cm for the flow cell and 10 cm for the quartz cell, are both short compared to 

the long lengths proposed in Ref. 7 where the next higher-order DFB mode at c/2L is 

made to coincide with the Rayleigh-gain curve. Mirrorless lasing was reported previously 

in the pulsed regime in semiconductor crystals; because the processes were frequency 

degenerate, a small angle was required between the counterpropagating pumps in order to 

distinguish the lasing.17 Here, the ~ 10 MHz frequency shift facilitates detection by the 

homodyne technique, even for exact counte!'Propagation. Note that the generation 

mechanism for Rayleigh-gain lasing at w, .. WI + 6 is two-beam coupling, but nearly 

degenerate four-wave mixing results in a copropagating wave at w~ .. WI - 6. 

Copropagation of w, and w~ is due to gain guiding and phase matching. Because "1 and 

ks copropagate due to gain guiding of the 8, "probe" wave and the pump and "probe" 

frequencies are nearly identical neither angle nor index phase-matching requires 8~ 

generation to occur off axis. 

The second distributed-feedback observation, namely Rayleigh-gain lasing without 

foreign gas, was performed in the evacuated 10 cm Na cell. It emphasizes that a closed 

system (i.e., no collisions and no decay to an external reservoir) with large detuning can 

exhibit Rayleigh gain. In terms of a perturbation-expansion susceptibility, Rayleigh gain 

occurs in fifth order with no foreign gas and in third order with foreign-gas 

pressure.O,I~,16 Thus the zero-pressure Rayleigh-gain lasing requires more pump power 

than with pressure. This may explain why Grandclement et allO observed Rayleigh lasing 

only with pressure using Na in a ring cavity.lll 
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4·0. RING CAVITY LASING 

For the ring-cavity experiments. three highly reflecting flat mirrors and two 30 cm 

focal-length AR-coated lenses were used to form a triangular ring cavity for the lasing 

with the round-trip cavity length Lc 111 98 cm. The input was focused by a 45 cm lens, 

resulting in a 112 pm waist Wo [1-/0 exp(-2r2/w2)] in the Na. Since the pump beam 

passes through the Na in only one direction, there are no counterpropagating beams. For 

detunings outside the hyperfine splitting of the D2 line, laSing occurs in only the forward 

direction with respect to the pump because of the Doppler effect. In the case of a probe 

beam propagating in a direction opposite to the pump beam the averaging over the 

velocity distribution strongly reduces the gain magnitude. For ~ III -4.1 GHz. the 

Raman-gain lasing at W3 begins at WI - W3 111 4 GHz, just slightly larger than the on 

resonance Rabi frequency 0 ~ 3.7 GHz calculated from the 680 mW input power. 112 

pm waist. and the dipole moment12 of Na. This 4-GHz shift of the Raman lasing from 

the pump at WI is much less than the calculated generalized Rabi frequency 0" ~ 5.7 GHz 

that would be appropriate if the atoms were stationary; see Fig. 3. Because of the 

inhomogeneously broadened gain curve, several longitudinal modes of the ring cavity may 

be above the Raman lasing threshold. as the Fabry-Perot sweep in Fig. 4a shows for 

~ - -2.6 GHz. The mode spacings range from 240 to 270 MHz (as measured by 

homodyne detection), different from c/ Lc ~ 306 MHz because of dispersion. 

Comparison with the calculated plane-wave gain curve is made in Fig. 4b. where 

o = 2.4 GHz gives a better fit because of absorption and defocusing at this smaller ~. 
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(a) 

(b) 

M 

(c) 

A A 
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Figure 3. Raman-gain lasing in a I-cm flow cell with argon pressure at 0.3 Torr and a 
pump detuning of .:1=-2.5 GHz from the D2 line-center. The power is reduced from (a) 
670 mW, to (b) 440 mW, to (c) 200 mW. The lasing occurs close to Well (M arrows for 
moving-atom prediction) rather than at w1-0' (S arrows for stationary-atom prediction). 
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Figure 4. Raman-gain lasing in Na in a ring cavity (see inset) for 
4 :=.! -2.6 GHz (defocusing side). (a) Fabry-Perot spectrum 
showing laser light (injected external to the ring cavity) at 6 IS 0 
and lasing of four Raman-gain ring-cavity modes for 6 :=.! -3 GHz. 
(b) Raman gain calculated curve from Fig. J(b). (Note that the a.u. 
here are 8 times those of Fig. J(b).) 
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The lasing has a waist of only 67 JAm in the sodium and makes an angle of about 0.90 

relative to the pump beam, so that it uses the gain generated in the fairly uniform 

portion of the pump beam. This justifies the use of the copropagating plane-wave gain 

curve. 

Rayleigh-gain lasing in the ring cavity was also seen, as already reported by 

Grandclement et al.18 The heterodyne spectrum of this lasing is shown in Fig. 5 for a 

local oscillator (LO) beam at frequency wLO ... WI - 2n(80 MHz). The spectrum analyzer 

(using the max hold feature) displays the peak attained at each frequency as the cavity 

length is varied over several wavelengths by a PZT driven cavity mirror. A single trace 

with the PZT off is also shown. Experimentally, the sign of the pump-probe detuning, 

& "" w, - WI' is given by noting that beat frequencies due to Rayleigh lasing are positive 

with respect to the 80 MHz beat frequency which comes through as RF pickup (the 

pump beam isn't mixed on the detector, only the lasing and the LO). Thus the sign of & 

is positive which agrees with the predicted sign of Rayleigh gain from theory for the 

negative .11 used. For positive .11 the experiment yields negative &, again in agreement 

with theory. 

Theory also predicts Rayleigh gain broadening and Raman gain SQuelching with 

increasing pressure which is easily verified in the flow ceU. It is also worth noting that 

even with lengthy cavities, which could support narrower longitudinal mode spacings, 

only a single longitudinal mode is observed for Rayleigh lasing. Thus the small angle 

used between the pump and cavity doesn't introduce sufficient Doppler broadening to the 

Rayleigh gain to allow inhomogeneously broadened multimode lasing. In fact, as the 

cavity length is adjusted such that the lasing approaches the tail of the gain (increasing 

1&1) then the lasing becomes unstable. A double-lobed mode pattern (TEMIO) appears 
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Figure 5. Rayleigh-gain-lasing heterodyne spectrum for a local 
oscillator (LO) beam shifted from the pump laser frequency by 40 
MHz. The axes are: 40 to 90 MHz (5 MHz/div), horizontal; and 
linear with the power of the lasing, vertical. The broad upper 
spectrum was recorded using the "max hold" feature over many 
spectral sweeps of the spectrum analyzer while a PZT driven mirror 
swept the single longitudinal-cavity-mode through the Rayleigh 
gain. The narrow spectrum is a single sweep of the spectrum 
analyzer with the PZT off. The angle between the ring-cavity axis 
and the pump-beam is 0.80 and the pump detuning .!1 • -2 GHz. 
For negative detunings the lasing spectrum is always shifted to the 
high frequency side of the LO beat frequency, indicating that the 
lasing is higher in frequency than the pump; consistent with theory. 
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which oscillates at the higher gain frequencies (smaller 161) available to this higher mode 

since its effective cavity length is twice as long. An intracavity circular aperture of 

appropriate dimension squelches higher order mode lasing but simultaneously increases 

threshold so only a small part of the Rayleigh gain spectrum lases; Smaller apertures still 

defeat Rayleigh gain lasing entirely; only Raman lasing persists. This is probably due to 

the mode volume of the Rayleigh gain region above threshold being small in diameter so 

that in the far-field, where the aperture is located, the mode diameter is large. 

It is interesting to note that two-beam coupling is common in photorefractive 

crystals. In fact, Rayleigh-gain lasing has been seen using a BSO photorefractive crystal 

in a ring cavity; the peak is shifted by only about 30 Hz.20 The non-IOOll 

photorefractive effect (diffusion limit) gives one 'Il/2 phase shift, and the grating 

reflection for the Bragg condition gives another 'Il/2 phase shift; together they add to the 

'Il phase shift needed for optimum transfer. Here there is no transfer for w, .. :.11' 

because the detuned two-level-medium polarization is local and in-phase with the 

stationary light grating. But for a probe detuned about 10 MHz nearer line center than 

the pump, the light grating moves (i.e., population pulsations occur), causing the Na 

polarization to lag behind (pulled toward its natural frequency wo> just enough to make 

the scattered beam in-phase with the probe, as needed for the most efficient transfer. 

Note that the ring-cavity lasing observed here is unidirectional, so that 

counterpropagation instabilities do not occur.21 Both the ring-cavity and 

counterpropagating-beams Iasings observed here have the same linear polarization as the 

pump, so the polarization instability of Ref. 22 did not occur. In fact, those references 

use a nonlinear-medium description that does not apply to sodium vapor, as pointed out 

in Ref. 23. Recent observations of polarization instabilities in a counterpropagating 
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pumps geometry at the Na Dl line have not been observed at the Ds line.s• 

Experimental evidence suggests these instabilities depend on the specific magnetic 

splittings of the Dl upper level (3 sP1/ S) in a near zero magnetic field. 
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A signal field oscillating at W3 - WI + 6 may interact with the strong field at WI to 

generate by forward four-wave mixing a field at w ... 2Wl - W3 .. WI - 6, or vice 

versa.13,SB,ZG If the signal wave travels at an angle (J relative to the pump wave, then the 

generated wave will travel in the direction dictated by phase matching (roughly -(J for 

(J .. 0.90). Consequently, the ring-cavity emission does not include the complements of 

the Rayleigh and Raman lasings. However, as seen in Fig. 6, those emissions are seen 

outside the cavity at the phase-matched angle if and only if the cavity is lasing. In the 

counterpropagating-pump beams case, emissions are seen at both WI ± 6 because the 

pump and probe beams are essentially collinear (see Fig. 2) and the frequency degeneracy 

is small. 
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Figure 6. Generation of E .. (w.) from E1(W1) and E,(w,) occurs at an angle from the 
pump (E1) nearly opposite that of the ring-lasing (E,) due to phase matching. The 
spectral shift of this generation from the pump frequency is also opposite that of the 
ring-lasing as conimned by a Fabry-Perot. Thus w • .. 2wl - w, as required for 
conservation of energy in FWM. In fact, the longitudinal modes of E, show up on the 
E. spectrum even though E .. is not subject to cavity constraints. (a) and (b) emphasize 
that E. originates from the mixing of E, and E1• 
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4·E. CONCLUSION 

In summary, the gain/feedback approach is a stimulating alternative to direct probe

absorption measurements. Even more imPOrtantly, it is a powerful tool for studying the 

onset of optical instabilities, providing greater physical insight for many processes. One 

can even manipulate the frequencies of the instabilities by controlling the interplay 

between the gain and feedback frequency profiles. Along the lines of more applied 

research, coherent fiber communications might benefit from an optical preamplifier based 

on a Raman-type (broadband) gain mechanism while a strong Rayleigh self-oscillation in 

a Fabry-Perot type cavity3T is a possible choice for a self-pumped phase-conjugate 

mirror. 
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Chapter 5 

SELF-TRAPPING and CONICAL EMISSION 

Recently there have been several experimental observations and conflicting 

theoretical explanations of the conical emission that occurs around a near-resonance pump 

beam that propagates single-pass, frequently self-trapped, through an atomic vapor.1- U 

In this chapter the measured spectrum of the light generated by a cw pump beam upon 

self-trapped propagation through Na vapor is presented. Over a broad range of 

experimental parameters the output spectrum agrees wen with the theoretical plane-wave 

four-wave-mixing spectrum, but only if atomic motion is included. Within narrow bands 

of this broad range conical emission appears and is correlated with small changes in the 

observed spectrum. We hypothesize that the self-trapped pump creates a radial-gradient

index not only for itself, but also for the Raman sidebands which arise via four-wave 

mixing using the Raman gain.u Stark-shifted absorption nearly coincides with one of 

these sidebands so that the radial-gradient-index at that sideband is partly "anomalous" 

and may lead to the formation of far-field cones. An anamalous index gradient is 

defined here to be one which under self-focusing (defocusing) conditions leads to 

defocusing (focusing) of a weak-sideband-probe beam. To check this hypothesis of cone 

formation being due to anomalous radial probe-index gradients a simulation which 

includes transverse effects is used. Preliminary results from this transverse calculation 

show that the only sideband exhibiting conical emission is the same sideband as seen 

experimentally in the cone. 
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From the agreement between observed and plane-wave calculated spectra and the 

observation of conical emission restricted to small regions of parameter space, it is 

concluded that the physics of conical emission can be understood as a three-step 

generation process (Figs. la - c) and a single cone-development process. Frequency units 

in the calculations are natural-linewidths which for Tl a 16 nS corresponds to 100 "fa per 

GHz. The generation process is four-wave mixingO,O and leads to the observed spectrum 

over a fairly wide range of parameter space (almost the entire parameter space over 

which self-trapping of the pump occurs). Step one of the generation is the two-beam

coupling (pump-probe) spectrum of a Doppler-broadened ensemble of atoms subjected to 

an intense near-resonance pump beam El at wl (see Fig. Ja).1S A probe, in our case a 

band of the noise field or Rabi-sideband resonance flourescence, with frequency near 

w, ~ wl + 0', where 0' is the generalized Rabi frequency, will experience RaDian gain; 

this generates a field E, at w, copropagating with Er The second step is the generation 

of red-shifted radiation E. at w. - 2wl - W, by four-wave-mixing (FWM) of E l , E" and 

noise at w. (although no "seeding" of this frequency is actually required). Fig. Jb shows 

the absolute value of the coefficient coupling E3(w,) and E.(wJ in the presence of E1(W1) 

including Doppler-broadening.13,H Note that there is the potential for strong coupling 

between the Rabi sidebands. The third step is the copropagation of E l • E" and E., 

yielding the plane-wave output spectrum of Fig. Ie. The ac-Stark-shifted absorption of 

Fig. Ja eats a hola in the E. spectrum; FWM couples the radiation back and forth 

between the red (E.) and blue (E3) sidebands of Er For strong coupling (as occurs with 

copropagation here), the E, and E. spectra become almost mirror images, both developing 

two peaks because of the absorption dip. This three-step generation process occurs 

within the self-trapped pump-beam filament. The cone itself arises from the propagation 



Fig. 10. Probe absorption vs. normalized probe detuning from the pump 
for parameters similar to those of the conical emission experiment. 
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Fig. lb. Fourth-wave mixing strength vs. normalized probe/pump detuning 
for parameters similar to those of the conical emission experiment. 
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of the E4 sideband through the sodium which, due to the self-trapped pump, has a 

sideband-frequency-dependent radial-gradient-index. Thus varying degrees of lensing 

occur for the various spectral features, much of the radiation being trapped but some 

escaping in a cone. 

Note that Fig. Ie, the plane-wave calculation of this generation process, resembles to 

a remarkable degree the observed spectrum of Fig. 2a. (Fig. Ie differs from Fig. 2 in 

that it does not include the pump, which is broad due to its magnitude and 1.8 GHz 

Raman sidebands. II) This resemblance requires that the phase-mismatch (kA ) nearly 

equal zero in the calculation and that the observed spectrum be taken on axis, excluding 

conical emission if it exists. Fig. 2b is identical to 2a except that the conical emission 

radiation is also detected. It is important to note that explanation of conical emission 

based solely on phase-matchingG (which leads to radiation of that spectral component at 

an angle) cannot explain a cone when that same frequency also propagates axially. Thus 

while phase matching plays an important role in FWM, the process here is so nearly 

degenerate (frequencies and angles) that the linear propagation of the generated sidebands 

through the radially dependent index (written by the nonlinear interaction of the pump 

with the medium) plays a more important role in determining spatial properties of the 

emission in the far-field. 

5·A. EXPERIMENT 

Our experiment makes use of a cw ring dye laser tuned just blue (.6. ~ 4 GHz) of 

the D2 resonance of sodium. The detuning, .6., is measured with Lamb-dip spectroscopy, 
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(8) 

(b) 

FREQ. 5 GHz/div 

Figure 2. Spectra observed with a 30 GHz FSR Fabry-Perot of forward emission when 
cw conical emission is apparent. When the cone is blocked by an aperture (a) only the 
E4L peak (see Fig. Ic) is reduced compared to when the conical emission is also detected 
(b). The pump is orders of magnitude stronger than the sidebands and broad. . 
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with zero defined as the midpoint between the two hyperfine transitions. The e! 900 mW 

single-mode output power of the dye laser is diffracted from an acousto-optic Bragg cell 

so that any feedback is shifted by 80 MHz and has no effect on the dye laser frequency. 

The laser beam is vertically, linearly polarized and always travels horizontally. The beam 

is then spatially filtered, collimated, and focused by a 30 cm focal-length lens to the Na 

cell entrance. A maximum of 600 mW reaches the sodium in a 10 cm evacuated quartz 

cell. Part of the output beam was used to study the frequency spectrum of the output 

with a Fabry-Perot interferometer (flat mirrors with R e! 0.98, finesse e! 100). This part 

of the beam is recollimated and the cell is isolated from the FP with a polarizer/quarter

wave plate combination and neutral density filter. Another part of the output beam is 

used to image the beam as it appears at the cell exit (i.e., the near-field) magnified (e! 

15X) onto a 2-D array (solid state camera) for video display and recording. The 

remaining part of the beam is allowed to diffract without lenses and is used to view the 

far-field diffraction profile on a screen. 

By using a cw low-power laser beam of well defined frequency, amplitude, and 

spatial profile together with a plane Fabry-Perot (FP) we obtain spectra with high 

spectral/spatial resolution. Although this frees us from many of the complexities of 

high-power pulsed laser experiments it necessitates detunings of no more than a few 

Doppler widths, making inclusion of atomic motion in the theoretical treatment essential. 

Unlike Harter and Boyd,. who used pulsed radiation in their experiment and stationary 

atom theory, we see holes in our experimental spectrum similar to those in our velocity

integrated theory. Natural Iinewidth holes in the FWM spectrum have not been resolved 

yet and will probably require atomic beams and cw radiation to do so. However several 

authors do report spectra with the red sideband exhibiting double peaks. They attribute 
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the different peaks to different generation mechanisms but do not present spectral 

calculations which include these mechanisms. Our explanation is that the double peak is 

due to Stark-shifted absorption, and the agreement between observed and calculated 

spectra is good. Our calculations also show double peaks for the large-detuning, high

pump-power limit with Doppler broadened dips between the peaks. We have not 

included other nonlinear and temporal effects into these calculations which might further 

broaden spectral features for better agreement with reported observations. This is the 

great advantage of a low-power cw laser in nonlinear spectroscopy; it makes comparison 

to theory much less complicated (frequently at the expense of the experimenta1ist who 

must work much harder to find the smaller nonlinear effect in parameter space and/or 

use sophisticated detection schemes to get the signal out of the noise)16. 

S·D. SELF·TRAPPING 

Although conical emission does not require that the pump beam be self-trapped,8 the 

data presented here are limited to the self-trapped pump regime. For positive detunings 

b. the self-lensing of a typical beam (i.e., one which has a monotonically decreasing 

amplitude for increasing radii) is positive. Thus the nonlinear beam propagation leads to 

self-focusing.10- 19 Even more fundamental is the linear diffraction associated with wave 

propagation of beams. The combination of these two effects (linear and nonlinear 

propagation) in a two-level medium can lead to formation of self-trapped filaments as 

observed by Grischkowsky20 in potasium vapor using a pulsed laser and by Bjorkholm 

and Ashkinu in sodium vapor using a cw laser. Self-focusing occurs in many nonlinear 
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media and with the increasing power of modem lasers more materials behave nonlinearly, 

thus self-focusing is still a subject of considerable interest.u - u In effect a beam of 

sufficient intensity forms its own gradient-index waveguide in a nonlinear medium. This 

effect is interesting to those who seek to avoid nonlinear effects (optical damage) in 

high-power transmissive optics and those who seek to employ nonlinear effects. For the 

latter group self-trapping affords the advantage of high intensity over a long path length 

as found useful in waveguide and fiber nonlinear optics.26 

Verification of self-trapping is made in several ways. Visually. the intense scattering 

of the beam remains tightly confmed when the pump laser de tuning is swept into the 

self-trapping regime.u For long self-trapped propagation lengths the far-field beam 

radius is obviously smaller than it is under normal and defocusing propagation 

conditions.u Our quantitative measurements, evidential of trapping, include shear-plate 

collimation and near-field imaging. In shear-plate collimation the position of the lens at 

the cell output is translated longitudinally until the shear-plate fringes indicate tll1lt the 

output beam is collimated.ZG For detunings far from resonance or when the Na density 

in the cell is negligible the input and output lenses are separated by approximately the 

sum of their focal lengths. Under self-traPping conditions the output lens must be 

translated until the lenses are a cell length further apart than the sum of their focal 

lenths. In this experiment the separation distances are 60±1 em and 70±1 em for normal 

and trapped propagation respectively. Finally, the near-field (i.e., cell-exit) image, 

displayed on a TV monitor, can be calibrated by a known Rhonchi ruling or Air Force 

test target. After the imaging system is set up and calibrated the cell must be moved into 

place so that the cell exit is at the object plane of the imaging system. A small scratch 

on the edge of the outer surface of the cell and the known cell window thickness 
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(converted to reduced thickness by dividing by the window glass index of refraction) 

make the accuracy of this positioning better than that required by the depth of field of 

the system. For single self-trapped filament conditions the beam waist wo!::: 65 wn. 

where Wo is the radius of the lIe" intensity of the beam. For this measurement the video 

signal is sent through a line-grabber to an oscilloscope and the camera rotated by 900 so 

that measurements in both X and Y directions can be averaged. 

By reducing the pump laser detuning bearn-breakup into multiple filaments is 

observed. with each filament having a waist wo!::: 50 wn. Far-field patterns for 

symmetric multiple-f1lament-beams are symmetric interference patterns. A common 

observation is beam-breakup into three filaments (also reported in Ref. 21) of nearly 

equal power which in the far-field appears as a hexagonal array of hexagonal bright 

spots. This pattern can be understood as the result of the beams interfering in pairs to 

produce three sets of parallel straight-line fringes intersecting at an angle of 1200 to each 

other. 

Our transverse calculations are performed on a Cray X/MP using a split-step FFf 

technique in the paraxial-wave-equation (PWE) approximation."f,"7 The linear 

diffraction has been checked against known analytic-bearn-propagation solutions and the 

nonlinear propagation checked against plane-wave-propagation solutions for the stationary 

and Doppler limits (ku III 0 and ku .. 00, respectively). Intermediate Doppler broadeniogs 

are checked against simple programs running on a PC. The trapping program. which 

calculates only the El propagation, nearly duplicates published results generated using a 

different algorithm in the stationary atom limit for appropriate changes of variables.u 

We have also programmed an ADI solution28 to the transverse calculation which 

essentially duplicates the results of the split-step calculation for variable Doppler widths 

------ -- --- - ._--- ---- --.-- -- ----
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(we use the split-step FFf because it runs faster on the Cray). 

Trapping in the PWE approximation is governed by the equation 

(I) 

where V~ is the transverse Laplacian, k1 .. w1lc, and Q1 .. -iQo7ab..lt!' The details of the 

velocity-integrated polarization term ..It1 ::I 9\/21Jab No» are presented in Chap. 2 leading 

to eq. 2-(35). Fig. 3 presents numerical calculations of: (a) the on-axis intensity, (b) the 

lieS intensity radius, (c) the phase-front curvature, and (d) the integrated energy for a 

self-trapped pump-beam with input parameters nearly corresponding to those in the 

experiment. Better trapping, as determined by reduced fluctuations in the on-axis 

intensity and phase-front curvature, is found for different parameters, especially for 

increased Qo' Calculations indicate that oscillations (e.g., of the on-axis intensity or Ilea 

radius) can be understood in analogy with a damped pendulum. The nonlinear effect 

(self-focusing) acts as the spring constant and the linear diffraction as damping. 

Overdamped (as in Fig. 3), critically damped, and underdamped type osciUations are seen 

for increasing Qo in the calculations. Fig. 3 is presented because the following transverse 

FWM calculations which exhibit conical emission most like the experiment result from 

these same parameters (i.e., the FWM calculations include exactly this E1 propagation). 
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Figure 3a. Normalized on-axis intensity for the self-traPped pump beam versus 
longitudinal position z. These calculations include Doppler broadening in a split-step 
FFr algorithm. Trapping with less oscillation of the on-axis intensity is also seen in the 
calculations. 
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Figure 3b. Normalized radius of the trapped field's lie point versus longitudinal position 
z. Trapping with less oscillation of the waist is also seen in the calculations. 
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Figure 3c. Phase-front curvature (radius of curvature inverse) of the central part of the 
pump field versus longitudinal position z. Curvatures greater (less) than zero indicate 
divergence (convergence). The initial curvature is due to the simulation input beam waist 
being 0.3 cm before the cell entrance. 
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Figure 3d. Normalized energy of the self-trapped pump beam versus longitudinal 
position z. Screen resolution makes the slight negative slope, due to weak absorption, 
appear as steps in the figure. 
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S-C. CONICAL EMISSION 

As noted above, our observed spectrum (Fig. 2) is very similar to the plane-wave

calculation spectrum (Fig. lc), and both red-shifted peaks E4L and E4R are observed as 

predicted. By experimentally correlating spatial position and frequency of the cone, we 

determine that our cone comes only from E4L • Fig. 4 presents plots of the radial 

dependence (assuming a Gaussian pump-beam profile) of the probe dispersion and 

absorption coefficients for the frequencies corresponding to the E4L and E4R peaks of the 

calculated spectrum in Fig. lc. The dispersion curves (Fig. 4a) show that E4R should 

diverge more rapidly than E4L due to the steeper defocusing region off axis; so E4R is 

more likely to leave the filament. But as soon as it does, it is absorbed, as shown by the 

absorption curves in Fig. 4b. Note that the dominant mechanism responsible for both the 

radial dispersion and absorption profile of the E4R frequency is the Stark-shift. Thus, 

outside of the axially-confined pump region, the E4R frequency suffers line-center 

absorption, as seen in the dashed curve in Fig. lao However, any E4L that escapes 

propagates without significant absorption and forms a cone. Unlike E4R , the defocusing 

mechanism at the E4L frequency is decreasing saturation as a function of radius (Stark

shifting alone would lead to focusing of E4L ). Dispersion profiles at the other 

frequencies indicate that El is guided and E3 (both peaks) are weakly index-guided 

(gain-guilding is dominant for E3, like stimulated Raman scattering). The index guiding 

of E4L and E4R is confined within a smaller diameter than is E1,' E4L generated within 

the guided region explains the E4L seen in the far-field beam center, and E4L diffracted 
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from within or generated outside the guided regions accounts for the cone. The ratio 

E4£/E4R is larger in the total observed spectrum (Fig. 2h) because the E4£ forming the 

cone leaves the filament and acts as a loss mechanism to ESR in the four-wave-mixing 

propagational coupling. The absorption of the E4R that leaves the filament accounts for 

the observed ratio of E4R/ESL being smaller than the plane-wave prediction. The 

agreement between the observed and plane-wave-calculation spectra is remarkably good, 

giving credence to the physical model based on the plane-wave calculation. 

The situation is quite different for a large de tuning high-power pump (i. e., A » 

Doppler width, and comparable Rabi frequency 0); the ac-Stark shift is much larger than 

the Doppler width, so the unshifted absorption does not absorb E4R outside the filament. 

Because E4R, has a greater divergence than E4£ and is not absorbed, it can form a second 

cone around the E4L cone.l1 The observation in pulsed-laser experiments7,U of this cone 

created confusion regarding its origin. Only their farthest peak was attributed to Rabi 

generation, suggesting a different origin for the closest. Our calculation for large 

detuning clearly shows that two peaks are still generated by the four-wave-mixing 

process (giving E4 at w4 .. 2wl - w,), and the ac-Smrk-shifted absorption still divides the 

E4 spectrum into two peaks. Frequency-broadening mechanisms (e. g., Raman shifts by 

the ground-state hypenme frequency and self-phase modulation) and the radial and 

temporal dependence of EL , which contribute to the broad spectra and notches seen,7,11 

are not expected to alter the effects of the sodium, which splits the spectrum into two 

parts and sends the closest (E4R ) to the largest cone angle. We have also observed conical 

emission due to E4R when we achieve Stark-shifting greater than the Doppler width. 

Because the hyperfine splitting of the Na ground state significantly broadens the 

absorption "line" this shift is difficult to achieve in a cw experiment. However, when 
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observed, the Em cone is brighter and larger in radius than the simultaneously observed 

E4L cone, consistent with the model presented above. 

100 

90 

80 

70 

60 

f l(z-lOcm) 50 

40 

30 

20 

10 

0 
-900 

Fig. 5. Four-wave-mixing spectrum Irom the transverse calculation. The peaks 
are clipped at 100 but extend to 187 and 165 lor E3 and E. respectively. The 
inpuJ parameters are .7>peak a 310. A '" 460, wo - 72 pm. Q o :: 1300 em-I, and 
E3 - E. ,. unit Gaussian. The Stark-shilted absorption at 6 - -600 creates a 
dip at 6 - 600 by FWM, as in the experiment (Fig. 2) and plane-wave 
calculation (Fig. Ie). 

Our PWE transverse calculations are for the coupled equations, 
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where the a's and ,,'s are functions of 8 1(x,y) as developed in Chap. 2. The propagation 

of 8 1 (see Fig. 3) is included in the calculations. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum which results 

from the transverse calculation (CPU time ~ 200 minutes). Note that the Stark-shifted 

absorption still creates a dip in both the E:s and E, sides. The agreement between the 

transverse spectrum and observations is not as good as that of the plane-wave calculation. 

This may be due to the seeding of E:s and E, in the calculations (to which the transverse 

program is far more sensitive than the plane-wave program) or to the phase-mismatch 

which occurs in the transverse calculation. Observations are consistent with excellent 

phase-matching (the E:s dip is nearly as distinct as the E, dip in Fig. 2) while the 

transverse calculation indicates that E:s and E, go through about S~ of phase with respect 

to the pump over a 10 cm propagation. This tends to wash out the coupling (Fig. lb) so 

that the probe-gain at E:s (Fig. la) dominates. Nonetheless, the output profiles of the 

beams in the regime corresponding to our experiment (i.e., Stark-shift less than Doppler 

width) show that all frequencies other than E4L are nearly Gaussian in the far-field. We 

attribute this to the dispersion due to the imaginary part of the a terms in eqs. (2) (see 

Fig. 4a). Fig. 6 presents the transverse calculation beam profiles for the frequency of the 

peak of E4L in Fig. S. Fig. 6a shows that the field amplitude at this frequency (cell exit 

or near-field) is not totally guided while Fig. 6b shows that the phase-front in the near

field exhibits defocusing at larger radii. The far-field amplitude presented in Fig. 6c 

shows distinct side-lobes which are evidence of conical emission. 

In summary, our cw pump and high spectral resolution, in conjunction with the 

inclusion of the moving-atom theory in the FWM propagation, enable us to obtain 
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agreement between observed and calculated spectra under conical-emission conditions. 

This first agreement between observations and theory inspires far more confidence in our 

simple explanation than in theories (without calculations) which attribute each new 

spectral peak to a new physical process. In f~t, we have seen double-peaked spectral 

features at we ... 2w4 - w1 which look like minature versions of the w4 feature and are 

easily explained as higher order FWM. Our insights from the plane-wave calculations, 

including radial dispersion and absorption curves, encouraged us to attempt a full 

transverse simulation which to-date has achieved some modest success in modelling the 

conical emission fully. Further refinements of the transverse code that could yield better 

agreement with data are inclusion of optical-pumping of the hyperfine-split ground

state29 and non-paraxial free-space-diffraction.24 It is my belief that these measures will 

still fall short of reproducing the physics of conical emission from a vapor of two-level 

atoms. Four-wave mixing is a closed energy loop process, which is why FWM gain 

exceeds two-beam coupling gain (see Chap. 2, Fig. 12). Nature (i.e., an atom) likes such 

processes, which cost her nothing and leave her in an unexcited state (minimized energy), 

so they are performed efficiently. This efficiency is not mystical, rather it is simply that 

the average atom tends to store energy for about one lifetime unless stimulated to do 

otherwise. In FWM the stimulation is present in the form of the E3 and E4 fields, thus 

the emissions at these frequencies will tend to be phase-matched to the limit that the 

medium is capable of making up the small momentum differences of the photonic 

interaction. In the case of free atoms in an atomic beam the transfer of momentum from 

photon to atom is well known.30 A study of such momentum transfer in a vapor, 

perhaps by laser Doppler velocimetry, might prove interesting. 
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Appendix A 

FORTRAN SOURCE CODE 
This appendix contains the FORTRAN source code used to produce the theoretical 

simulations. AU plane-wave simulations run under Ryan McFarland RM/FORTRAN 

Version 2.14 on a PC with numerical coprocessor (specifically, an AT&T model 6300 

with Intel 8086 CPU and 8087 coprocessor). The graphics for these calculations use 

subroutines available from Microcompatibles in the Grafmatic and Plotmatic libraries for 

screen and plotter output respectively. Transverse simulations run on Cray 2 at the Air 

Force SuperComputer Center, Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. Interactive computing is 

accomplished via modem from Tucson over a toll-free telephone line. Graphics to screen 

use the DISSPLA subroutines by ISSCO Graphics with Tektronic 4010 emulation by 

Micro-Plot's PC-PLOT -IV resident on the PC. Hard copies are attained by screen-dump 

to an HP Laser Jet printer or by down-loading ASCII data files from the Cray to the PC 

and plotting locally. 

Although interactive programs are more useful in the lab environment due to their 

flexibility, the plane-wave data files plotted in this dissertation are generated by a batch

mode program which runs at night. Program WA VEGN generates 347 POint spectra of 

the (lJ and C complex coefficients. Another program, PDAT, is run to make the four

wave-mixing calculations and plot the data. These two programs are used to generate the 

following figures: Chap. 2, Figs. 3, 5, 6, 7, 10, II, 12, and 13; Chap. 4, Figs. I and 4b; 

Chap. 5, Fig. I. Chap. I, Fig. 8 is generated by a program which is a simple 
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modification of WAVEGN called ABSPRlS while Chap. I, Fig. 14 and Chap. 5, Fig. 4 

are generated by an interactive program BOFX. 

The transverse simulations on the Cray also run batch-mode. Input parameters for 

these batch runs are easily edited by running SETPRM, an interactive program which 

displays the current parameter value and changes the value if a new one is entered. Data 

files are generated by programs TRAP and CONE for self-trapping and conical emission 

simulations respectively. Resulting data nIes are then examined as screen graphics using 

ZPLT or TPLT for longitudinal and transverse data respectively. 

10 that program CONE contains the lion's share of the programming and required 

source code only it is included in this dissertation. Note that Cray FORTRAN is used so 

that dirty programming for execution speed's sake is common. Also note that Cray single 

precision is used, however double precision is used on the P.C. plane-wave calculations. 

Thus both types of programs run with 64 bits per real number and can thus be checked 

against each other to approximately ten decimal places (exact checks are unlikely due to 

the dissimilar internal representations of reals). 
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PROGRAM CONE 
CCC 
CCC PROGRAM TO PRODUCE CONICAL EMISSION BY NONLINEAR PROPAGATION 
cee AND FWM INCLUDING DOPPLER EFFECTS. USES SPLIT STEP FFT TECHNIQUE 
CCC TO ADVANCE THE SOLUTION. 
cec WRITTEN BY JOHN F. VALLEY 
CCC COMPILE ON KDlTLAND CRAY 2 (XMP) 
CCC CFT77 CONE.!' 
CCC LlNiC 
CCC LDR B=CONE.O,LIB=IMSL,x=XCONE 
CCC 

CCC 

PARAMETER (NTBL=4001,NX=256,NXPl=NX+l,NX2=2·NX) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), LOGICAL (Q) 
CHARACTER-SO FILENM,CHR·l 

CCC FIELDS USE NXPI FOR FAST CRAY MEMORY IN FFT's 
CCC 

COMPLEX CEl(NXPl,NX),CES(NXPl,NX),CE4(NXPl,NX),CElOLD(NXPl,NX), 
ok CQSTAR(NXPl,NX) 

REAL DGRD(NXPl,NX),DDXX(NTBL) 
COMPLEX CALFAl(NTBL),CALFA3(NTBL),CALFA4(NTBL), 

ok CKAPA3(NTBL),CKAPA4(NTBL),CGAINP(NTBL),CGAINM(NTBL) 
REAL TRIGS(NX2) 
INTEGER IFAX(lS) 

eee 
cce LARGEST COMMON FIRST 
eee 

COMMON /FIELD/CEl,CES,CE4,CElOLD,eQSTAR,DGRD 
COMMON /ICS/DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DXMIN,DEL,DEL3,DD,DALFAO,DO,Dl,D2, 

8r. DGABSQ,DKUI,DKUISQ,IP ,IM,DDX,CJU,DWO,DLAM,DPI,DSOL,DELZ,DZ12, 
ok DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DTl,CPHIS,CPW4,DRMAX,MIDX,DSFZ,D4FZ 

COMMON /FWM/DDXX,CALFAl,CALFA3,CALFA4,CKAPA3,CKAPA4,CGAINP, 
ok eGAINM 

COMMON /FFTT/TRIGS)FAX 
CCC 
CCC CRAY REQUIRED COMMAND 
CCC 

CCC 

cee 

CCC 

CALL DROPFILE(O) 

OPEN(16,FJLE='ZZDl',sTATUS='NEW',FORM='UNFORMATTED') 
OPEN(17 ,FILE='ZZDS',STATUS='NEW' ,FORM='UNFORMATTED') 
OPEN(18,FILE='ZZD4',sTATUS='NEW',FORM='UNFORMATTED') 
OPEN(28,FILE='ZZPl' ,8TATUS='NEW' ,FORM='UNFORMATTED') 
OPEN(27,FILE='ZZPS',STATUS='NEW',FORM='UNFORMATTED') 
OPEN(28,FILE='ZZP4',sTATUS='NEW',FORM='UNFORMATTED') 

CALL INlT 
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OALLSAVEEI 
OALL OUTFLD(O,CEl,OE3,CE4) 

DO 100 I=l,NSTEPS 

OALLDFFRCT 

OALLFWMPRP 

OALLDFFRCT 

CALLSAVEEI 

IF(MOD(I,NDSTPS).EQ.O) OALL OUTFLD(I,CEl,CE3,CE4) 
100 CONTINUE 

000 

000 

000 

000 
000 

000 
000 
000 
000 
000 

000 
000 
000 
000 

000 
000 
000 

000 

IF (MOD(NSTEPS,NDSTPS).NE.O) CALL OUTFLD(NSTEPS,CEl,CE3,CE4) 

OALLFARFLD 
OALL OUTFLD(m,CEl,CE3,CE4) 

CLOSE(16) 
CLOSE(17) 
CLOSE(18) 
CLOSE(26) 
CLOSE(37) 
CLOSE(28) 

CALL EXIT 

END 

SUBROUTINE INIT 

THIS SUBROUTINE INlTIALIZES ALL OOMMON AREAS OF MEMORY 

LOAD OOMMON /lOS/, THE INITIAL OONDmONS OOMMON 

OALLGETICS 

LOAD OOMMON IFWM/. THE VELOOITY INTEGRATED NONLINEAR 

COEFFICIENT LOOKUP TABLE. USES OOMMON ICPLZI 

OALL GENOOi' 

LOAD OOMMON IFIELDS/. THESE ARE INPUT E-FIELDS " QSTAR 

OALL GENFLDS 

000 LOAD OOMMON /FFTT/. USED BY CFFT990 OMNILlB ROUTINE 
000 

000 
OALL LODFFTl' 

RETURN 
END 
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eee 
eee 

eee 
eee 
eee 
eee 

eee 

SUBROUTINE GETIes 

INIT. COMMON IICSI, INPUT COMES FROM FILE RUNPRM 
RUNPRM WRI'M'EN BY XSETPRM 

PARAMETER (NTBL=400I,NX=266,NXPI=NX+I) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), LOGICAL (Q) 
CHARACTER·80 FILENM,Clm°1 

COMMON Iles/DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DXMIN,DEL,DELlI,DD,DALFAO,D0,DI,D2, 
'" DGABSQ,DKUI,DKUISQ,IP ,IM,DDX,CID,DWO,DLAM,DPI,DSOL,DELZ,DZ12, 
'" DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DTI,CPIIDI,cpm4,DRMAX,MIDX,DSFZ,D4FZ 

eee 
eee 
eee 

READ FILE ·eoNPRM" TO GET RUN PARAMETERS 

OPEN(IO,FlLE='conpnn' ,FORM='UNFORMATrED',AeCESS= 

'" 'SEqUENTIAL') 
READ(IO) DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DEL,DD,DALFAO,DKU,DWO,DLAM,DXO, 

'" DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DTI,cpm8,cpm4,DSFZ,D4FZ,DRMAX,DZ12 
CLOSE(IO) 

eee 
eee DGA = GAMMA A, ALWAYS I, DEFINES NATURAL UNITS 
eee DGAB = GAMMA AB, DGA UNITS 
eee DXMAX = MAX X IN LOOKUP TABLE, 2"N - lIS GOOD, DGA UNITS 
eee DEL = DELTA, PUMP DET. FROM ATOM, DGA UNITS 
eee DD = LITTLE DELTA, PROBE DET. FROM PUMP, DGA UNITS 
eee DALFAO = ALFAO, ON RESONANCE ABSORPTION, eM-I UNITS 
eee DKU = KU, DOPPLER WIDTH, DGA UNITS 
eee DWO = BEAM WAIST, eM UNITS 
eee DLAM = LAMDA, ATOMIC WAVELENGTH, eM UNITS 
eee DXO = MAX X OF PUMP FILED GAUSSIAN, DGA UNITS 
eee DLN = LENGTH OF CELL, eM UNITS 
eee NSTEPS = NUMBER OF STEPS THRU CELL 
eee NDSTPS = NUMBER OF STEPS BETWEEN OUTPUT WRlTING EVENTS 
eee DTI = LIFETIME OF UPPER LEVEL, CONVERTS DGA UNITS TO Bs 
eee CPm8 = INITIAL PHASE OF ES WITH RESPECT TO EI 
eee cpm4 = INITIAL PHASE OF E4 WITH RESPECT TO El 
eee DRMAX = MAX TRANSVERSE DIM. IN BEAM WAISTS 
eee DZ12 = DIST. FROM CELL ENTRANCE TO INPUT WAIST, an 
eee 

DDX = DXMAX/REAL(NTBL - I) 
DXMIN = 1.0E-4 
DELlI = DEL + DD 
DO = 0.0 
D1 = 1.0 
D2 = 2.0 
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ccc 
ccc 
ccc 
ccc 
ccc 
ccc 
ccc 
ccc 
ccc 
ccc 
ccc 

DOABSQ = DOAB • DOAB 
DKUI = DI/DKU 

DKUISQ = DKUI • DKUI 
IF = I 
1M =-1 
cm = CMPLX(DO,DI) 

DPI = D2°D2°ATAN(Dl) 

DSOL = 2.99792468EIO 

DELZ = DLN/NSTEPS 

M1DX = NX/2 ... 1 

DDX = STEP IN X BETWEEN TABLE ENTRIES 
DXMIN = MIN. X, TABLE ENTRY I, X = 0 NOT ALLOWED 
DELS = PROBE DET. FROM ATOM, DGA UNITS 

00,1,2 = 0,1,2 FOR EASE OF USE 

em = I, THE COMPLEX PHASOR 

DPI = PI, U415 ... TO THE COMPUTER ACCURACY 
DSOL = SPEED OF LIGHT, eM UNITS 

DELZ = STEP LENGTH, CM UNITS 
M1DX = CENTER INDEX OF INPUT GAUSSIAN 

CCC WRITE HEADERS TO OUTPUT DATA FILES 

CCC 

WRITE(16)NSTEPS,NX,NDSTPS,DRMAX,DLN,DGA,DOAB,DEL, 

'" DD,DALFAO,Dl/DKUI,DWO,DLAM,DTl,DXO 
WRITE(17)NSTEPS,NX,NDSTPS,DRMAX,DLN,DGA,DGAB,DEL, 

'" DD,DALFAO,Dl/DKUI,DWO,DLAM,DTI,Dl 
WRITE(18)NSTEPS,NX,NDSTPS,DRMAX,DLN,DGA,DGAB,DEL, 

'" DD,DALFAO,Dl/DKUI,DWO,DLAM,DTl,Dl 
WRITE(26)NSTEPS,NX,NDSTPS,DRMAX,DLN,DOA,DGAB,DEL, 

'" DD,DALFAO,Dl/DKUI,DWO,DLAM,DTl,DXO 
WRITE(27)NSTEPS,NX,NDSTPS,DRMAX,DLN,DGA,DGAB,DEL, 

'" DD,DALFAO,Dl/DKUI,DWO,DLAM,DTl,Dl 
WRITE(28)NSTEPS,NX,NDSTPS,DRMAX,DLN,DGA,DGAB,DEL, 

'" DD,DALFAO,DI/DKUI,DWO,DLAM,DTl,Dl 
CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 
CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE GENCOr 

ROUTINE TO OENERATE NONLINEAR COEFFICIENTS FOR FWM 

AS A FUNCTION OF THE PUMP FIELD AMPLITUDE X 

PARAMETER (NTBL=4001,NX=268,NXPl=NX+l) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), LOGICAL (Q) 
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REAL DDXX(NTBL) 
COMPLEX CALFAl(NTBL),CALFA3(NTBL),CALFA4(NTBL), 

ok CKAPA3(NTBL),CKAPA4(NTBL),CGAINP(NTBL),CGAINM(NTBL) 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

INTEGER ISIGMA(8) 
COMPLEX CPLZMU(8),CMU(8) 
REAL D(I84) 

LARGEST COMMON FIRST 

COMMON /ICS/DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DXMIN,DEL,DEL3,DD,DALFAO,DO,Dl,D2, 
ok DGABSQ,DKUI,DKUlSQ,IP,IM,DDX,cm,DWO,DLAM,DPI,DSOL,DELZ,DZ12, 
ok DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DTl,CPW3,CPW4,DRMAX,MIDX,D3FZ,D4FZ 

COMMON /FWM/DDXX,CALFAl,CALFA3,CALFA4,CKAPA3,CKAPA4,CGAINP, 
ok CGAINM 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

CCC 

COMMON /CPLZ/CPLZMU,CMU,ISIGMA 
COMMON /BLO/D 

SET CONSTANTS AND LOAD COMMON BLO BY KUKA 

CGALF = (DGAB"DALFAO)"cm 
CALLKUKA 

LOAD X-INDEPENDENT PLASMA FUNCTION VARAIBLES 

CMU(I) = CMPLX( DEL"DKUI , DGAB"DKUI ) 
CPLZMU(I) = CPLZMl(CMU(I» 
ISIGMA(I) = 1M 
CMU(2) = CMPLX( -DEL"DKUI, DGAB"DKUI ) 
CPLZMU(2) = CPLZM1(CMU(2» 
ISIGMA(3) = IP 
CMU(S) = CMPLX( DELS • DKUI, DGABoDKUI ) 
CPLZMU(S) = CPLZMl(CMU(S» 
ISIGMA(S) = 1M 
DEL4 = DEL - DD 
CMU(4) = CMPLX( DEL4 0 DKUI, DGABoDKUI ) 
CPLZMU(4) = CPLZMl(CMU(4» 
lSIGMA(4) = 1M 

SET UP LOOP FOR B8 AND CS, BEGIN LINEAR SWEEP OF X 

DX=DXMIN 

LOOP TO CALC. ALFAl,ALFA3,KAPA4 OF X 

DO 00 I = l,NTBI, 
DDXX(I) = DX 
D4XSQ = D2°D2°DX"DX 
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CCC GET BETA AND MU'S OF BETA 
CCC 

CCC 

DFl = D4XSQ • DGAB / DGA 
DBETA = SQRT( DGABSQ + DFl ) 

Drl = DFl • DKUISQ 
CMU(6) = CMPLX( DEL"DKUI, DBETA"DKUI) 

CPLZMU(6) = CPLZM!(CMU(6» 
ISIGMA(6) = 1M 
CMU(6) = CMPLX( -DEL·DKUI, DBETA"DKUI) 
CPLZMU(6) = CPLZMl(CMU(6» 
ISIGMA(6) = IP 

CCC GET GAMMA AND MU'S OF GAMMA 
CCC 

CGAMMA = CMPLX(DGAB,-DD) 

CGAMMA = CGAMMA • CGAMMA 
CGAMMA = CGAMMA + D4XSQ·CMPLX(DGAB,-DD)/CMPLX(DGA,-DD) 
CGAMMA = CSQRT(CGAMMA) 

CCC CHOOSE ROOT WITH POSlTlVE REAL PART 

IF( REAL(CGAMMA)LT.DO) CGAMMA = -Dl • CGAMMA 
CMU(7) = (cm·CGAMMA + CMPLX(DEL}}*DKUI 
CPLZMU(7) = CPLZMl(CMU(7» 
ISIGMA(7) = 1M 
CMU(S) = (cm·CGAMMA - CMPLX(DEL))*DKUI 
CPLZMU(S) = CPLZMl(CMU(S» 
ISIGMA(S) = IP 
OFl = (D4XSQ·DKUISQ/D2)·CMPLX(D2"DGAB,-DD) 

& /CMPLX(DGA,-DD) 
CCC 

CCC COMPUTE ALPRAl TERM 
CCC 

CCC 

CAl = DKUI*(CPLZMU(l) + DFl·CPLZM3(l,6,6» 
CALFA1(I) = -CGALF·CAl 

CCC COMPUTE ALPIIA3 TERM 
CCO 

CBS = CPLZMU(3) 
CBS = CBS + DFl • CPLZM3(3,D,6) 

CBS = CBS + OFl • CPLZM8(3,7,8) 

CBS = CBS + (DD"DKUI) • OFl • 
& CPLZM4(3,7,8,2) 

CBS = CBS + DF! • OFl • 
& CPLZM6(3,6,6,7,8) 

CBS = CBS + (DFl"DD*DKUI) " OF! • 
& CPLZM6(3,6,6,7,8,2) 

CBS = CBS·DKUI 
CALFA3(I) = -CGALF"CBS 

CCC 
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CCC COMPUTE KAPPAS TERM 

CCC 

CCC 

CC3=CPLZM3(2,7,8) 

CC3=C~ + DFI "CPLZM6(2,7,8,6,6) 

C~ = OFI ° C~ " DKUI 
C~ = CONJG(C~) 
CKAPAS(I) = CGALFoC~ 

CCC NOW INTERCHANGE TO • FROM 3, -DD TO DD 

CCC GET GAMMA AND MU'S OF GAMMA 
CCC 

CGAMMA = CMPLX(DGAB,DD) 

CGAMMA = CGAMMA • CGAMMA 

CGAMMA = CGAMMA + D«SQ • CMPLX(DGAB,DD)/CMPLX(DGA,DD) 
CGAMMA = CSQRT(CGAMMA) 

CCC CHOOSE ROOT wrm POSITIVE REAL PART 

IF( REAL(CGAMMA)LT.DO) CGAMMA = -Dl 0 CGAMMA 

CMU(7) = (cm"CGAMMA + CMPLX(DEL»ODKUI 

CPLZMU(7) = CPLZM1(CMU(7» 
ISIGMA(7) = 1M 

CMU(8) = (CIIrCGAMMA - CMPLX(DELWDKUI 

CPLZMU(8) = CPLZM1(CMU(8» 
ISIGMA(8) = IP 
OFI = (D4XSQoDKUlSQ/D2)"CMPLX(D2°DGAB,DD) 

" /CMPLX(DGA,DD) 
CCC 

CCC COMPUTE ALPHA4 CONJUGATE TERM 
CCC 

CB4 = CPLZMU(.) 

CB4 = CB4 + DFI "CPLZM3(4,6,6) 

CB4 = CB4 + OFI ° CPLZM3(.,7,8) 

CB4 = CB4 - (DDODKUI) ° OF1 • 

" CPLZM.(4,7,8,2) 

CB4 = CB4 + DFI • OFI • 
&: CPLZM6(.,6,6,7,8) 

CB4 = CB4 - (DF1°DDODKUI) • OFI • 
" CPLZM6(4,6,6,7,8,2) 

CB4 = CB4°DKUI 
CALFA4(1) = CONJG(-CGALFoCB4) 

CCC 

CCC COMPUTE KAPPA4 CONJUGATE TERM 
CCC 

CCC 

CC4=CPLZM3(2,7,8) 

CC4:::CC4 + DFI ocpLZM6(2,7,8,6,6) 

CC4 = OFI • CC4 0 DKUI 
CC4 = CONJG(CC4) 

CKAPA4(1) = CONJG(CGALFoCC4) 
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CCC CALCULATE G+ AND G- TERMS 

CCC 

CCC 

CSUM = CALF.A.S(I) + CALFA4(1) 

CDIF = CALF.A.S(I) - CALFA4(1) 

CSUM = CSUM/D2 

CDIF = CDIF /D2 
CDIF = CDIF ° CDIF 

CKM = CKA.P A.S(I) • CKA.P A4(1) 
CDIF = CSQRT(CDIF + CKM) 

CGAINP(I) = -CSUM + CDIF 

CGAINM(I) = -CSUM - CDIF 

CCC INCREMENT X AND CONTINUE LOOP FOR BS AND CS TERMS 

CCC 

DX = REAL(I}-DDX 
99 CONTINUE 

CCC 

CCC COMMON FWM IS NOW LOADED 

CCC 

CCC 
CCC 

RETURN 
El'1D 

SUBROUTINE KUKA 

REAL B,DO,Dl,D2,DS,D4,Z,Nl 
REAL H,Rl,Hl,Cl,D22,DSS,D44 

DIMENSION B(22),Nl(19),Hl(1I6),Z(21),Ml(20) 

DIMENSION ZI(20),zs(20),Rl(16),Z2(20) 

DIMENSION MA(20),MB(20),DO(26),Dl(26),D2(26),DS(26),D4(25) 

COMMON/BLO/Nl,Hl,Rl,DO,D1,D2,DS,D4 

DATA Z/7.09S6E-B,-2.6184SE-7,B.56687E-7,-2.78764E-6,B.66074E-6, 

" -2.56666E-6,7.22877E-6,-I.9SS6SE-4,4.89952E-4,-1.17S27E-S, 
" 2.648'16E-S,-5.62S19E-S,.011196EO,-2.0850E-2,S.62157E-2, 

" -5.85141E-2,8.77082E-2,-.121664EO,.15684EO,-.184EO,.2EO/ 
B(l)=O.OEO 

B(2)=7.00380-8 
H=O.20lEO 

DO 51=1,19 

5 Nl(I)=10.OEO-O.6EO • I 
DO 6 1=1,16 

AI=DBLE(I) 

6 Rl(I)=-AI/2.0EO 
DO 71=1,26 

Hl(I)=H·(DBLE(I)-O.5EO) 

Cl=(4.0800Hl(I)°Hl(I»/25.080-2.080 

DO 8 J=2,21 

B(J+l)=Cl°B(J)-B(J -1)+Z(J) 
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8 CONTINUE 
DO(I)=Hl(I)"(B(22)-B(21»/6.cO 
Dl(I)=1.eO-2.cO"Hl(I)"DO(I) 
D22=Hl(I)"Dl(I)+DO(I) 
D2(1)=D22/Rl(2) 
DM=Hl(I)"D2(1)+Dl(l) 
D3(1)=DM/Rl(3) 
D44=Hl(I)"D3(1)+D2(1) 
D4(1}=D44/Rl(4) 

7 CONTINUE 

CCC 
CCC 

RETURN 
END 

COMPLEX FUNCTION CPLZMl(ZMX) 
IMPLICIT REAL(A-H,O-Y),COMPLEX(Z) 
REALNI 
DIMENSION B(22),D0(26),Dl(26),D2(25),D3(26) 
DIMENSION D4(26),JC2(3),II2(3) 
DIMENSION Hl(26),Rl(16).xl(16),Nl(19),Yl(16) 
COMMON/BLO/Nl,Hl,Rl,D0,Dl,D2,D3,D4 
DATA Xl/IO.O,9.0,8.0,8.0,7.0,6.0,6.0,4.0, 

& 3.0,3.0,3.0,3.0,3.0,3.0,3.0/ 
DATA Yl/.00,.60,.60,.60,.40,.40,.30,.30,.so, 

& 0.30,1.0,.90,.80,.70,.70/ 
DATA X2/0.6U6480,l.660680,O.7071070/ 
DATA H2/0.2662120,2.68827E-2,0.2820960/ 
XA=REAL(ZMX) 
X=ABS(XA) 
XA = SIGN(l.O.xA) 
YB=AIMAG(ZMX) 
Y=ABS(YB) 
Y3=Y·Y 
YB = SIGN(l.O,YB) 

Y6 = 1.860 • (3.60 - y) 
XUl =11.o-0.68760"X 
!F( (XLT.6.0.AND.Y LE.l.0.AND.(X+Y).GE.6.0) 

& .OR. (XLT.6.0.AND.Y.GT.l.0.ANDJC.GT.Y6.AND.Y.LT JCJll) 
& .OR. (X.GE.6.0.AND.Y.LTJCJl1» THEN 

U=X-X2(I) 
V=X+X2(l) 
U2=X-X2(2) 
V2=X+X2(2) 
U3=l.O/(U·U+YS) 
V3=1.O/(V·V+Y3) 
U4=1.O/(U2"U2+ YS) 
V 4=1.O/(V2"V2+ Y3) 
Ul=yO(H2(1)O(U3+V3)+H2(2)O(U4+V4» 
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CCC 

CCC 

11 

CCC 

END IF 

Vl=-H2(1)-(U"UlI+V"VlI)-H2(2)"(U2"U4+V2"V4) 

ZX=I.772460"CMPLX(XA "Vl,YB"Ul) 

GO TO 2000 

IF(X.GE.6.0.0R.(XLT.6.0.AND.Y.GT.l.0.ANDJC.GT.Y6» THEN 

U=X-X2(lI) 

ENDIF 

V=X+X2(lI) 

U2=U"U+YS 

V2=V'V+YlI 

Ul=Y·H2(S)·(1.0/U2+1.O/V2) 
Vl=-H2(lI)O(U /U2+ V /V2) 

ZX=I.772460·CMPLX(XA 'Vl,YB"U1) 

GO TO 2000 

IF(Y LE.l.) THEN 

ENDIF 

H=O.2010 

XWQS=X!B 
N=INT(XWQS) 

N8=:N+l 
D&=X-Hl(N8) 

U=«(D4(N8)"D6+DlI(N8»"D&+D2(N8»"D&+Dl(N8»'D&+DO(N8) 

V=I.0-2.00'X'U 

Vl=(EXP(Ya-X·X)"COS(2.00·X"Y)/1.128l18O)-Y·V 

Ul=(EXP(YS-X·X)·SIN(2.00·X·Y)/I.128l18O)-U 

M2=INT(Ii.OO+(12.60-X)"O.SO·Y) 

U2=-Y 
F=-l.O 

DO 11 I=2,M2,2 

U=(X'V +U)/R1(I) 

V=(X'U+V)/Rl(I+l) 

U2=-U2'YS 
F=F'YlI'(-l) 

Vl=V1+V'U2 

Ul=U1+U'F 

CONTINUE 

ZX=2.00·CMPLX(XA·Ul,YB"Vl) 

GO TO rooo 

!F(Y LT.(1.4Ii)) THEN 

I=INT(ll.O·Y) 

ELSE 

I=INT(Y+y) 
END IF 

J=INT(X+X+l.860) 
Ml:AINT(Xl(J)"Yl(I)+O.460) 
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M2=MlNO(16,21-2*M1) 
u=y 
V=X 
DO 10 J=M2,lg 

Ul=Nl(J)/(U·U+V·V) 
U=Y+Ul·U 
V=X-UloV 

10 CONTINUE 
ZX=CMPLX(-XA·V,YB·U)/(U·U+V·V) 

ZOOO CONTINUE 

cce 
ccc 

CCC 

cce 

CPLZM1= ZX 
RETURN 
END 

COMPLEX FUNCTION CPLZM6(1l,I2,IS,I4,I6,I6) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), REAL (D) 
INTEGER ISIGMA(8) 
COMPLEX CPLZMU(8),CMU(8) 
COMMON /CPLZ/CPLZMU,CMU,ISIGMA 
I = ISIGMA(I2)/ISIGMA(Il) 
CZ6A=CPLZM6(11,13,I4,I6,I6) 
CZ68=CPLZM6(I2,13,I4,I6,I6) 
CPLZM6=(CZGA - I • CZ68)/(CMU(I2) - I • CMU(Il» 
RETURN 
END 

COMPLEX FUNCTION CPLZM6(Il,l2,IS,I4,I6) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (e), REAL (D) 
INTEGER ISIGMA(8) 
COMPLEX CPLZMU(8),CMU(8) 
COMMON /CPLZ/CPLZMU,CMU,ISIGMA 
I = ISIGMA(I2)/ISIGMA{Il) 
CZ4A=CPLZM4(11,13,I4,I6) 
eZ4B=CPLZM4(I2,IS,I4,I6) 

CPLZM6=(CZ4A - I • CZ4B)/(CMU(I2) - I • CMU(Il» 
RETURN 
END 

COMPLEX FUNCTION CPLZM4(Il,I2,IS,I4) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), REAL (D) 
INTEGER ISIGMA(8) 
COMPLEX CPLZMU(8),CMU(8) 
COMMON /CPLZ/CPLZMU,CMU,ISIGMA 
I = ISIGMA(I2)/ISIGMA(Il) 
CZM=CPLZMS(Il,IS,I4) 
CZ38=CPLZMS(I2,IS,I4) 
CPLZM4=(eZM - I • CZ38)/(CMU(I2) - I • CMU(Il» 
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CCC 

cce 

CCC 
CCC 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

RETURN 
END 

COMPLEX FUNCTION CPLZM3(1l,l2,IS) 
IMPLICIT COMPLF.JC (C), REAL (D) 
INTEGER ISIGMA(8) 
COMPLEX CPLZMU(8),CMU(8) 
COMMON /CPLZ/CPLZMU,CMU,ISIGMA 
I = ISIGMA(U)/ISIGMA(Il) 
CZ2A=CPLZM2(Il,lS) 
CZ2B=CPLZM2(U,IS) 
CPLZMS=(CZ2A - I • CZ2B)/(CMU(U) - I • CMU(Il» 
RETURN 
END 

COMPLEX FUNCTION CPLZM2(Il,l2) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), REAL (D) 
INTEGER ISIGMA(8) 
COMPLEX CPLZMU(8),CMU(8) 
COMMON /CPLZ/CPLZMU,CMU,ISIGMA 
I = ISIGMA(I2)/ISIGMA(Il) 
CPLZM2=(CPLZMU(I1) - I • CPLZMU(I2»/(CMU(I2) - I ° CMU(U» 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE GENFLDS 

INITIALIZES FIELDS, QSTAR, AND GUARD FUNCTION 

INDEX. 1 :I .... MIDX .... NX 
CCC BEAM WAISTS -DRMAX-DXDI -DRMAX 0 DRMAX 
CCC SPATIAL FREQ. ° 1/(2°DRMAXODWO) Fmax -1/(2°DRMAXODWO) 
CCC Fmax = 1/(2°DXDIODWO) 
CCC 

CCC 

PARAMETER (NTBL=4001,NX=266,NXPl=NX+l) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), LOGICAL (Q) 

REAL DGRD(NXP:,NX),TEMP(NX) 
COMPLEX CEl(NXPl,NX),CE3(NXPl,NX),CE4(NXPl,NX),CElOLD(NXPl,NX), 

'" CQSTAR(NXPl,NX) 
CCC 

COMMON /FJELD/CEl,CES,CE4,CElOLD,CQSTAR,DGRD 
COMMON /ICS/DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DXMIN,DEL,DELS,DD,DALFAO,DO,Dl,D2, 

'" DGABSQ,DKUI,DKUISQ,IP,IM,DDX,cm,DWO,DLAM,DPI,OSOL,DELZ,DZ12, 
'" DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DTl,CPHIS,CPW4,DRM.U,MIDX,D3FZ,D4FZ 

CCC 
CCC CONVERT FROM DELTA INDEX TO FREQUENCY IN INVERSE OM 
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cce 
DBETA = REAL(NX-2)/(REAL(NX)*D2·DRMAX) 
DBETA = DBETA • DBETA 
DBETA = DBETA·«DPI·DLAM)/DWO) 

ccc TWO STEPS OF DELZ/2 
DBETA = DBETA·(DELZ/(Da*DWO» 

cce seALE FOR collHl'Vation OF enersY IN en 

cce 
ccc 
cce 

DSeALE = Dl/REAL(NX·NX) 

LOOP TO LOAD CQSTAR, THE IRESNEL DIFFRACTION PHASE FACTOR 

D02OJ=I,NX 
IF(J.GT.MIDX) THEN 

JJ=J-NX-l 
ELSE 

JJ=J-l 
END IF 
DELJ=REAL(JJ) 
DELJ=DELJ*DELJ 
DO 101=1,NX 

IF(I.GT .MIDX) THEN 
D=I-NX-l 

ELSE 
D=I-l 

END IF 
DELI=REAL(O) 
DELI=DELI·DELI 
DARG=DDETA ·(DELI+DELJ) 
CQSTAR(I,J)=DSCALE·CMPLX(COS(DARG).-SIN(DARG» 

10 eoNTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

cce 
cce INITIALIZE GUARD FUNCTION 
cce 

NGD= NX/O 

DGD = DPI/D2/REAL{NGD) 
DO 111 1=I,MJDX-NGD-J 

TEMP(I) =Dl 
111 eoNTINUE 

DGO=DO 
DO 112 I =MlDX-NGD-I,MJDX-l 

TEMP(I) = COS(DGO)"a 
DGO = DGO + DGD 

112 CONTINUE 
cce 
cce 
ccc 

CONVERT FROM DELTA INDEX TO DELTA X IN BEAM WAIST UNITS 

DXDI = D2·DRMAX/REAL(NX-2) 
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CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 
CCC 

CCC 

DXDISQ = DXDI-DXDI 

CHOOSE LOOP TO PERFORM ACCORDING TO .12 

FIELD CURVATURE LOOP HAS EQUAL ENERGY TO FIRST LOOP 

IF(DZ12.EQ.DO) THEN 

LOOP THROUGH TO CALC. gAUSSIAN FIELDS, lit quad. 
NO FIELD CURVATURE, CELL ENTRANCE AT WAIST 

DO 40 J=MlDX,NX 

JNEW = J - MlDX 
DGDJ = TEMP(JNEW+l) 

DELJ = REAL(JNEW) 
DELI = DELJ·DELJ 

DO so I=MlDX,NX 

INEW = I - MlDX 
DGRD(I,J) = DGDJ - TEMP(INEW+I) 

DELI = REAL(INEW) 

DELI = DELI-DELI 

DGAMP = EXP(-DXDISQ-(DELI+DELJ)) 

CEl(I,J) = CMPLX(DXO ° DGAMP ,DO) 

OES(I,J) = CPHIS • DGAMP 

CE4(I,J) = CPW4 • DGAMP 
so CO~ 

40 CO~ 

CCC 

CCC IF Z12 NOT EQUAL 0, ADD CURVATURE TO PHASE FRONT 
CCO 

CCC 

CCO 
CCC 

cec 

ELSE 
DZZZ = DPloDWO·DWO/DLAM 

DZZZ = DZ12/DZZZ 
DZZZ=DZZZ·DZZZ 

DB2 = SQRT(DZZZ+Dl) 

DX03 = DXO/DB2 

CPHIS = CPHIS/DBJ 

CPW4 = CPW4/DB2 

DRZ = DZ12·(Dl/DZZZ+Dl) 
DXDPW = DXDISQ·DWO-DWO·DPI/(DLAM-DRZ) 

DXDISQ = DXDISQ/(DB2·DB2) 

LOOP THROUGH TO CALC. GAUSSIAN FIELDS, 1ST QUAD. 
WITH FIELD CURVATURE 

DO 41 J=MlDX,NX 

JNEW = J - MlDX 
DGDJ = TEMP(JNEW+l) 

DELJ = REAL(JNEW) 
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DEU = DEU-DEU 
DO 31 I=MIDX,NX 

INEW = I - MIDX 
DGRD(I,J) = DGDJ - TEMP(INEW+l) 
DELI = REAL(INEW) 
DELI = DELI-DELI 

DGAMP = EXP(-DXDISQ-(DELI+DEU» 
DARG = DXDPW-(DELI+DELJ) 
CEl(I,J) == DX02-DGAMP-CMPLX(COS(DARG).SIN(DARG» 

CE3(I,J) = CPm3 - DGAMP 
CE4(I,J) = CPW4 - DGAMP 

31 CONTINUE 
41 CONTINUE 

END IF 
CCC 
CCC 2ND QUAD. 
CCC 

DO 19 I=2,NX/2 
INEW=NX+2-1 
DO 18 J=MIDX,NX 

CEl(I,J)=CEl(INEW,J) 
CE3(I,J)=CE3(INEW,J) 
CE4(I,J)=CE4(INEW,J) 
DGRD(I,J)=DGRD(INEW,J) 

18 CONTINUE 
19 CONTINUE 

CCC 

CCC 3RD " 4TH QUADS. 
CCC 

DO 23 J=2,NX/2 
JNEW=NX+2-J 
DO 22 I=2,NX 

CEl(I,J)=CEl(I,JNEW) 
CE3(I,J)=CE3(I,JNEW) 
CE4(I,J)=CE4(I,JNEW) 
DGRD(I,J)=DGRD(I.JNEW) 

22 CONTINUE 
23 CONTINUE 

CCC 
CCC BOTTOM AND LEFT LINES 
CCC 

DO 24J=2,NX 
CEl(1,J)=CEl(2,J) 
CE3(1,J):CE3(2,J) 
CE4(1,J)=CE4(2,J) 
DGRD(I,J)=DO 

24 CONTINUE 
DO 26 I=I,NX 
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CEl(I,l)=CEl(I,2) 
CES(I,l)=CES(I,2) 
CE4(I,l)=CEC(I,2) 
DGRD(I,l)=DO 

26 CONTINUE 
CCC 
CCC UPDATE CPHIS " cpm4 FOR USE IN DFFRCT 
CCC 

CCC 

CCC 
CCC 

CCC 

DOMEGA = DD/DTI 
DK.3MKI = DOMEGA/DSOL 
DKDZD2 = DK.3MKI • DELZ / D2 
DRFAZ = COS(DKDZD2) 
DIFAZ = SIN(DKDZD2) 
cpms = CMPLX(DRFAZ,DIFAZ) 
cpm4 = CMPLX(DRFAZ,·DIFAZ) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE LODFFTT 

CCC LOADS COMMON /FFTT/, CALL TO CFTFAX REQUIRED BEFORE CFFT999 CAN 
CCC CAN BE CALLED. BOTH ROUTINES ARE OMNILm, NO DOCUMENTATION. 
CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 
CCC 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

CCC 

PARAMETER (NTBL=4001,NX=266,NXPl=NX+l,NX2=2*NX) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C) 

REAL TRIGS(NX3) 
INTEGER IFAX(lS) 

COMMON /FFTT/TRIGSJ,FAX 

CALL CFTFAX(NXJ,FAX,TRIGS) 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROUTINE OUTFLD(NPASS,CFLDl,CFLD2,CFLDS) 

WRITES FIELDS TO UNFORMATTED FILES 

PARAMETER (NTBL=400l,NX=266,NXPl=NX+l) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C) 
COMPLEX CFLDl(NXPl,NX),CFLD2(NXPl,NX),CFLDS(NXPl,NX) 

COMMON /ICS/DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DXMIN,DEL,DELS,DD,DALFAO,DO,Dl,D2, 
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8: DGABSQ,DKUI,DKUISQ,IP,lM,DDX,Cm,DWO,DLAM,DPI,DSOL,DELZ,DZ12, 

8: DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DT1,CPWS,CPW4,DRMAX,MIDX,DSFZ,D4FZ 

CCC 

NPRT=NX 
CCC ONLY SLICE THROUGH CENTER FROM -DRMAX TO DRMAX 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

WRITE(IS) NPASS,DO,(CFLD1(I,MIDX),I=2,NPRT) 

WRITE(17) NPASS,DSFZ,(CFLD2(I,MIDX),I=2,NPRT) 

WRITE(18) NPASS,D4FZ,(CFLD3(I,MIDX),I=2,NPRT) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE DFyaCT 

FRESNEL DIFFRACTION WITH FFT. AND QSTAR 

PARAMETER (NTBL=4001,NX=266,NXP1=NX+l) 

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C) 

REAL DGRD(NXP1,NX} 
COMPLEX CEl(NXP1,NX),CES(NXP1,NX),CE4(NXP1,NX),CEI0LD(NXP1,NX), 

8: CQSTAR(NXP1,NX) 
CCC 

COMMON /FIELD/CE1,CES,CE4,CEI0LD,CQSTAR,DGRD 
COMMON /ICS/DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DXMIN,DEL,DELS,DD,DALFAO,DO,Dl,D2, 

8: DGABSQ,DKUI,DKUISQ,IP,lM,DDX,CW,DWO,DLAM,DPI,DSOL,DELZ,DZ12, 

8: DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DT1,CPHIS,CPW4,DRMAX,MIDX,DSFZ,D4FZ 

CCC 

CALL TWODFFT(-I,l) 

CALL TWODFFT( -1,2) 

CALL TWODFFT(-l,3) 

DO 20 l=l,NXPloNX 

CEl(l) = CEl(I) • CQSTAR(I) 
CCC REM: NEED TO INCLUDE PHASE FACTOR FOR axp(IKZ) HERE 

CE3(I) = CES(I) • CQSTAR(I) • CPWS 

CE4(1) = CE4(1) • CQSTAR(I) • CPW4 
20 CONTINUE 

CCC 

CCC 

ccc 
cce 
CCC 

CALL TWODFFT(l,l) 

CALL TWODFFT(l,2) 

CALL TWODFFT(l,3) 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE TWODFFT(IFLAG,IFLD) 

PERFORMS A TWO-D FFT, IFLAG=-l => FORWARD, +1 => BACKWARD 
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PARAMETER (NTBL=4001,NX=266,NXPl=NX+l,NX2=2·NX,NX2Pl=2·NXPl) 

CCC 

COMPLEX CEl(NXPl,NX),CE:I(NXPl,NX),CE4(NXPl,NX),CElOLD(NXPl,NX), 

" CQSTAR(NXPl,NX) 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

REAL DGRD(NXPl,NX) 

REAL TRlGS(NX2) 

INTEGER IFAX(13) 

REAL WORK(4·NX·NX) 

REAL ACEl(NX2Pl,NX,3) 

COMMON /FIELD/CEl,CE:I,CE4,CElOLD,CQSTAR,DGRD 

COMMON /FFTT/TRlGS)FAX 

EQUIVALENCE (ACEl,CEl) 

BREAK TWO-D FFT INTO SUM OF ONE-D FFTa 

CQSTAR IS SCALED FOR THIS BY l/(NX"NX) 

FFTALONGX 

CALL CP'FT999(ACEl(l,l)FLD),ACEl(2,l)FLD),WORK,TRlGS)FAX. 

" 2,NX2Pl,NX,NX)FLAG) 
CCC FFT ALONG Y 

CALL CFFT999(ACEl(1.1)FLD),ACEl(2,l)FLD).WORK.TRlGS)FAX. 

" NX2Pl,2,NX,NX)FLAG) 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FWMPRP 

THIS ROUTINE SOLVES THE NONLINEAR PROPAGATION OF 

COPROPAGATING PUMPS AND PROBES INCLUDING FWM. 

SEE DISSERTATION EQ9. 49 " 64. 
THE COEFFIClENTS WERE CALCULATED BY GENCOF IN INIT 
AND ARE INTERPOLATED HERE FROM COMMON FWM IN THE 
GETCOF ROUTINE wmca CALLS CQUADN. 

PARAMETER (NTBL=4001,NX=266,NXPl=NX+l) 

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), LOGICAL (Q) 
CHARACTER·SO FILENM,CHRol 

COMPLEX CEl(NXPl,NX),CE:I(NXPl,NX),CE4(NXPl,NX),CElOLD(NXPl,NX). 

" CQSTAR(NXPl,NX) 
REAL DGRD(NXPl,NX),DDXX(NTBL) 

COMPLEX CALFA1(NTBL).CALFA3(NTBL).CALFA4(NTBL). 

" CKAPA3(NTBL),CKAPA4(NTBL),CGAINP(NTBL),CGAINM(NTBL) 
CCC 
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CCC 
CCC 

LARGEST COMMON FDtST 

COMMON /FIELD/CE1,CE3,CE4,CEI0LD,CQSTAR,DGRD 

COMMON /ICS/DGAJ)GABJ)XMAXJ)XMINJ)EL,DEL3J)D,DALFAO,DOJ)1J)2, 

& DGABSQJ)KUIJ)KUISQ,IP,lMJ)DX,CmJ)WO,DLAMJ)PIJ)SOLJ)ELZJ)Z12, 

" DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPSJ)Tl,CPHI3,cpm4J)RMAX,MIDX,D3FZ,D4FZ 
COMMON /FWM/DDXX,CALFAl,CALFA3,CALFA4,CKAPAS,CKAPA4,CGAINP, 

& CGAINM 
CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

KAPPA TERMS NEED PUMP PHASE 

GET COEFFICIENTS FROM LOOKUP TABLE 

DO 100 J = 1,NX 

DO 99 I = 1,NX 
DX = CABS(CEI0LD(I,J» 
IF(DXLT.DXMIN) THEN 
cpm = CMPLX(DIJ)O) 

ELSE 
cpm = CEI0LD(I,J)/DX 
cpm = cpm * cpm 

END IF 
CALL GETCOF(DX,CA1,CA3,CA4,CKS,CK4,CGP,CGM) 

SOLVE FOR PROPAGATED El FIELD 

ClABS = CEXP(-DELZ*CA1) 

CEl(I,J) = ClABS * CEl(I,J) 

CCC SOLVE FOR PROPAGATED ES 8r. E4* FIELDS 
CCC REM., ALL SUBSCRIPT 4 VARIABLES ALREADY ARE CONJUGATED 

CCC 

CCC 

OKS = OKS*CPm 

CK" = CK4*CONJG(CPm) 

CE4(I,J) = CONJG(CE4(I,J» 

CCC GET D'S 8r. F'9 OF EQS. 61 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC = Dl/(CGP-CGM) 

CCI = OKS • CE4(I,J) 
CC2 = CGM + CAS 

CO2 = CC2 • CE3(I,J) 
COP = CCC *(CCI-CC2) 

CC2 = CGP + CA3 
CC2 = C02 * CESCI,J) 

COM = -CCC *COOI-C02) 

001 = CK4 • CESCI,J) 
002 = CGM + CA" 
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CCC 

CC2 = CC2 • 9E4(I,J) 
CFP = ccc ·(CCI-CC2) 

CC2 = CGP + CA4 

CC2 = CC2 • CE4(I,J) 
CFM = -CCC *(CCI-CC2) 

CCC GET EXPONENTIALS OF G+ '" G-
CCC 

CCC 

CGPX = CEXP(DELZ·CGP) 

CGMX = CEXP(DELZ·CGM) 

CCC EQ.49a 

CCC 
CES(I,J) = CDp·CGPX + CDM*CGMX 

CCC 
CCC EQ. 49b CONIG 

CCC 

CCC 

CE4(I,J) = CFp·CGPX + CFM·CGMX 

CE4(I,J) = CON1G(CE4(I,J)) 

CCC END OF LOOP 

CCC 

99 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE GETCOF(DX,CAl,CA3,CA4,CK3,CK4,CGP,CGM) 

GETS NONLINEAR COEFFICIENTS FROM LOOI{-UP TABLES 

GENERATED IN SUB. GENCOF 

PARAMETER. (NTBL=4001,NX=268,NXP1=NX+l) 

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), LOGICAL (Q) 

COMPLEX CEl(NXP1,NX),CES(NXP1,NX),CE4(NXP1,NX),CE10LD(NXP1,NX), 

'" CQSTAR(NXP1,NX) 
REAL DGRD(NXP1,NX} 

REAL DDXX(NTBL) 
COMPLEX CALFAl(NTBL),CALFA3(NTBL),CALFA4(NTBL), 

'" CKAPA3(NTBL),CKAPA4(NTBL),CGAINP(NTBL),CGAINM(NTBL) 
CCC 

CCC LARGEST COMMON FIRST 
CCC 

COMMON /FIELD/CE1,CES,CE4,CEI0LD,CQSTAR,DGRD 

COMMON /FWM/DDXX,CALFA1,CALFA3,CALFA4,CKAP A3,CKAPA4,CGAINP, 
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&: CGAINM 
COMMON /ICS/DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DXMIN,DEL,DEL3,DD,DALFAO,DO,Dl,D2, 

&: DGABSQ,DKUI,DKUISQ,IP ,IM,DDX,CIU,DWO,DLAM,DPI,DSOL,DELZ,DZ12, 
&: DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DTl,CpmS,CPW4,DRMAX,MIDX,DSFZ,D4FZ 

CCC 
CCC DETERMINE INDEX FOR DDXX WmCH IS BELOW OR AT DX 
CCC 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

CCC 

IF(DX.LT .DXMIN) DX = DXMIN 
IF(DX.GT.(DXMAX-DDX)) DX = DXMAX - DDX 
DDLOW=DX/DDX 
ILOW=INT(DDLOW) + 1 
DTEST = DDXX(ILOW) - DX 

NO INTERPOLATION FOR EXACT HIT 

IF(DTEST .EQ.DO) THEN 
CAl = CALFAl(ILOW) 
CAS = CALFAS(ILOW) 
CA4 = CALFA4(ILOW) 
CKS = CKAPAS(ILOW) 
CK4 = CKAPA4(ILOW) 
CGP = CGAINP(ILOW) 
CGM = CGAINM(ILOW) 

CCC OR QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION FROM LOOKUP TABLES 
CCC 

CCC 
CCC 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

ELSE 

END IF 
RETURN 
END 

DXS = DDX + DTEST 
CAl = CQUADN(CALFAl(ILOW),DXS,DDX) 
CAS = CQUADN(CALFAS(ILOW),DXS,DDX) 
CA4 = CQUADN(CALFA4(ILOW),DXS,DDX) 
OKS = CQUADN(CKAPAS(ILOW),DXS,DDX) 
CK4 = CQUADN(CKAPA4(ILOW),DXS,DDX) 
CGP = CQUADN(CGAINP(ILOW),DXS,DDX) 
CGM = CQUADN(CGAINM(ILOW),DXS,DDX) 

COMPLEX FUNCTION CQUADN(CY ,DXS,DDX) 

QUADRATIC INTERPOLATION OF CY(X) USING NEVILLE'S ALGORITHM 
ASSUMES X(I) < X < X(2), AND x + DXS = X(2) 
ALSO CY(N) = CY( X(N)), AND X(N) = (N-l) • DDX 

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), REAL (D) 
DIMENSION CY(S) 
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CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

CCC 

DP= DDX+ DXS 

DM=DDX - DXS 

C12 = (DXS'CY(I) + DM"CY(2»/DDX 

C23 = (DP'CY(2) - DXS'CY(S»/DDX 
CQUADN = (DP'CI2 + DM"C23)/(DDX + DDX) 

RETURN 

END 

SUBROuttNESAVEEI 

SAVES CEI INTO OLDCEI FOR FWMPRP, TRACKS PHASE FRONTS 

PARAMETER (NTBL=400I,NX=266,NXPI=NX+I) 

IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C), LOGICAL (Q) 

REAL DGRD(NXPI,NX) 

COMPLEX CEI(NXPI,NX),CES(NXPI,NX),CE4(NXPI,NX),CEIOLD(NXPl,NX), 

ok CQSTAR(NXPl,NX) 
CCC 
CCC 

CCC 

LARGEST COMMON FIRST 

COMMON /FIELD/CEI,CES,CE4,CEI0LD,CQSTAR,DGRD 
COMMON /ICS/DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DXMIN,DEL,DELS,DD,DALFAO,DO,Dl,D2, 

ok DGABSQ,DKUI,DKUISQ,IP,IM,DDX,CID,DWO,DLAM,DPI,DSOL,DELZ,DZ12, 

ok DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DTl,CPHIS,CPW4,DRMAX,MIDX,D3FZ,D4FZ 

CCC 

CCC DIVIDE OUT PHASE OF ON AXIS CEI FROM ALL FIELDS 

CCC AND MULTIPLY BY GUARD FUNCTION 
CCC 

CFZ = CEI(MIDX,MIDX)/CABS(CE1(MIDX,MIDX» 

CFZ = CONJG(CFZ) 

DO 100 I=l,NXPI"NX 

CEI(I) = CFZ"CEl(I)'DGRD(I) 

CEIOLD(I) = CEl(I) 

CES{I) = CFZ"CES(I)ODGRD(I) 
CE4(I) = CFZ"CE4(I)'DGRD(I) 

100 CONTINUE 

CCC 

CCC ACCUMULATE PHASE OF E3 AND E4 RELATIVE TO El 
CCC 

FZLM=O.60 

DSI = AJMAG(CE3(MIDX,MIDX» 

DSR = REAJ.(CES(MIDX,MIDX» 
IF(DlIR.EQ.DO) THEN 

DlIFZN = SIGN(Dl/D2,D3I) 
ELSE 

DlIFZN = ATAN2(D3I,D3R)/DPI 
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END IF 
D30LD = DlIFZ 

200 IF(DlIOLD.GT.Dl) THEN 

END IF 

D30LD = DlIOLD-D2 
GOT0200 

300 IF(DlIOLD.LT.-Dl) THEN 

ccc 

END IF 

D30LD = DlIOLD+D2 
GOTOSOO 

DlIDIF = DlIFZN - D30LD 
IF(DlIFZN.LT.-FZLM.AND.DlIOLD.GT .FZLM) DSDIF = DSDIF+D2 
IF(DSFZN.GT.FZLM.AND.DSOLD.LT.-FZLM) DSDIF = DSDIF-D2 
DSFZ=DSFZ + DSDIF 

D4I = AJMAG(CE4(MIDX,MIDX)) 
D4R = REAL(CE4(MIDX,MIDX)) 
IF(D4R.EQ.DO) THEN 

D4FZN = SIGN(Dl/D2,D4I) 
ELSE 

D4FZN = ATAN2(D4I,D4R)/DPI 
END IF 
D40LD=D4FZ 
IF(D40LD.GT.D1) THEN 

END IF 

D40LD = D40LD-D2 
GOT0400 

600 IF(D40LD.LT.-Dl) THEN 

cce 
eee 
eee 

END IF 

D40LD = D40LD+D2 
GOT0600 

DIDIF = D4FZN - D40LD 
IF(D4FZN.LT.-PZLM.AND.D40LD.GT.FZLM) DIDIF = DIDIF+D2 
IF(D4FZN.GT.FZLM.AND.D40LD.LT.-FZLM) DIDIF = DIDIF-D2 
D4FZ=D4FZ + DIDm' 

GET OUTPUT PARAMETERS 

DELX=2.0DRMAX/REAL(NX-2) 
DELXSQ = DELX·DELX 
NXEQ2=INT(l.O/DELX) 
ENERGYl=DO 
ENERGY3=DO 
ENERGY4=DO 
CFLD = CEl(MIDX+NXEQ2,MIDX) 
DZI = AJMAG(CFLD) 
DZR = REAL(CFLD) 
IF(DZR.EQ.O.O) THEN 
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ZAI = SIGN(O.6,DZI) 
ELSE 

ZAI = ATAN2(DZI,DZR)/DPI 
END IF 
CFLD = CE3(MIDX+NXEQ2,MIDX) 
DZI = AlMAG(CFLD) 
DZR = REAL(CFLD) 
IF(DZR.EQ.O.O) THEN 

ZA3 = SIGN(O.6,DZI) 
ELSE 

ZA3 = ATAN2(DZI,DZR)/DPI 
END IF 
CFLD = CE4(MIDX+NXEQ2,MIDX) 
DZI = AlMAG(CFLD) 
DZR = REAL(CFLD) 
IF(DZR.EQ.O.O) THEN 

ZA4 = SIGN(O.6,DZI) 
ELSE 

ZA4 = ATAN2(DZI,DZR)/DPI 
END IF 
DRYl=ZA1"DLAM/D2 
DRXl=REAL(NXEQ2)"DELXODWO 
RCURVEl=(2.0oDRYl)/(DRXl"DRXl+DRYl"DRYl) 
YOI = CEl(MIDX,MIDX)"CONJG(CEl(MIDX,MIDX» 
Yll = SQRT(YOl) 
YOI = YOI/(DXO"DXO) 
YDIVI = Yll"EXP(-l.O) 
DRY~(ZA3-DSFZN)ODLAM/D2 

DRXlI=REAL(NXEQ2)"DELXODWO 
RCURVElI=(2.0oDRYS)/(DRX3"DRXlI+DRYS"DRYS) 
YOli = CElI{MIDX,MIDX)·CONJG(CES(MIDX,MIDX» 
YIS = SQRT(YOlI) 
YOli = YOli/(Dl"Dl) 
YDIVS = YlSoEXP(-l.O) 
DRY 4=(ZA4-D4lI'ZN)"DLAM/D2 
DRX4=REAL(NXEQ2)"DELX"DWO 
RCURVE4=(2.0"DRY4)/(DRX4"DRX4+DRY4°DRY4) 
Y04 = CE4(MIDX,MIDX)"CONJG(CE4(MIDX,MIDX» 
Yl" = SQRT(Y04) 
YOoa = YOoa/(Dl*Dl) 
YDIV4 = Y14°EXP(-1.O) 
DO 108 l=l,(NX-2)/2 

Jl=MIDX+1 
Y21 =Yll 
Y2lI = YIS 
Y24 = Y14 
Yll = CABS(CEl(Jl,MIDX» 
YIS = CABS(CElI(JI,MIDX» 
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Y14 = CA:9S(CE4(Jl,MIDX» 
ENERGYl=ENERGYl+REAL(2"I-l)"(Yll"YU+ Y2l"Y2l) 
ENERGYS=ENERGYS+REAL(2"I-l)"(YlS"Y13+ Y23"Y23) 

ENERGY4=ENERGY4+REAL(2"I-l)"(Y14"Y14+Y24"Y24) 
IF (YllLT.YDIVl.AND.Y2l.GE.YDIVl) 

'" BWAIST1=DELX"(REAL(I) + (YDIVI-Yll)/(Yll-Y21» 
IF (YlSLT.YDIVS.AND.Y23.GE.YDIVS) 

'" BWAISTS=DELX"(REAL(I) + (YDIVS-YlS)/(YlS-Y23» 
IF (y14LT.YDIV4.AND.Y24.GE.YDIV4) 

'" BWAIST4=DELX"(REAL(I) + (YDIV4-Y14)/(Y14-YM» 
108 CONTINUE 

CCC 
CCC 

CCC 
CCC 
CCC 

CCC 

ENERGY1=ENERGYl"DELXSQ/(DXO"02) 
ENERGYS=ENERGYS"DELXSQ 
ENERGY4=ENERGY4°DELXSQ 
WRlTE(26) YOl,BWAISTl,RCURVE1,ENERGYl 
WlUTE(27) YOS,BW AlSTS,RCURVES,ENERGYS 
WRlTE(28) Y04,BW AIST4,RCURVE4,ENERGY4 

RE'I'UHN 

END 

SUBROUTINE FARFLD 

FFT TO FAR FIELD, REPACK FROM FREQ. SPACE TO REAL SPACE 

PARAMETER (NTBL=4ool,NX=266,NXPl=NX+l) 
IMPLICIT COMPLEX (C) 

REAL DGRD(NXPl,NX) 
COMPLEX CEl(NXPl,NX),CE3(NXPl,NX),CE4(NXPl,NX),CElOLD(NXP1,NX), 

ok CQSTAR(NXPl,NX) 

CCC 
COMMON fFIELD/CEl,CE3,CE4,CE10LD,CQSTAR,DGRD 
COMMON /Ics/DGA,DGAB,DXMAX,DXMIN,DEL,DELS,DD,DALFAO,DO,Dl,D2, 

'" DGABSQ,DKUI,DKUISQ,IP,IM,DDX,CIII,DWO,DLAM,DPI,DSOL,DELZ,DZ12, 
'" DXO,DLN,NSTEPS,NDSTPS,DTl,CPWS,CPW4,DRMAX,MIDX,DSFZ,D4FZ 

CCC 
CALL TWODFFT(-l,l) 
CALL TWODFFT(-l,2) 
CALL TWODFFT(-l,s) 

MIDXPI = MIDX + 1 
DO 100 l=l,MIDX 

INEW = MIDXPI - I 
CEl(I,MIDX) = CEl(INEW,l) 
CE3(I,MIDX) = CE3(INEW,l) 
CE4(I,MIDX) = CE4(INEW,l) 

100 CONTINUE 

NXPMID = NX + MIDXPI 
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DO 200 I=MIDXPl,NX 

200 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

INEW = NXPMID - I 
CEl(I,MIDX) = CEl(INEW,l) 
CES(I,MIDX) = CES(INEW,l) 
CE4(I,MIDX) = CE4(INEW,l) 
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Appendix B 

EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTS 

This appendix presents schematics of the particular experimental arrangements used 

to obtain the data central to this dissertation. All experiments have a common "front 

end" consisting of an argon-ion pumped cw ring-dye laser, Lamb-dip spectroscopy 

frequency monitor, acousto-optic modulator (for heterodyning, amplitude modulation and 

noise eating), and spatial-filter/collimator. Ideally, over 700 mW of clean TEMoo power 

is available. With considerably less effort 500 mW is attained on a daily basis. The 

operating frequency is typically ±10 GHz from the Na O2 resonance with an absolute 

readout accuracy (from the Lamb-dip monitor) of better than ±0.2 GHz and an 

advertised frequency jitter of less than I MHz. With the noise eater operating, output 

power noise is reduced from about 2% to less than 1%. This improvement in power 

stability comes with a concomitant loss in peak power (e.g., 500 - 450 mW) and is 

therefore typically not used.-However, when the frequency is scanned a "D.C." power 

fluctuation of 10% or more is lJOSSible due to the dye laser cavity finesse variation with 

frequency (neither the thin etalon nor the birefringent filter tuning elements are part of 

the electronic feedback-controlled scan). Thus measurements involving frequency scans 

are best performed with the noise-eater circuit operating. 

The argon-ion laser is a Spectra-Physics model 2030 with a 20 watt tube operating 

single color at 514.5 nm. Operating in current-control mode at 45 amps approximetely 7 

watts of output is obtained. The intracavity aperture is set to 8 or 9 to minimize 
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transverse mode beatings. Even at these reduced aperture settings, due to this particular 

tube's bore, transverse mode beating is apparent on the RF spectrum analyzer using 

direct detection. By expanding the beam one detects 17 and 19 MHz beat frequencies 

when the detector samples just above or below the beam center. The longitudinal mode

spacing is 84 MHz and is seen everwhere on the beam. The transverse mode beatings are 

not readily detectable on the dye laser beam but do become detectable in many of the 

experiments after the beam passes through the Na vapor "gain medium." Thus 

instabilities at frequencies / .. (84n ± 17 or 19) MHz where n .. 0,1,2, ... are "seeded" by 

the dye laser and are thus difficult to avoid. 

Following are four figures which present top-view schematics of experimental 

arrangements. They are the "front end" as described above and three separate "back 

ends;" the distributed feedback instability experiment, the ring lasing instability 

experiment, and the self-trapping and conical emission experiment (for the single 

feedback experiment "back-end" see J. Opt. Soc. Am. B 5, 1181 (1988), fig. I). 
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Fig. 1. Experimental "front end" with four ouJpuJ beams: 01' Lamb-dip 
signal: Os. zero'th order: 03' pump power monitor: 04' pump beam. Also: 
M. mirrors: AOM. acousto-optic modulator: A. apertures: L. lenses: P. pinhole; 
C. polarizing beamsplitter cube: .\. 1/4 wave-plate: Na. sodium cell. BS1 and 
BS2 are 98% and 1% reflectivity beamsplitters. respective/yo 
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M L Na L M 

Fig. 2. Distributed feedbaek arrangement with two input beams and two ouJput 
beams: 11, pump input: IJ• zero'th order input: 01' ouJput for heterodyne 
detection (time and/or frequency analysis): Oz. ouJput to Fabry-Perot. Also. 
M. mirrors: L. lenses: Na. sodium cell. Beamsplillers BS1-, are 50%. 98%. and 
75% reflective. respectively. 

OJ 

Fig. 3. Ring cavity lasing instabilities experiment with two input and up to 
four output beams: 11, pump input: 12, zero'th order input: 01' ouJput for 
heterodyne detection: Oz. ouJputto Fabry-Perot: 0,. pump output: 04' rarely 
observed fourth-wave ouJput. Also. M. mirrors: L. lenses: Na. sodium cell: A. 
aperture: PZT. piezoelectric transducer. Beamsplillers BS1 and BSz are 98% 
and 50% reflective. respectively. 
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L Na 

Fig. 4. Sell-trapping and conical emission arrangement with one input beam 
and three output beams: 11, pump input: 01' output lor near-lield imaging: 0:. 
output to Fabry-Perot: 0,. output lor observation ollar-lield. Also. L. lenses: 
Na. sodium cell: BS1 and BS:. 50% beamsplitters. 
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